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The impact of institutional settings on local hazard 

mitigation efforts: A “new institutional” perspective 

Publication No. _________________ 

 

Juchul Jung, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2005 

Supervisor: Robert Paterson 

 

This dissertation seeks to better explain local government’s efforts to adopt 

hazard mitigation policy via “new institutionalism,” and offers a more compelling 

generative model built on Dalton and Burby (1994)’s model.  From a theoretical 

perspective, this dissertation explores the potential of the “new institutionalist” 

framework to better explain the mechanisms within institutional systems and 

explores the independent role of institutions (such as the plan and planning agency 

commitment) in hazard mitigation practice.  Methodologically, this dissertation 

uses a multilevel modeling which allows testing of a mixed or interaction effects on 

regional institutional settings, in terms of the relationship of local planning 

institutions (e.g., local plans’ quality and local planners’ commitment) to local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption.  By adding regional institutional variables to the 

model, using prior research findings in hazard mitigation and specifying cross-level 

interactions methodologically, this dissertation shows while each regional 

institutional variable (moral political culture, higher civic engagement, or strong 
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regional planning capacity for hazard mitigation) has positive impacts on local 

hazard mitigation policy, the interaction terms between local planning institutions 

and regional institutional variables all have negative signs.  That is, while the slope 

(or importance) of local plan quality in communities with conservative regional 

political culture is higher than that in communities with moral political culture, the 

slope (or importance) of local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation in 

communities with weaker regional agency for hazard mitigation is higher than that 

in communities with stronger regional agencies. The most important implication in 

this dissertation is that we, planners, should understand these institutional contexts 

and use appropriate policy interventions suggested by the model to better 

encourage local hazard mitigation policy adoption and implementation. Based on 

the concept of relative importance of local planning institutions in various regional 

institutional settings, local hazard mitigation planners, in practice, may need to 

carry out the institutional scanning needed to investigate the institutional context 

present in a local community.  Finally, this dissertation argues that the local 

planning institution is not just a mirror of social context, but an independent 

institution as an actor in the institutional framework 
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I. Introduction 

A rational approach to dealing with natural hazards is to identify those areas 

vulnerable to natural hazards, and then to restrict the use of those areas.  As Platt 

(1998) says, “The beginning of wisdom concerning disasters is the recognition that 

choices must be [made], both in the original layout of new settlements in hazardous 

areas, and in recovery after a disaster strikes” (p. 30).  

The history of natural disasters, however, shows that humans do not 

necessarily behave rationally.  Historical experiences such as the great fire of 

London of 1666 or the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 illustrate that human 

society has failed to make wise choices: “Like London after its fire in 1666,” says 

Platt, “San Francisco declined to alter its basic pattern of streets and land use 

pattern as it built” (Platt, 1998, p. 34).  Wilson (1989) argues similarly about the 

“city beautiful” movement, saying that while “existing cities may be replanned 

through politics…cities destroyed are almost always reconstructed on the old street 

pattern,” and that “disaster seems more likely to beget substantial continuity in 

urban form, rather than radical innovation” (p. 293).  

 

1.1 Adopting Hazard Mitigation Policy as Institutional Fixes 

In this situation, the U.S. government has traditionally tried to cope with 

natural disasters by using “engineering or technological fixes,” meaning such 

structural measures as levees to reduce human susceptibility to natural hazards, and 
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“behavioral fixes,” such as flood insurance, to reduce the economic vulnerability of 

individuals living on floodplains (Kates, 1986; Palm, 1990; Burby, 1998).  But 

these traditional “fixes” had a number of limitations.  The essential criticism is that 

they actually increased development in hazardous areas (White et al., 1958; Burby 

& French et al., 1985; Palm, 1990; Burby, 1998).  Structures such as dams and 

levees have been found to induce development in floodplain areas, and the 

provision of subsidized flood insurance increased the incentive to build in 

vulnerable floodplain areas (Burby, 1998; Burby et al., 1999). 

Recently, disaster specialists are increasingly emphasizing institutional 

fixes through local government adoption of hazard mitigation planning (Drabek et 

al., 1983; Berke & Beatley, 1992; Olshansky & Kartez, 1998; Mileti, 1999).  

Natural hazard mitigation is proactive, “advanced action taken to reduce or 

eliminate the long-term risk to human life and property from natural hazards,” 

rather than reactive, crisis-oriented action that takes effect only after disaster strikes 

(Godschalk, Beatley, Berke, Brower, &Kaiser, 1999, p. 5).  The idea of hazard 

mitigation is to avoid a hazard area by directing new development away from it, 

and then to maintain protective features of the natural environments by protecting 

sand dunes, wetland, forest and vegetated areas.  This concept demands an 

institutional intervention by government.  Planning solutions have long been 

advocated by researchers of hazards who see land use and development 

management as keys to mitigating natural disaster risks (White, 1936; Beatley, 
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1995; Kaiser et al., 1995; Burby, 1998).  According to Burby (1998), for example, 

planning programs can affect both the location and the design of urban 

development, and help create a constituency of knowledgeable citizens who 

support hazard mitigation programs.   

Following from these normative and theoretical arguments for land use 

planning and management to mitigate natural hazards, there has been some 

empirical literature on the effectiveness of land use planning in hazard mitigation 

(Holway & Burby, 1993; Mader, 1997; Olshansky, 1998; Burby, French, & Nelson, 

1998; Nelson & French, 2002). A few recent case studies of the 1992 Northridge 

earthquake show that hazard mitigation planning through land use planning and 

management can reduce damage from natural hazards (Olshansky, 1998; Burby, 

French, & Nelson, 1998; Nelson & French, 2002).  In floodplain cases, some 

multivariate research provides empirical findings that land use planning and 

management have positive effects on regulating the extent of floodplain 

development (Burby & French, 1985; Holway & Burby, 1993; Burby & Dalton, 

1994). 

This positive evidence of the effectiveness of hazard mitigation strategies 

through land use planning and management points to an important research issue in 

hazard mitigation practice: identifying factors that influence local hazard mitigation 

adoption activity.  The reason that research must focus at the local level is that local 

governments in the U.S. are largely responsible for planning and regulating land 
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use and development, and can therefore play an important role in hazard mitigation 

(FEMA, 1994; Godschalk et al., 1998).  A critical research question for hazards 

researchers, then, is what policies or interventions are best at encouraging localities 

to adopt and implement hazard mitigation planning. 

Currently, many local communities in the United States are still not willing 

to focus on hazard mitigation through land use planning (Burby et al., 1998).  

Recent research findings, in particular, show that even the experience of disasters 

does not automatically lead to the adoption of local land use mitigation policies for 

natural hazards (Wyner & Mann, 1986; Burby & Dalton, 1994; Dalton & Burby, 

1994; Berke et al., 1996; Burby & May et al., 1997).  This means that the 

behaviorist logic – which is based on rational and self-interested individuals – 

should be reconsidered: the behaviorist logic says that a tremendous disaster in a 

community will heighten the level of concern for disasters among its residents, 

which will influence individual preferences, thus leading local governments to 

adopt better hazard mitigation policies.  This logic, however – as we know from the 

historical experiences of 1666 London or 1906 San Francisco – does not accurately 

reflect collective human behavior.  Several prior studies show that previous natural 

disasters did not have a strong effect on the number of subsequent mitigation 

techniques employed by communities (Berke, Beatley & Wilhite, 1989; Dalton & 

Burby, 1994; Burby & May et al. 1997; Olshansky & Kartez, 1998). 
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1.2 The Need for an Institutionalist Approach 

Some communities have indeed adopted and implemented hazard 

mitigation policies successfully (Olshansky & Kartez, 1998).  Why does this 

happen? What causes the high degree of local variation in accepting and 

implementing hazard mitigation planning?  Over the past 20 years, a number of 

researchers have attempted to identify the key factors that influence the adoption of 

hazard mitigation policies and variables that best explain the adoption of local land 

use mitigation programs (Olshansky and Kartez, 1998).  The research has revealed 

a cluster of variables that reliably predict the adoption of hazard mitigation, but 

other predictors have failed to find support in ways consistent with prevailing 

theory.  What is most interesting is that the variables that repeatedly show a strong 

effect on the adoption of local hazard mitigation policies can be re-classified as 

institutional variables such as citizen participation, political culture and state 

mandates for natural hazards, while the more inconsistent predictors can logically 

be re-classified as non-institutional variables such as past experience with a disaster. 

According to North (1991), institutions provide the “rules of the game” in 

society or, more formally, are the human-devised constraints that shape human 

interaction.  The constraints include both “formal ones, such as rules that human 

beings devise,” and “informal ones, such as conventions and codes of behavior” 

(North, 1991, p. 4).  This concept helps us to better understand why predictors 
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identified in prior research are more reliable -- because they are institutional 

variables. 

These “institutional” variables include, as formal constraints, linkages to 

conventional planning issues such as plan updates, the planning process, and major 

capital investment decisions (Clary, 1985; Beatley & Godschalk, 1985; Berke, 

1986; Wyner & Mann, 1986; Berke, Beatley & Wilhite, 1989; Godschalk, et al., 

1989; Berke & Beatley, 1992), planning staff capacity (Berke & Beatley, 1992), 

and state mandates (Berke & Beatley, 1992; Berke et al., 1996; Burby & May et al., 

1997).  Variables that describe informal constraints include the role of advocates 

(Rossi et al., 1982; Alesch & Petak, 1986; Berke, 1986; Berke, Beatley & Wilhite, 

1989; Godschalk et al., 1989), participant interaction (Drabek, et al., 1983; Berke, 

1986; Berke & Beatley, 1992; Olshansky, 1998), and political culture (Berke, 1986; 

Berke & Beatley, 1992). 

These research findings are valuable in demonstrating how one might begin 

to measure the influence of institutions on the adoption of local hazard mitigation 

policies.  These institutional variables suggest a need for an institutionalist 

approach that both criticizes the behaviorist logic and emphasizes the importance of 

institutions’ effects in explaining government behavior.   

Most of the significant research findings are mostly based on theoretical 

studies and empirical case studies.  Dalton and Burby (1994) provide the most 

comprehensive and compelling study of the adoption of local hazard mitigation 
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policies, using prior theoretical advances and statistical methods.  They found that a 

plan’s quality, the planner’s commitment, and state mandates for hazard mitigation 

all have a strong positive impact on the adoption of local hazard mitigation policies.  

They conclude that planning plays an important role in hazard mitigation, because 

local communities that have a high level of local plan quality and a high degree of 

commitment from planners to mitigation plans were found to be more likely to 

adopt local hazard mitigation policies.  They also found that state mandates for 

planning and natural hazard mitigation is a key predictor of the adoption of local 

hazard mitigation policies, both through direct and indirect means.  However, past 

experiences with disaster seemed to have little impact on local hazard mitigation 

policies. 

While Dalton and Burby (1994) do not directly address institutional inputs, 

their focus on plans and planners could be reinterpreted using the new 

institutionalist perspective.  Local plans and planning agencies are clearly 

institutional components.  Furthermore, Dalton and Burby suggest that existence of 

relationships between the planning organization, the institutional setting, and local 

hazard mitigation policy, and provide compelling theoretical arguments for 

integrating hazard mitigation with local land use planning. 
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1.3 The Research Problem: Limitations of Burby and Dalton (1994) Model 

and a New Institutional Perspective 

While the connections in the Burby and Dalton (1994) model are logical 

and supported by statistical analysis, the model’s explanatory power is limited in 

several ways.  First, their model contains two types of error: left-out variable error 

and left-in variable error – indicating that some variables are missing from the 

model, while others should not have been included.  They try to control for such 

local situational factors as recognition of the hazard problem, the seriousness of 

hazards within community, the size of hazard areas, population density, and median 

home value. However, broader institutional factors were not controlled for – factors 

that may also compel local planning effort in local hazard mitigation.  Informal 

institutional variables, such as political culture, participant interaction, and the 

presence of advocates, and formal institutional variables, such as regional agency 

and management, were not included in their model at all.   

Second, Dalton and Burby’s model did not explain adequately why there is 

a high degree of cross variation in a local plan’s quality and local planners’ 

commitment in influencing local hazard mitigation policies.  While state mandates 

for planning and hazards were indentified as one of the key institutional variables 

to influence the local plan quality and local planners’ commitment, Dalton and 

Burby’s model still tried to use non-institutional varibales – which are local 

situational factors in the model – to explain the local plan quality and planners’ 
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commitment.  Except for population density having a negative impact on overall 

plan quality, most non-institutional factors don’t seem to be very important. 

While it is true that local plan quality and planners’ commitment are 

institutional factors that contribute to the adoption of local hazard mitigation 

policies, the importance of those key factors could be considered differently, within 

the different institutional contexts of the region.  Local communities can be situated 

in different institutional contexts due to varying levels of civic engagement, 

different political culture, and different local or regional government structures.  

While planners’ commitment to hazard mitigation may have a stronger impact on 

policy adoption in communities with a progressive political culture, the quality of 

the local plan may be more effective in influencing policy adoption in communities 

with a culture of high participation.  The reverse also may be possible because local 

planners could be influence or motivated by high citizen participation and the local 

plan’s quality could be better in a progressive culture that is likely to support 

stronger governmental intervention.   

Third, in Dalton and Burby’s model, state mandates for planning influenced 

the plan quality, and state mandates for hazard mitigation influenced planners’ 

commitment.  These results suggest that formal rules or structures in government 

systems can have an impact on local plans and planners.  Logically regional 

planning agencies may also affect the local plans and planners’ commitment in 

making local hazard mitigation policies (Hanson & Lemanski, 1995 and Beatley, 
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1998).  This theoretical explanation could be a useful piece for a model concerning 

local hazard mitigation policy, as we can imagine the many consequences and 

implications of a more dynamic policy model. 

Fourth, Dalton and Burby (1994) mix variables from different levels - state 

mandates and local plan quality - together in a multiple regression model.  Ignoring 

the multilevel character of data can impose significant statistical costs in the form 

of underestimated standard errors and inflated probability of Type I error (Bryk and 

Raudenbush, 1992; Kreft, 1996; Singer, 1997).  To make the model stronger, a 

multilevel model, such as Hierarchical Linear Model (HLM), may be the better 

analytic choice. 

These explanatory limitations in Dalton and Burby’s model demand a more 

comprehensive approach, one that offers an important theoretical and empirical 

modification of their research finding that institutions (plans and planners) matter.  

Conceptualizing how different institutional arrangements and environments lead to 

different specific institutional effectiveness is the next step beyond modeling 

whether the specific factors – such as plan quality and planning agency 

commitment to hazard mitigation – influence the adoption of local hazard 

mitigation policies.   

Since the 1980s, a new institutional perspective has emerged as one of the 

most prominent research agendas in such social sciences as comparative politics, 

political economy, sociology, and public policy (March & Olsen, 1984; Steinmo & 
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Tolbert, 1998; Blom-Hansen, 1997).  New institutionalists have criticized 

behaviorists’ perspectives in social sciences, which generally focus on the 

individually-rational behavior and interpret collective behavior as the aggregated 

consequence of individual choice (March & Olsen 1984; DiMaggio & Powell, 

1991; North, 1991; Hall & Taylor, 1996).  The behaviorist perspective is criticized 

because it disregards for the role of institutions, and that the behavioral point of 

view does not accurately reflect collective human behavior (Shepsle, 1989; North, 

1990; Koelble, 1995). 

New institutionalism is a recent school of thought that blends elements of 

an old institutionalism with the non-institutionalist styles of recent theories of 

social science.  The basic premise of new institutionalism is that institutions affect 

social outcomes.  According to new institutionalists, institutions structure social 

actions and outcomes, rather than simply mirroring social activity and rational 

competition among disaggregated units (March & Olsen 1984; Aspinwall & 

Schneider, 2000).  While old institutionalism relies on typologies and argues that 

institutional settings reflect structural conditions, new institutionalism broadens the 

definition of institutions as being more than mere rules, procedures and government 

structures – that they are also about convention and customs (Powell & DiMaggio, 

1991). This perspective strengthens explanatory power, by acknowledging that 

actors’ “preference” can only be understood in the context of the institutionally 
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generated incentives and institutionally available options that structure choice 

(Kaiser, 1997, p. 434). 

New institutionalism emphasizes the need for institutional invention, the 

possibility of inefficiency in history, the importance of symbolic action to 

understanding political life, and the relative autonomy of institutions (March & 

Olsen, 1984).  This new school of thought focuses on three theoretical or research 

issues: the importance of culture versus functionalism; the importance of citizen 

participation versus instrumentalism; and the importance of planning system as an 

institution.   

These three theoretical issues broaden the scope of institutions and provide 

an integrative approach, from the macro, meso and micro levels, to explain 

different aspects of the same empirical phenomenon.  If we consider both informal 

institutions (such as conventions and citizen participation) and formal institutions 

(such as rules that human beings devise), it will lead, in research analysis, to links 

at the macro level such as structure or culture-based approaches, and to links at the 

micro level such as agency-based approaches.  This could expand on the foundation 

Dalton and Burby (1994) lay, and make their model richer in breadth and depth. 

This disseratation is a theoretical study to better explain local government’s 

efforts to adopt hazard mitigation policy via “new institutionalism,” and also an 

empirical study, that offers a more compelling generative model built on Dalton 
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and Burby’s (1994) model. It strives to achieve better explanations by 

operationalizing a new institutionalist framework.   
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II. Literature Reviews 

A widely accepted definition explains natural hazards as “those elements of 

the physical environment, harmful to man and caused by forces extraneous to him” 

(Burton, Kates and White, 1978).  Notwithstanding the term “natural,” a natural 

hazard has an element of human involvement.  After all, a physical event that does 

not affect human beings is a natural phenomenon, but not a natural hazard; a 

natural phenomenon that occurs in a populated area is, however, a hazardous event. 

Many hazard specialists and planners have introduced hazard mitigation 

planning in the field of natural hazards (White, 1936; Burby & French, 1985; 

Godschalk et al., 1989; Berke & Beatley, 1992; Mileti, 1999).  They have long 

argued that it makes sense to prevent development in hazardous areas, to design 

structures that withstand the stresses imposed by hazards, and to build such public 

facilities as roads and bridges to stand up under hazard forces while allowing for 

evacuation of threatened populations (Kaiser et al., 1995; Berke, 1998; Burby, 

1998).   

The past 20 years of hazard mitigation research has generated some key 

insights into hazard mitigation planning, while showing that there are some gaps 

between knowledge and practice that need to be addressed in the next generation of 

research.  Prior research has provided the following important arguments and 

findings: the importance of land use planning and management in hazard mitigation 

(Beatley, 1995; Burby, 1998; Kaiser et al. 1995; Godschalk, Kaiser & Berke, 1998), 
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and its effectiveness (Holway & Burby, 1993; Mader, 1997; Olshansky, 1998; 

Burby, French, & Nelson, 1998; Nelson & French, 2002); the importance of local 

responsibility (FEMA, 1994; Godschalk et al., 1998), and of the role of federal 

governments in making plans and plan implementation (Burby et al., 1999).   

Hazard researchers have long advocated land use and development 

management as keys to mitigating natural disaster risks (White, 1936; Beatley, 

1995; Burby, 1999).  Geographer Gilbert White (1936) first proposed these ideas in 

an article in the Planners Journal, and argued that human adjustment to hazards 

could be found in land use planning.  Burby (1999) argues that land use planning 

management can affect both the location and the design of urban development in 

hazardous areas, and help to create a constituency of knowledgeable citizens who 

support hazard mitigation programs.   

Theoretically, it is argued that land use planning, as a response to natural 

hazards, has a number of potential advantages.  First, it is very effective in reducing 

long-term damages and loss of life.  Second, there is the potential for substantial 

long-term cost savings to society.  Third, there is the ability to protect valuable 

features and elements of the natural environment.  Fourth, human settlement 

patterns, which are generally more sustainable both environmentally and socially, 

can be achieved (Beatley, 1995, pp. 31-36). 

The concept of sustainability has also enhanced the importance of hazard 

mitigation and land use planning (Beatley, 1995, 1998; Burby, 1998).   A 
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“sustainable community” is one that is disaster resilient and the basic strategy is to 

keep people and properties away from high hazard locations.  When this is 

accomplished, the inherently mitigating qualities of natural environmental systems 

are maintained, and development is designed to be resilient in the face of natural 

forces (Beatley, 1995).  Beatley (1995) proposes nine directions to promote greater 

sustainability through land use mitigation practice; they include building on 

existing frameworks, adjusting incentive structures, using new planning tools (such 

as the transfer of development rights and neo-traditional planning development), 

developing more compact and contiguous development patterns, facilitating 

development in safer locations, innovative land acquisition efforts, the importance 

of hazard mapping, emphasizing multiple objectives, and linking planning and 

hazards to sustainable development.   

Despite their theoretical importance, it is difficult to evaluate the 

effectiveness of adopted land use planning tools in preventing damage or loss of 

life in hazards; it is easier to document planning failures than planning successes.  

For example, Agenda 21 recommends studies on the effects of inadequate land use 

in hazard-prone areas, instead of the positive effects of land use planning for hazard 

mitigation (New Zealand Local Government Association, 1994, p. 14).  As an 

example, it is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of land use planning for hazard 

mitigation in earthquakes, since certain safety elements overlap other state seismic 
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safety and environmental mandates and related local programs (California Seismic 

Safety Commission, 1994, pp. 63-70).   

Recently, however, the normative arguments for land use planning and 

management in hazard mitigation were supported by some empirical literature on 

the effectiveness of land use planning in hazard mitigation.  Some recent case 

studies of the Northridge earthquake and empirical research in floodplain 

management show that land use planning can reduce damage from natural hazards 

(Burby & French, 1985; Holway & Burby, 1993; Olshansky, 1998; Burby, French, 

& Nelson, 1998; Nelson & French, 2002).   

 

2.1 The Importance of Local Responsibility 

Hazard researchers have identified the importance of local governments in 

hazard mitigation planning.  According to the 1994 FEMA natural mitigation 

strategy, “all mitigation is local.”  In hazard mitigation, the power of local 

governments varies according to their goals and methods, and their power includes 

planning power, regulatory power, spending power, taxing power, and acquisition 

power.  Thus, local governments are considered to play an important role in 

planning and regulating land use and development (Godschalk et al., 1998, pp. 90-

92).  Hazard researchers have thus focused on local communities to identify the key 

factors inflencing hazard mitigation policies.  This focus on local communities 

oints to the important role of state governments (Burby and May et al., 1997).  The 
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role of state government is about state mandates for planning and hazard mitigation 

that influence the local decision in plan quality to reduce negative impact of natural 

hazards and local hazard mitigation policy adoption (Burby, 2005).  

Recent research points to one type of barrier to effective local land use 

planning for hazard mitigation (Burby et al., 1999).  Federal policies have failed to 

offer suggestions for reforms to encourage states and localities to use land use 

planning as a hazard mitigation tool.  Furthermore, researchers have found that 

federal policies addressing natural hazards and disasters have two primary flaws.  

The first is the facilitation of intensive development in areas exposed to natural 

hazards.  The central elements of federal policy addressing natural hazards have 

“safe development” practice, through hazard control measures, and disaster relief 

and flood insurance. When land owners and developers view hazardous areas safe 

and profitable places for development, land use approaches to hazard mitigation 

can be viewed by them as a threat to be avoided.   

Second, federal policies undermine natural mitigation planning, making 

those who support it seem like they have wasted their efforts by “crying wolf” 

(Burby et al., 1999, pp. 247-257).  Burby et al. (1999) argued that the federal 

government, mostly at federal expense, protected property from loss by building 

flood-control structures, blunted any losses that occur by offering generous disaster 

relief payments, and underwrote rebuilding in the same location.  The government 

has made it seem foolish to avoid or limit the use of area most at risk.   
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2.2 Local Hazard Mitigation Efforts 

While the theoretical linkage of land use planning with hazard mitigation 

needs the study about the land use mitigation’s empirical effectiveness, the 

important role of local governments in hazard mitigation demands logically a 

theoretical and practical focus on the local governments’ efforts to establish hazard 

mitigation policies through land use planning and management.  The focus is on 

how local governments adopt and implement local hazard mitigation policies 

through land use planning and management.  There has been, however, a gap 

between knowledge and practice that needs to be addressed in the research; the 

essence of the gap is that overall level of local response to hazards has been 

limited; many communties still are not willing to accept land use mitigation (Burby 

et al., 1998).  Why are many communities still not willing to undertake land use 

mitigation, in spite of there being frequent disasters? 

A number of researchers have attempted to identify the key factors that 

influence the adoption of local hazard mitigation policies.  These research interests 

focused on how to encourage hazard mitigation policies at the local level.  Over the 

past 20 years, many theoretical arguments and empirical case studies have 

suggested key variables that influence local hazard mitigation adoption.  They are 

as follows: presence of advocates (or politically supportive groups); degree of land 

area subject to hazards and already developed; development pressure; presence of a 

policy solution; linkage to conventional issues (or well-established precedents); 
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participant interaction and coordination; problem recognition by stakeholders – risk 

perception; population density; staff resources and capacity; state planning/hazard 

mitigation mandates; political culture; socio-economic conditions (community 

wealth and resources); staff hours allocated to natural hazard mitigation; past 

experience. 

Theoretically, Berke (1986), Berke and Beatley (1992), and Olshansky and 

Kartez (1998) classified these key influencing factors into two categories (see 

Figure 1).  At first, Berke (1986) derived that there were “internal and external” 

factors to integrate the findings of research in hazard planning and policy making.  

Internal factors, which represent the capacity and activities of public agencies to 

advance their mitigation programs, include participant interaction, presence of 

advocates, linkage to well-established precedents, and availability of staff resources.  

External factors include problem recognition, occurrence of a disaster that leads to 

a “window of opportunity,” social and economic conditions, and political culture.  

Berke argued that “the balance of influence exerted by internal and external factors 

determine the extent of local public organizations determines their own plans and 

policies” (p. 22).   
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(Figure 1) Classifying factors influencing the adoption of hazard mitigation 
policies in prior research 

(Berke, 1986; Berke and Beatley, 1992) 
 
Berke and Beatley (1992) updated this categorization to focus on the local 

governments as public agencies.  Instead of using “internal/external” factors, they 

used “controllable/uncontrollable” factors by local government, and added some 

variables to the uncontrollable factors.  The factors controllable by local 

government refer to most of the internal factors, and include “public recognition of 

the problem,” which was one of external factors in the prior conceptualization; this 

argues that governments can improve community-wide recognition of hazards by 

preparing local comprehensive plans (Deyle, French, Olshansky, & Paterson, 1998).  

Factors uncontrollable by local government include most of the external factors – 
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except for public recognition – and were added by the “mandate from state or 

federal government,” “previous experience with hazards,” and “presence of a 

policy solution” (Olshansky & Kartez, 1998). 

The Berke and Beatly model aims to help local government and local 

planners understand what institutional and behavioral obstacles exist and suggests 

which direction to practically overcome those obstacles for great success in local 

government hazard mitigation.  However, some empirical studies have found 

opposing findings, to the effect that key factors from Figure 1 do not always predict 

local hazard mitigation or may have effects in the opposite direction expected.  As 

an example, although past experience with hazards was considered an important 

variable, other recent research shows that it does not have a significant effect on 

local hazard mitigation policies.  Many studies have tried to prove those key 

influencing factors through empirical research (Burby & May et al., 1997).  Table 1 

summarizes whether prior research supports the evidence of those key factors 

predicting the adoption of local hazard mitigation policies.  
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(Table 1) Research evidence on factors for adopting of local hazard mitigation 
planning and policy 

Variables Research Evidence  
State Mandates 
(Planning/Hazard 
Mitigation) 

Godschalk et al. (1989); Berke and Beatley (1992); 
Berke et al. (1996); Burby and May et al. (1997) 

Political Culture Berke (1986); Berke and Beatley (1992);  
Presence of a Policy 
Solution 

Alesch and Petak (1986); Berke and Beatley 
(1992) 

Linkage to Conventional 
Issues (or Well-established 
Precedents): Plan Update, 
Planning Process, or Major 
Capital Investment Decision 

Clary (1985); Beatley and Godschalk (1985); 
Berke (1986); Wyner and Mann (1986); Berke, 
Beatley and Wilhite (1989); Godschalk, et al. 
(1989); Berke and Beatley (1992); Burby and May 
et al. (1997); Olshansky (2001) 

Advocates (or Politically 
Supportive Groups) 

Olson and Nilson (1982); Rossi et al. (1982); 
Lambright (1984); Alesch and Petak (1986); Berke 
(1986, 1989); Berke, Beatley and Wilhite (1989); 
Godschalk et al. (1989); Berke and Beatley (1992) 

Participant Interaction and 
Coordination 

Mileti, (1980); Drabek, et al. (1983); Berke (1986, 
1989); Berke and Beatley (1992); Olshansky 
(2001) 

Regional Management and 
Agency 

Hanson and Lemanski (1995); Beatley (1998) 

Staff Resources and 
Capacity 

Berke, Beatley and Wilhite (1989); Berke and 
Beatley (1992)  

Consistent 
Predictors 

Development Pressure Burby and French (1981); Godschalk et al. (1989); 
Berke et al. (1996) 

Past Experience Wyner and Mann (1986)(+); Alesch and Petak 
(1986)(+); Godschalk et al. (1989)(+); Berke, 
Beatley and Wilhite (1989)(-); Dalton and Burby 
(1994)(-); Kartez and Faudel (1995)(+); Burby and 
Dalton (1994)(-); Berke et al. (1996)(-); Burby and 
May et al. (1997) (-) 

Problem Recognition by 
Stakeholders – Risk 
Perception 

Mileti (1980)(+); Drabek, et al. (1983)(-); Alesch 
and Petak, (1986)(+); Berke (1986)(+); Godschalk, 
et al. (1989)(+); Mittler (1989) (-)  

Socio-Economic Conditions 
(influence community 
wealth, availability of 
resource; perceived needs for 
public action ) 

Wyner and Mann (1986)(+); Burby, et al. 
(1985)(+); Burby and French (1981)(+); Drabek, et 
al. (1983)(+); Berke (1986)(+); Wyner and Mann 
(1986)(+);  Berke et al. (1996) (-) 

Population Density Burby and French (1981)(+); Berke et al. (1996)(-)

Inconsistent 
Predictors 
(positive 

effect (+); 
no effect (-)) 

 

Degree of Land Area Subject 
to Hazards and Percentage of 
Floodplain Already 
Developed 

Burby and French (1981)(+); Godschalk et al. 
(1989)(+); Berke et al. (1996)(-) 
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While the past 20 years of empirical research find some support for key 

predictor variables among all the key theoretical factors regarding the adoption of 

hazard mitigation, some explanatory factors remain in dispute among researchers.  

The most consistent effective variables for policy change include:  

• state mandates (planning and hazard mitigation)  

• regional management and agency 

• political culture 

• presence of a policy solution 

• development pressure 

• linkage to conventional issues (or well-established precedents) 

• advocates (or politically supportive groups) 

• participant interaction and coordination 

• staff resources and capacity 

According to Figure 1, while the first five variables refer to the 

uncontrollable factors by local government, the last four variables refer to the 

controllable factors by local government.  However, some factors in previous 

studies are not conclusive.  These are:  

• past experience 

• problem recognition by stakeholders – risk perception 

• community wealth and resources 

• degree of land area subject to hazards and already developed 
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• population density 

As said previously, past disaster experience is one of the most disputable 

variables among researchers.  Earlier research argues that experience can have a 

positive effect on policy adoption (Wyner & Mann, 1986; Alesch & Petak, 1986; 

Godschalk et al., 1989).  But recent research refutes the earlier assumption through 

empirical study (Berke, Beatley & Wilhite, 1989; Berke et al., 1996; Burby & May 

et al., 1997).  Local situational factors such as problem recognition, community 

wealth, population density, and degree of land area subject to hazards are also less 

conclusive variables.  These factors are also not policy manipulative variables 

because we cannot increase those such as community wealth to adopt hazard 

mitigation policies.  There have been conflicting in results among many studies 

(see e.g., Mileti, 1980; Burby & French, 1981; Drabek, et al., 1983; Burby, et al., 

1985; Alesch & Petak, 1986; Berke, 1986; Wyner & Mann, 1986; Godschalk, et al., 

1989; Mittler, 1989; Berke et al., 1996).   

How are we to understand the findings outlined in Table 1?  Is there a 

different relationship, and what is the relationship among the proven effective 

variables?  Do we have a theoretical model to better explain this situation?    

 

2.3 Burby and Dalton (1994) Model 

Recently, an interesting piece of research gave us a starting point in solving 

the above questions (Dalton & Burby, 1994; Burby & Dalton, 1994).  While Dalton 
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and Burby (1994), which was published in Journal of American Planning 

Association, tried to investigate how states influence local hazard mitigation 

policies. Burby and Dalton (1994)’s articles, which was published in Public 

Administration Review, wanted to test David Easton’s political demand theory, 

where political demands and supports determine policy outputs.  Dalton and Burby 

(1994) and Burby and Dalton (1994) found that communities with good plans and 

planners who were committed to the policies tend to adopt strong local hazard 

mitigation policies.  At the same time, they tested the linkage between the local 

plan quality and planners’ commitment with situational factors such as state 

mandates and political actions, resources, population density and past hazard 

experience (Dalton and Burby, 1994), or the environment in which government 

operates, such as political demands, supports and environmental characteristics 

(Burby and Dalton, 1994).  This testing was performed by way of regression and 

path analysis.   

Dalton and Burby (1994) provided evidence that state mandates are very 

important in the adoption of local hazard mitigation policies (Godschalk et al., 

1989; Berke and Beatley, 1992).  Specifically, state mandates for natural hazard 

mitigation had a direct and strong effect on the local hazard policies and planners’ 

commitments to hazard mitigation, while state mandates for planning had a strong 

impact on local plan quality alone.  Also, elected officials’ support and political 

activism, among local situational factors, had a strong impact on the adoption of 
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local hazard mitigation policies and planners’ commitment.  These variables are 

categorized by political demands and supports in Burby and Dalton (1994).  

However, other local situational factors, such as past hazard experience, size of 

hazard area, and local resources – which are called “environmental characteristics” 

in Burby and Dalton’s model – had little impact on the policy adoption, plan 

quality, and planners’ commitment, while population density had a negative impact 

on plan quality statistically.  This research, in part, represents the appropriateness 

of the research evidence of Table 1.   

(Figure 2) Burby and Dalton’s model  

 
 

Despite these empirical findings, the most important argument in their 
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strong and direct impact on the local hazard mitigation policies, as shown in the 

middle part of Figure 2.  To examine this argument, Dalton and Burby (1994) 

grouped the data by plan quality (no plan, poor plan and good plan) and by level of 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation (low, medium and high).  The 

index of plan quality was made by “incorporating factual analysis and goals as well 

as specific recommendation” (Dalton & Burby, 1994, p. 452).  They also used the 

total development management score that is consisted of land use controls, site 

design requirements, building standards, and knowledge enhancement represent, as 

the dependent variable.  They argued that “the regression analysis shows that 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation is a more consistent factor in 

explaining the total number of development techniques a community employs, but 

the two way analysis of variance reveals that plan quality affects the composition, 

or relative emphases on different approaches to development management” (Dalton 

and Burby, 1994, p. 453). 

The critical importance of planning agency commitment to hazard 

mitigation and the significant role of plan quality to development management for 

local hazard mitigation seems aligned with the evidence of previous studies, as 

shown in Table 1.  The role of plan quality is very much related to an argument 

about the linkage to conventional issues (or, well-established precedents).  Many 

previous studies have argued that the integration of local hazard mitigation policies 

through local comprehensive plan updates, local planning process, or major capital 
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investment decision making is a very effective strategy in achieving local hazard 

mitigation policy outputs (Clary, 1985; Beatley & Godschalk, 1985; Berke, 1986; 

Wyner & Mann, 1986; Berke, Beatley & Wilhite, 1989; Godschalk, et al., 1989; 

Berke & Beatley, 1992; Burby & May et al., 1997; Olshansky, 2001).  Also, the 

importance of planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation has been shown 

in previous studies to be one of the more effective factors for achieving policy 

outputs, emphasizing the importance of staff resources and capacity (Berke, 

Beatley & Wilhite, 1989; Berke & Beatley, 1992). 

Figure 2 shows Burby and Dalton’s theoretical framework in explaining the 

adoption of local hazard mitigation policies.  For this, they used a theory of “an 

adaptation of the policy systems and policy determinants models” proposed by 

David Easton (1960).  From this perspective, “policy outputs result from political 

demands and support existing in the environment in which governments operate, as 

mediated by various characteristics of the political system (such as the capacity and 

commitment of the planning staff and quality of land use plans)” (Burby & Dalton, 

1994, p. 230).  In addition, environmental characteristics can stimulate political 

demands and supports, and can affect policy outputs.  In Burby and Dalton’s model, 

while the factor of political demands and supports include state mandates and local 

political action to reduce hazards, the characteristics of the environment refer to 

local population and wealth, population density and past hazard experience. 
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The model shown in Figure 2 explains local plan quality and local planners’ 

commitment in the political system as intervening variables and, methodologically, 

the model uses the path analysis to help understand the relationship as described in 

the first and second part of the model (Dalton & Burby, 1994; Burby & Dalton, 

1994).  Although their model had a high adjusted R-square (.43) and concluded that 

“plans can matter,” by emphasizing the important role of land use plans, state 

mandates for planning and natural hazards, and planners’ commitment in local 

hazard mitigation policies, the explanatory power based on Easton’s political 

demand model seems to be limited in several ways.  The limitation comes from 

both the model itself and the theory that the model is based upon.   

First, there seems in their model to be left-out variable error and left-in 

variable error – that is, there are variables missing from the model, and some 

variables that arguably should not be in the equation.  With the intervening 

variables of plan quality and planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation as 

characteristics of the political system, Dalton and Burby (1994) used many 

independent variables, as follows: state planning mandate, state hazard mandate 

efforts, elected officials’ support, political activism, development pressure, 

catastrophic losses, size of hazard area, population density, population, and wealth.  

These independent variables, as shown in Figure 2, can be summarized by the 

theoretical categories of Easton’s model, such as demands, resources, and 

environmental characteristics (Burby & Dalton, 1994).  However, prior research 
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(Table 1) shows that while state mandates, advocates (political support group), and 

development pressures have a consistent and significant positive impact on the 

policy adoption for hazard mitigation, the impacts of past hazard experience, 

problem recognition by stakeholders – risk perception, socio-economic condition, 

population density, and degree of land area subject to hazards are still less 

conclusive.  The result of analysis in Burby and Dalton shows the same conclusion 

as seen in Table 1: while elected officials’ support, elected political activism, and 

development pressure were statistically significant factors in explaining the 

adoption of local hazard mitigation policies, other factors (such as catastrophic 

losses, size of hazard area, population density, population, and wealth) were not 

(Dalton & Burby, 1994, p. 450). 

Also, the results of Dalton and Burby (1994) show that most of the 

independent variables shown in the first part of Figure 2 are not closely related to 

the intervening variables (plan quality and planners’ commitment), which the 

model in Figure 2 (based on Easton’s concept) suggests.  Easton’s argument is that 

the environment affects the political system, and then determines the policy outputs.  

But the path analysis on the factors associated with local plan quality and planning 

agency commitment to hazard mitigation show that most environmental 

characteristic variances had no significant relationship with the plan quality and 

planning agency commitment, while only factors of political demand (such as state 

planning mandate, state hazard mandate, elected officials’ support, and positive 
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activism) had a statistically significant and positive impact on the plan quality and 

the planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation (Dalton & Burby, 1994, p. 

449).   

The significant factors in prior research, as shown in Table 1 (i.e., 

participant interaction and coordination, political culture, and regional management 

and agency) did not appear in Dalton and Burby’s model.  Recent studies further 

emphasize the importance of these omitted variables in the quality of plans and in 

local hazard mitigation efforts.  Nongovernmental groups or citizen participation 

may increase the quality of plans in hazard mitigation (Paterson, 1998; Burby, 

2003; Brody, 2003a, 2003b; Godschalk, Brody, & Burby, 2003), political culture 

could be an effective factor in explaining the adoption of hazard mitigation policies 

(May, 1994; Burby & May et al., 1997), and a regional and ecosystem-level 

management approach could help local community develop local hazard mitigation 

policies (Hanson & Lemanski, 1995; Beatley, 1998). 

Second, despite the direct and positive relationship between local plan 

quality and local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation with regards to 

the adoption of local hazard mitigation policies, their roles as intervening variables 

in Burby and Dalton’s model are still not clear.  Methodologically, according to 

Figure 2, plan quality and planners’ commitment seem to be variables of 

exogeneity/endogeneity.  From the theoretical model in Figure 2, this may be 

symptomatic of a recursive equation system in which there is a unidirectional 
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dependency among the endogenous variables.  Although Burby and Dalton 

emphasized the importance of plans and planners as intervening variables, they 

don’t prove whether plan quality and planners’ commitment are exogenous or 

endogenous variables, and don’t address this equation problem in their multiple 

OLS regression analysis.  As a result, their analysis does not sufficiently delineate 

the overall relationship in Figure 2.  To improve their model, we need to perform 

an exogeneity test to know whether the intervening variables of plan quality and 

planners’ commitment are exogeneous or endogeneous.   

Third, to make the model stronger, we need to use a multilevel model, such 

as Hierarchical Linear Model (HLM).  While plan quality and planners’ 

commitment are controllable factors at the local level, state mandates, regional 

management agencies, political culture, and citizen participation – all of which in 

prior research have been thought to be very important factors – seem to be 

uncontrollable factors at the local level.  Burby and Dalton (1994) mix variables 

from different institutional levels - state mandates and local plan quality - together 

in a multiple regression model.  Although the “citizen participation” could be a 

factor that is controllable by local governments (as shown in Figure 1), it also tends 

to be affected by factors in its broader context, like regional or state civic 

engagement capacity.  Brody, Godschalk, and Burby (2003) illustrate the strengths 

and weaknesses of local citizen involvement under mandates in state growth 

management laws.  Ignoring the multilevel character of data can impose significant 
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statistical costs in the form of underestimated standard errors and inflated 

probability of Type I error (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992; Kreft, 1996; Singer, 

1997).  To make the model stronger, a multilevel model, such as Hierarchical 

Linear Model (HLM), may be a better analytic choice.  

Finally, as a theoretical limitation, I point out, Dalton and Burby’s model is 

based on Easton’s (1957) political system model, which assumes a political or 

policy process in a society as a consecutive events as follows: an inputs-political 

system-outputs; it is considered a general theory in the study of political life.  The 

Easton model, however, is insufficient in explaining the role of the political system 

(such as plan and planning agencies) and may even be inappropriate to explain 

policy outputs (such as local hazard mitigation efforts).   

Although Easton introduces the concept of the political system into political 

life, his model has been criticized in several ways. First, his model didn’t explain 

the inside of political system; Lowi (1988) criticized that “Nobody, including 

Easton himself, looked inside the “little black box” on which inputs, outputs, and 

feedbacks operated.”  The political system proposed by Easton exhibits a kind of 

“substantive emptiness” (Beardsley, 1977; Lowi, 1988; Strong; 1998) and, as a 

result, “when Easton and Eastonites turned empirical within the systems context, 

they literally stepped outside the political system altogether and studied political 

socialization” (Lowi, 1988, p. 888).  In this context, the political system is just an 

intervening variable in his model – not an independent role or variable – and the 
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political events are defined more as epiphenomena than as actions necessary for an 

understanding of society: politics, after all, mirrors its context (Easton, 1968).  

Ultimately, the focus of the model was the relationship between inputs and outputs, 

not on the political system.   

Actually, although Burby and Dalton (1994) try to emphasize the role of 

plans and planners (i.e., planning agencies) in the adoption of local hazard 

mitigation policies, their model, like Easton, seems to assume that plan quality and 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation are just simple mirrors of social 

and natural forces.  This assumption, then, may lead to a passive role on the part of 

planning institutions in our society.  This role may be a disappointing conclusion, if 

one were to consider the research motive of Burby and Dalton: to answer the 

question, “why do we need plans and [a] planning mandate?” (p. 444).  

Second, the insufficient explanation of the role of the political system (plans 

and planning agency) in the model may result from a theoretical perspective that 

the Easton model is based upon: the “behaviorism” or “post-behaviorism” that was 

dominant in the 1960s and 1970s (East, 1968; Astin, 1972, Beardsley, 1977; Lowi, 

1988; Strong, 1998).  The behaviorists, armed with scientific minds in the natural 

sciences and psychology, were committed to the individual as a unit of analysis; 

they were also the most impatient with institutions and history.  They tried to build 

from individual data a structure within which the behavior was taking place, 

without taking into account any information independent of their survey data or 
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eliminating “soul stuff” like state and institutions (Lowi, 1988).  Despite Easton’s 

commitment to causal theory and the assumptions and methods inherent to 

empirical science (Easton, 1953; 1965), he is called “post-behaviorist” by virtue of 

his deep dissatisfaction “with political research and teaching, especially of the kind 

that is striving to convert the study of politics into a more rigorously scientific 

discipline modeled on the methodology of the natural science,” as voiced in his 

presidential address to the American Political Science Association in 1969. 

  His doctrine of post-behaviorism is different from the conventional 

behaviorist position in that his model is based on the assumption that we must 

choose between “science” and “relevance” (Beardsley, 1977).  While behaviorists 

believe that the environmental element alone at the individual level can determine 

the social outputs – and that one can thus disregard state and institutions – Easton’s 

post-behaviorism asserts the role of political institutions (such as plans and 

planning agencies, as found in the Burby and Dalton model) in the analytical and 

behavioral models.  Lowi (1988) says that, “At Chicago in the late sixties we 

(political scientists) coined [the] post-behavioral era to sit our own strengthening 

inclination to stress institutional phenomena.  David Easton published it first, in his 

1969 APSA presidential address, and gave it a somewhat different definition; but 

even so, it had an institutional spin to it” (p. 885).  But Easton’s political system 

model is based on post-behaviorism, which was intended to consider political 

institutions within conventional behaviorism; it has been criticized by recent 
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institutional scholars who are called “new institutionalists” and who try to 

explicitly understand the nature and role of institutions in shaping political 

outcomes (March & Olsen, 1984; Lowi, 1988).  The essence of their criticisms is 

that: Easton has stepped outside the political system and studied political 

socialization (Lowi, 1988). As a result, he focuses on the behavioral aspect of 

individuals outside the institutional context, just as conventional behaviorists do.  

This is to say that his approach is insufficient in explaining the role of institutions.  

March and Olsen (1989) suggest that a new theoretical perspective is needed to 

understand the important role of political institutions.  They argue that “without 

denying the importance of both the social context of politics and the motives of 

individual actors, institutional analysis posits a more independent role for political 

institutions” (p. 17).  This theoretical position argues that institutions should be 

treated as actors, and that they should claim institutional autonomy by which 

“political institutions are [made] more than simple mirrors of social forces” (March 

& Olsen, 1984, p. 18).   

This criticism of post-behaviorism can be applied to Burby and Dalton’s 

model.  To improve our understanding of the important role of local plan quality 

and local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation as local institutions, 

this dissertation recommends that the model of currency should not be based solely 

on Easton’s post-behaviorism (which Burby and Dalton (1994) focused on), but on 

a new institutionalism that can both explain the mechanisms within institutional 
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systems and strengthen the independent role of institutions (such as plan and 

planner) in hazard mitigation practice.   
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III. Theory: New Institutionalism 

Concerns about the role of institutions have evolved into an alternative 

theoretical perspective called “new institutionalism.”  The basic premise of new 

institutionalism is that institutions affect social outcomes. Institutions are seen 

structure social actions and outcomes, rather than simply mirroring social activity 

and rational competition among disaggregated units (Aspinwall & Schneider, 2000; 

March & Olsen, 1984).  Within institutionalists, theory of three schools of thought 

can be differentiated: rational choice institutionalism, historical institutionalism, 

and sociological institutionalism (Koelble, 1995; Hall & Taylor, 1996): Each, in 

turn, differs in how it characterizes and analyzes the role of institution in shaping 

social outcomes (Koelble, 1995; Aspinwall & Schneider, 2000).  To rational 

institutionalists, institutions are an intervening variable capable of affecting an 

individual’s choices and actions, but not determining them.  To historical 

institutionalists, institutions are a determining variable and shape the action of 

individuals, but they are sometimes affected by collective and individual choices.  

To sociological institutionalists, institutions are themselves dependent upon larger 

“macro level” variables such as society and culture, and the individual is a largely 

dependent and rather unimportant variable.  In addition, the different theoretical 

lenses (such as rules of game, process and history, and culture) have been used in 

each institutional school, respectively.   
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Despite their differences, the approaches of these three institutionalist 

traditions share a concern for the role of institutions while criticizing the 

behaviorist approach.  A recent research approach taken in new institutionalism is 

that the three theoretical lenses should be mixed in order to better understand 

general phenomena (Aspinwall & Schneider, 2000; Knill & Lenschow, 2001).  In 

this dissertation, the integrated approach of the three schools influences a new 

research design that is based on new institutionalism, to explain local efforts in 

hazard mitigation planning.   

  

3.1 Criticizing Behaviorist Perspectives 

In recent years, new institutionalism, at least three different analytical 

approaches1, has appeared and developed in social sciences (Koelble, 1995; Hall 

and Taylor, 1996; Steinmo & Tolbert, 1998). Although these three schools of 

thought developed quite independently of each other, there is a share point among 

them.  The point is “institutions matter,” criticizing the behaviorist perspective 

which generally focuses on the individually rational behavior, interprets collective 

behavior as the aggregated consequence of individual choice, and then, as a result, 

disregards the role of institution. 

North (1990), an economic historian, says, “I believe that these traditional 

behavioral assumptions have prevented economists from coming to grips with 

                                                 
1Generally, these three schools of thought are labeled: historical institutionalism, rational choice 
institutionalism, and sociological institutionalism.   
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some very fundamental issues and that a modification of these assumptions is 

essential to further progress in the social science” (p. 17).  Because the behavioral 

perspective disregards the role of institutions, the relationship between institutions 

and actors has received little attention.  This argument has come mostly within the 

social sciences, particularly economics, political science and sociology (Shepsle, 

1989; Koelble, 1995).  According to the argument, behaviorists view institutions as 

epiphenomenal, or merely the sum of individual-level properties or arenas within 

which individual behavior occurs (March & Olsen 1984; DiMaggio & Powell, 

1991; North, 1991; Hall & Taylor, 1996). 

Olson (1965) had already set out to challenge the grand optimism expressed 

in behaviorist group theory, that aggregate individual rationality is equated with 

collective rationality, and that “individuals with common interests would 

voluntarily act so as to try to further those interests” (Ostrom, 1990, p. 5).  He 

argued that “unless there is coercion or some other special device to make 

individuals act in their common interest, rational, self-interested individuals will 

not act to achieve their common or group interests” (Olson, 1965, p. 2).  

Additionally, March and Olsen (1984) point out that “social, political, and 

economic institutions have become larger, considerably more complex and 

resourceful, and prima facie more important to collective life” (March & Olsen, 

1984, p. 734). 
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3.2 New Institutionalism as a Blending Approach 

The new institutional perspective is different from current prevalent 

arguments in academics: neoclassical theory in economics asserts that market 

mechanisms automatically solve resource allocation problems in efficient ways; 

functionalist explanations in politics stress that outcome X (e.g., an institution or 

policy) exists because it serves the function Y; instrumentalism in policy alleges 

that decision-making and the allocation of resources are the central foci of political 

life; and reductionism/contextualism claims that social phenomena are the 

aggregate consequences of individual behavior, and that institutions are just an 

integral part of society (March & Olsen, 1984; Levi, 1997; Pierson, 2000).  Instead, 

the new institutionalism emphasizes the need for institutional invention, that there 

are possibilities for inefficiency in history, the importance of symbolic action to an 

understanding of political life, and the relative autonomy of institutions (March & 

Olsen, 1984).  In the planning and hazard fields, this new institutional perspective 

helps lead to the need for planning intervention in hazard-oriented society, the 

importance of culture versus functionalism, the importance of citizen participation 

against instrumentalism, and the independent and important role of planning as an 

institution. 

In the social sciences, new institutionalist ideas are not entirely new; it 

would probably be more accurate to describe recent thinking as a blending of 

elements from old institutionalism into the non-institutionalist styles of recent 
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theories, such as post behaviorism.  While old institutionalism rely on typologies 

and argue that institutional settings reflect structural conditions, new 

institutionalism accepts actor-related models of explanation and acknowledge the 

assumption that “preference can only be understood in the context of the 

institutionally generated incentives and institutionally available options that 

structure choice” (Kaiser, 1997, p. 434). 

New institutionalism consists of three threads of new institutionalism with 

different analytical approaches.  These three schools are historical institutionalism, 

sociological institutionalism and rationalist institutionalism (Koeble, 1995; Hall & 

Taylor, 1996; Aspinwall & Schneider, 2000).  Rationalist institutionalism studies 

how actors use reason to satisfy their interests.  Historical institutionalism explores 

relations among actors in an institutional context, and sociological institutionalism 

studies rules that constitute individual and group identities (Lichbach & Zucherman, 

1997).  Although these three schools of thought developed quite independently of 

each other in terms of research method and ontology (Aspinwall & Schneider, 

2000), there is a commonality in their research topic, which is “institutions matter.”  

As new institutionalists, Douglass C. North, the Nobel Laureate for economics in 

1993, argued that the institutions of government and the market are important 

factors in explaining why some countries develop efficient economies and others 

do not (North, 1991), and political scientist Peter Hall, through powerful empirical 

data, showed that political institutions matter greatly in his analysis of British and 
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French economic policymaking.  Also, sociologists such as Powell and DiMaggio 

(1991) strengthened the role of institutions even more, broadening the definition of 

institutions to be not mere rules, procedures and government structures, but also 

convention and customs.   

While this emphasis on the role of institutions in the determination of social 

and political policy outcomes can lead to concerns about the role of planning (as 

embodied in planning and related institutions) in the local efforts of hazard 

mitigation policies, each institutionalist school’s approach uses a different 

theoretical lens to explain institutions, institutional development and institutional 

change: rules of the game, process/history, and culture (Koelble, 195l; Aspinwall & 

Schneider, 2000).  These different approaches, as a result, help us understand 

general phenomena (such as local hazard mitigation efforts) through different 

aspects (such as rules of game, process/history, and culture).   

 

3.2.1 Rational Choice Institutionalism: Rules of Game  

Rational choice is about revealing how intentional and rational actors 

generate collective outcomes and aggregate behavior; it criticizes the myths that 

individual interests, put together, equal collective action, and that collective action 

necessarily produces a collective good (Levi, 1997).  This approach seeks to 

explain institutions as endogenous, on the basis of exogenous preferences (Jupille 

& Caporaso, 1999, p. 433).  Like neoclassical economies, rational choice is based 
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on methodological individualism, but it differs from traditional economics in that 

the former argues there is a problem of collective action.  Levi (1997) says that 

research on the collective action problem is “an explicit recognition of the 

conditions under which the logic of rational action is likely to produce suboptimal 

equilibrium and of the kinds of arrangements that make it more likely for rational 

individuals to produce more optimal equilibrium” (p. 22).   

North (1990) and Levi (1997), as rational choice institutionalists, focus on 

the strategic action of actors on institutional settings.  Here, “institutional setting” 

means the “rules of game.”  Following their argument, formal institutions providing 

some rules encourage the strategic behavior of both local communities and property 

owners in vulnerable areas.  This approach is relevant in explaining an important 

prior research finding that state mandates and local plan quality are very effective 

in performing hazard mitigation at the local level (Berke & Beatley, 1992; Dalton 

& Burby, 1994; Burby & Dalton, 1994; Berke et al., 1996; Burby & May et al., 

1997).  State mandates and local plan recommendations for hazard mitigation are 

formal institutions that encourage the strategic behavior of both local communities 

and property owners in vulnerable areas, and influence the preferences or choices 

of local actors.  This dissertation focuses on the role of the regional management 

and agency that can influence local plan quality and local planning agency 

commitment for local hazard mitigation policies.  While it has been proven that 

state mandates influence the local plan quality and local planners’ commitment 
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(Dalton & Burby, 1994; Burby & Dalton, 1994), regional planning agencies for 

hazard mitigation may also be an important factor in influencing local plan quality 

and local planners for local hazard mitigation efforts (Hanson & Lemanski, 1995; 

Beatley, 1998).  Because natural hazards, such as floods, are sometimes phenomena 

requiring a regional response beyond local hazard mitigation policies, the regional 

approach fills “a functional and administrative gap in the conventional hierarchy of 

public authority” (Platt, 1986).  In particular, limitations on staff and expertise 

force many small-sized local governments to depend on regional planning agencies 

in preparing plans for hazard mitigation planning.  In 1973, twenty communities 

along Saco River in Maine made the Saco River Corridor Commission that was 

authorized to establish land use regulations for lands within 500 feet of the river or 

to the landward side of the floodplain (Kusler, 1985).  Currently, most 

municipalities in Connecticut are being assisted by Regional Planning 

Organizations (RPO) with funding provided by FEMA. 

 

3.2.2 Historical Institutionalism: Process/History 

Historical institutionalism, which follows the tradition of structuralists, 

explores “relations among actors in an institutional context” (Lichbach & 

Zucherman, 1997, p. 7).  This approach does not deny that individuals attempt to 

calculate their interests, but it argues that “outcomes are the product of the 

interaction among various groups, interests, ideas, and institutional structures” 
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(Koelble, 1995, p. 232).  Also, according to Pierson (2000), early intervention can 

generate increasing return, which is in turn described as a self-reinforcing, positive 

feedback process and the source of path dependence.  He argues that an early 

institutional or intervention-based approach by actors is more important in 

explaining current institutional development.   

Hazard researchers have found that the variables of linkage to conventional 

issues such as planning process are very effective in explaining adoption hazard 

mitigation policy at the local level (Clary, 1985; Beatley & Godschalk, 1985; Berke, 

1986; Wyner & Mann, 1986; Berke, Beatley & Wilhite, 1989; Godschalk, et al., 

1989; Berke & Beatley, 1992; Burby & May et al., 1997; Olshansky, 2001).  The 

linkage to conventional issues means that hazard mitigation policies should be 

included in well-established planning precedents such as plan update, planning 

process, or major capital investment decision.  That is, the local policy for hazard 

mitigation would be adopted and implemented well if the policy becomes one 

element of formal planning functions. This finding fits a finding from Dalton and 

Burby (1994): local planning institutions (local plan quality and local planning 

agency commitement) play an important role in local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption. 

What is most important in the planning process is related to civic 

engagement, including citizen participation.  Generally, local communities with a 

strong planning history (such as locality in Florida and Oregon) tend to have local 
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hazard mitigation planning.  On this point, civic engagement factors such as strong 

citizen participation and the existence of politically supportive groups would be the 

main factors to influence local plan quality and local planners’ commitment for 

local hazard mitigation planning.  Recently, Brody (2003) found that citizen 

participation in Washington is the strongest predictor of hazards plan quality 

compared to all other variables in his model.  He argued, “An inclusive planning 

process may therefore result in more effective and enduring plans to reduce the 

negative impacts of natural hazards” (p. 198). 

 

3.2.3 Sociological Institutionalism: Culture 

Sociological institutionalism based on a culturalist approach studies rules 

that constitute individual and group identities (Lichbach & Zucherman, 1997).  

This approach argues that exogenous institutions shape an actor’s preferences 

(Jupille & Caporaso, 1999).  Here, preference is considered endogenous: because 

preferences depend on institutions, the latter take priority in explaining the actor’s 

power and policy outcome. Like historical institutionalists, sociological 

institutionalists also argue that “Institutions do not simply affect the strategic 

calculations of individuals, as rational choice institutionalists contend, but also 

most basic preferences and very identity” (Hall & Taylor, 1996, p. 948).  They also 

contend that individual decisions are a product not only of an institutional setting, 

but also of a much larger frame of reference.  It is thought that individuals are 
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“embedded” in cultures that determine the very concept of “self-interest” and 

“utility.” 

Prior research in hazard mitigation argues that political culture can be an 

important factor to influence the adoption of hazard mitigation policy in local 

governments (Berke, 1986; Berke & Beatley, 1992).  While conservative political 

culture, such as individualistic and traditionalistic political culture, emphasizes 

individual freedom over public force, progressive political culture such as 

moralistic political culture, focuses on the common good (Elazar, 1966).  Some 

planning researchers explain the policy outcome for planning intervention with 

cultural concept (DeGrove, 1984).  May (1994) tried to explain the variation in 

hazard policy among states. Based on the concept of cultural difference put forth by 

Elazar (1972), according to May, states with strongly moralistic cultures are 

expected to have legislatures more supportive of state intervention that protects 

hazard-prone areas.  States with strongly traditionalistic and individualistic cultures 

are expected to be less supportive of state intervention that supports the protection 

of hazard-prone areas.   

 

3.3 New Institutionalism for a New Research Design 

The objective of this dissertation is to explain and understand the local 

hazard mitigation efforts well through new institutional perspective, thus improving 

Burby and Dalton’s (1994) model based on the post-behaviorism of Easton.  In this 
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effort, this dissertation tries to integrate the three approaches of new 

institutionalism by way of prior research findings in the hazard mitigation field, and 

to develop a new research design based on new institutionalism.   

As a first step, it is important to understand prior research findings through 

various the theoretical lenses of new institutionalism, and in the context of adopting 

local hazard mitigation policy.  As shown in Table 1, the research of the past 20 

years has identified many important factors that influence the adoption of hazard 

mitigation policies.  The factors are explained equally well through the new 

institutional perspectives.  These findings show that culture and citizen 

participation (as informal institutions), as well as state mandates (as a formal 

institution) are very important in the policy.  This also implies that each new 

institutional perspective may have comparative advantages in explaining the 

current situation of hazard mitigation policy.    

(Table 2) New institutional factors that influence local hazard mitigation 
policies   

 New Institutional Factors 
Rules of Game (Plans) Process (Participation) Culture Key Factors identified to 

influence the adoption 
of local hazard 
mitigation policies 

State Planning Mandate/
/State Hazard Mitigation 
Mandates/Staff 
Resources and Capacity/ 
Linkage to 
Conventional Issues 
(or Well-established 
Precedents)/ Regional 
Management and 
Agency 

Advocates (or 
Politically Supportive 
Groups)/Elected 
Officials’ Support/ 
Participant Interaction 
and Coordination  
 

Development Pressure/ 
Political Culture 
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Table 2 shows the key factors identified as influencing the adoption of local 

hazard mitigation policies by hazard researchers.  These key factors are 

reinterpreted and reorganized by the separate and theoretical new institutionalisms: 

rules of game from rational choice institutionalism, process from historic 

institutionalism, and culture from sociological institutionalism. Burby and Dalton 

(1994) used most of the variables in Table 2 as their explanatory variables.  In 

particular, they focused on local plan quality and local planners’ commitment, 

which I believe originated from factors of linkage to conventional issues, such as 

plan update, planning process or major capital investment decision, and staff 

resources and capacity from Table 2, respectively.  These institutional variables, as 

used in their analysis, had a significant positive impact on the policy adoption for 

hazard mitigation, while other non-institutional variables such as past hazard 

experience, problem recognition by stakeholders – risk perception, socio-economic 

condition, population density, and degree of land area subject to hazards had 

statistically insignificant impacts.   

Burby and Dalton (1994), however, didn’t consider such important factors 

as the role of regional management and agency, participant interaction, and 

political culture, which are shown in Table 2.  Adding these factors to Burby and 

Dalton’s model could improve the explanatory power of their model, and it may 

also illustrate the use of new institutionalism to explain policy outcomes.  As 

shown in Table 2, each important factor is located in three sections of the new 
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institutional factors.  While the rational choice institutionalism includes regional 

management and agency, the historical and the sociological institutionalisms deal 

with citizen participation and political culture, respectively.   

At this point, we need a new research design to explain the research 

findings of the past 20 years (shown in Table 1), as well as to improve upon Burby 

and Dalton’s model.  To that end, a new research design should focus on 

institutional perspective using the institutional factors in Tables 1 and 2, and be 

based on Burby and Dalton’s model emphasizing local plan quality and local 

planners’ commitment.  Ultimately, we not only change the model base from 

Easton’s post behaviorism, which Burby and Dalton depended on, to new 

institutionalism; we also sustain Burby and Dalton’s argument that local plan 

quality and local planners’ commitment are very important in the adoption of local 

hazard mitigation policies.   

This process requires two steps.  The first is to integrate the schools of new 

institutionalism into this research design – that is, the different institutional factors 

should be considered as an integrated model, in order to explain the policy outcome 

in the hazard mitigation field.  This integrated model attempts to explain different 

aspects of the same empirical phenomena in a more comprehensive framework.  As 

an example, it may be common sense that local communities with a conservative 

culture are not likely to adopt a local hazard mitigation policy, because the policy 

tends to regulate their private property rights.  If the communities are under 
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regional agency or state mandates with compulsory rule for hazard mitigation, 

however, they are more likely to adopt local hazard mitigation policies.  Also, even 

if there are no rules for local hazard mitigation as enforced by higher governments 

and the regional culture is conservative, strong citizen participation may overcome 

these difficult situations and provide an amicable environment for local hazard 

mitigation efforts.   

(Figure 3) A research diagram based on new institutionalisms in hazard 
mitigation 

     
Figure 3 shows the research design framework for this dissertation, based 

on this new institutionalism.  The integrated model – including new institutional 

factors like rules of game, culture and citizen participation – can provide a more 
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comprehensive understanding than does Burby and Dalton’s model, where only 

political demand and supports determine policy outcomes, and the political system 

(such as local plan and local planners) just mediate the process in the system.  

Figure 3 focuses on the political system in Burby and Dalton’s model, understands 

the political system as institutional settings, and focuses on approaches to local 

planning institutions (such as local plan’s quality and local planning agency 

commitment to hazard mitigation) with the three different theoretical lenses of new 

institutionalism.   

In this research diagram, the role of the local planning institutions is 

considered more important than in Burby and Dalton’s model, where planning 

institutions are just mediated systems in the policy process; this diagram shows that 

the local planning institutions have the relative independence to influence local 

hazard mitigation policies.  This relative independent role of local planning 

institutions is an argument in this dissertation (dealing with in the section of 

research question).  The roles of the planning institution should also be understood 

in terms of the three different institutional settings – such as formal rules, civic 

engagement, and culture – where local planning institutions (such as plans’ quality 

and planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation) are influenced by 

institutional settings.  This integrated model also seems to fit the recent trend to 

integrate the three institutional schools into a new institutionalism (Aspinwall & 

Schneider, 2000; Knill & Lenschow, 2001).   
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In Figure 3, the section on natural hazard damages appears because it could 

explain the starting point of institutional change for policy adoption, and also 

represent a kind of feedback in the policy process.  Although prior research has 

found that there is no direct relationship between past hazard experience and the 

adoption of local hazard mitigation policy (Wyner & Mann, 1986; Burby & Dalton, 

1994; Dalton & Burby, 1994; Berke et al., 1996; Burby & May et al., 1997), the 

hazard damages can be understood as external pressures or shocks that can cause 

institutional settings to change or arise.   

Birkland (1998) argued that focusing events such as natural hazards 

influence on agenda setting, change dominant issues on the agenda, lead to interest 

group mobilization and stimulate institutional attention.  This may be a very 

plausible assumption for institutional change, according to new institutionalism 

thinkers (Aspinwall & Schneider, 2000).  The relationship, however, is not yet 

clear, although the empirical evidence shows that local hazard mitigation efforts 

can reduce damages from natural hazards (Holway & Burby, 1993; Mader, 1997; 

Olshansky, 1998; Burby, French, & Nelson, 1998; Nelson & French, 2002).  

Birkland (1998) also said that the politics of focusing events vary from domain to 

domain, depending on public interest in an issue (like natural hazards).  However, 

this issue is outside the primary scope of this dissertation, and should be treated in a 

separate investigation; the main topic at hand is the impact of institutional settings 

on local hazard mitigation efforts. 
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The second step for a new research design based on new institutionalism, 

after creating the integrated model in Figure 3, is to categorize the variables related 

to institutional settings, for purposes of analysis.  These include concepts of 

internal/external factors from Berke (1986) and controllable/uncontrollable factors 

from Berke and Beatley (1992).  The new institutional category made in this 

dissertation also is dependant on the scope of capacity and activities in local 

government, as identified in the previous categories of Berke (1986) and Berke and 

Beatley (1992). The difference is that while previous categories include non-

institutional variables such as previous hazard experience, this category-based new 

institutionalism considers only new institutional variables, and is guided by the 

prior research findings outlined in Table 1 and the new institutional perspective of 

the three theoretical schools.   

The new institutional category in this dissertation derives both “a local and 

a regional” level to integrate new institutional factors in the adoption of local 

hazard mitigation policies.  Local level factors, which refer to the capacity and 

activities of local government to advance their mitigation programs as local 

planning institutions, include local plans’ quality and local planners’ commitment – 

both of which are the findings from Burby and Dalton (1994).  Regional level 

factors, which represent institutional settings out of the capacities and activities of 

local government for local hazard mitigation policies (like uncontrollable factors by 
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local government, shown in Figure 1), include the roles of regional management 

and agency, civic engagement/citizen participation, and political culture.   

What can be controversial here is discussion of citizen participation: Berke 

(1986) and Berke and Beatley (1992) respectively argued that participant 

interaction is an internal factor and a controllable factor by local government.  In 

addition, Burby (2003) also shows that local government can handle citizen 

participation by way of state mandates.  However, in this dissertation, the citizen 

participation is considered as history and process, not an action in itself; in this 

sense, “citizen participation” is symptomatic of a civic culture that may differ from 

political culture. 

In the context of regional level, it also could include state mandate for 

planning and hazard mitigation.  However, this dissertation does not extend to the 

level of state because Dalton and Burby (1994) data’s, that this study is based on, 

has small sample sizes (5 states) at the level of state and so, I think, has little 

variance in statistical scores.  Instead, this dissertation uses the measures of Council 

of Government (COG) level as regional variables.  There are two reasons. The first 

reason comes from prior research.  Burby and French et. al. (1985) found that 

regional planning agencies’ commitment to hazard mitigation (like floodplain 

development management) had a significant impact on local decisions to adopt 

local hazard mitigation policies, while other regional agencies such as special 

districts did not.  Second, there are variations in the role of Council of 
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Governments (COGs) to hazard mitigation among all 32 COGs in this dissertation 

as well as within each state (Appendix E).        

  Civic engagement and political culture are measured at the regional level 

(COGs level), corresponding with the measure of the regional agency at the level of 

regional planning councils or Council of Governments (COGs).  In fact, measuring 

these data at local level may explain better the local institutional settings around 

local planning institutions.  There also may be a possibility in mismatching 

between local civic engagement/political culture and regional civic 

engagement/political culture.  However, measuring this data at the local level was 

not feasible.  So, this dissertation assumes that the index of regional civic 

engagement/political culture, measured here, explains local index of civic 

engagement/political culture in the region.  Also, there are variations in mean 

scores of regional civic engagement and regional political culture among all 32 

COGs in this dissertation as well as within each state (Appendix E).        

Measuring the data of civic engagement and political culture at the regional 

level (or COGs level) provides this dissertation with two advantages; theoretically 

and analytically.  First, as shown in Figure 1, prior research shows that there are 

two different factors influencing local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  One 

includes factors controllable by local governments, including local plan quality and 

local planning agency commintments.  The other is factors uncontrollable by local 

governments, including political culture, civic engagement and regional agency.  
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So, measuring civic engagement and political culture at the regional level matches 

theoretical arguments from Berke (1986) and Berke and Beatley (1992).   

Second, the measures of civic engagement and political culture, 

corresponding with the measure of the regional agency at the level of regional 

planning councils or Council of Governments (COGs), provide an analytical 

advantage by using multilevel modeling that examine the effects of different levels 

on subjects.  The measure of different levels, such as local planning institutions 

(local plan quality and local planning agency commitment) at the local level and 

regional institutional variables (political culture, civic engagement and regional 

agency) at the level of COGs, provide an analytic opportunity for multilevel 

modeling analysis. 

Figure 4 shows a conceptual framework for new institutional model that 

explains local hazard mitigation efforts.  This model attempts to integrate the three 

schools of new institutionalism by using each theoretical perspective in regional 

institutional settings.  This model focuses on the role of the local planning 

institutions (such as plan quality and planners’ commitment) and regional 

institutional settings in influencing local hazard mitigation efforts.  The challenge is 

to understand how the role of local plans’ quality and local planning agency 

commitment to hazard mitigation does change in various regional institutional 

settings, and so this model is analyzed by multilevel model: local and regional.   
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(Figure 4) A conceptual framework for new institutional model to explain local 
hazard mitigation efforts 
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IV. Research Hypothesis and Questions  

To reiterate, the purpose of this dissertation is to understand how 

institutional settings influence local efforts for hazard mitigation policy-making, 

using a new institutional perspective.  This dissertation looks to make Burby and 

Dalton’s model richer by changing Burby and Dalton’s model base from Easton’s 

post behaviorism to a new institutionalism, which consists of three theoretical 

perspectives: rules of the game, process/history, and culture.  Furthermore, this 

transformation is performed in terms of a more appropriate methodology in that the 

revised model is multilevel, not just a multiple regression model as used by Burby 

and Dalton (1994).   

As is expected, the research hypotheses and questions that underpin this 

dissertation are based on those same purposes and intentions. 

 

4.1 Hypotheses 

Based on the discussion in the literature review, a main hypothesis can be 

constructed about the effects of institutions on the local efforts of hazard mitigation 

policies.   

   H: Institutional settings (local and regional institutional settings) affect the 

outcome of local hazard mitigation policies. 
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This main hypothesis will, in regional institutional settings, be largely 

disaggregated into the three institutional sub-dimensions of regional management, 

civic engagement, and political culture.   

   H1: Strong regional management and agency has a powerful effect on local 

hazard mitigation policies.  It is positively linked to local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption and to the quality of local plans and to local planners’ commitment to 

local effects to formally adopt hazard mitigation policies 

   H2: High civic engagement has a powerful effect on local hazard mitigation 

policies.  It is positively linked to local hazard mitigation policy adoption and to 

the quality of local plans and to local planners’ commitment to local effects to 

formally adopt hazard mitigation policies 

   H3: A progressive political culture has a powerful effect on local hazard 

mitigation policies.  It is positively linked to local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption and to the quality of local plans and to local planners’ commitment to 

local effects to formally adopt hazard mitigation policies 

 

4.2 Research Questions 

For our purposes, there are generally three research questions at issue.  The 

focus of the questions ranges from the relationship between institutional settings 

and the local efforts for hazard mitigation efforts, to policy implications that are 

brought about as a result of the new institutional perspective. 
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• The first research question is, “Is there an effect of regional institutional 

settings at the COGs level on the local efforts for establishing hazard 

mitigation policies?”  That is, “Does the regional agency role, political 

culture, or civic engagement matter in the performance of local hazard 

mitigation policies?”   To answer this question, specifically, we should ask 

the following three sub-questions:  (1) do local hazard mitigation efforts 

vary across the two levels of analysis that this dissertation identifies?  That 

is, are the local and regional levels both relevant for local hazard mitigation 

policy adoption?; (2) do regional institutional settings influence the 

adoption of local hazard mitigation policy directly and (3) how do regional 

institutional settings influence the relation of local planning institutions 

(such as plans’ quality and planning agency commitment to hazard 

mitigation) to the adoption of local hazard mitigation policies indirectly?  

That is, whether the effects of local plan quality (X1) and of local planning 

agency commitment (X2) are uniformly positive (as shown in Burby and 

Dalton (1994) model) or have they been conditioned or moderated by the 

regional institutional settings? 

• In this dissertation, three schools of new institutionalism are integrated in an 

explanatory model in terms of regional institutional settings.  The second 

question is, “Is the integrative model (which integrates the two or three 

institutional perspectives) more effective than each approach alone?”  That 
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is, “can the new institutional perspective explain the performance of local 

hazard mitigation policies?” 

• Finally, this dissertation argues, according to new institutionalism, that local 

planning institutions (such as local plan quality and local planning agency 

commitment) have the relative independence to influence local hazard 

mitigation policies and are not mediating institutions in the policy process 

by external political demand as shown in Burby and Dalton’s model.  If this 

argument is true, we ask following questions: “How can policy makers or 

planners make effective use of new institutionalism theory to improve local 

hazard mitigation?”  And, “What kind of roles should planners or planning 

agencies undertake for establishing local hazard mitigation policy?”  

 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 present a configured logic model based on these 

hypotheses, reflecting these conditions.  These logic models track all of the main 

typologies in a new institutionalism model.  
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(Figure 5) Hypothetical state of regional institutional settings on local efforts 
for hazard mitigation policy adoption (direct impact) 
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adoption while traditional political culture, low civic engagement, or weak 

regional agency for hazard mitigation has a reverse effect.   

(Figure 6) Hypothetical states of causal heterogeneity on local planning 
institutions of regional institutional settings (indirect impact) 

 

Figure 6 shows the indirect impact of regional institutional settings, that is, 

the effect of local planning institutions conditioned or moderated by the regional 

institutional settings on local adoption for hazard mitigation policy (causal 

heterogeneity).  The horizontal axis represents local plan’s quality and local 

planners’ commitment and the vertical axis represents the level of local adoption 

for hazard mitigation policies or ordinances.  Here, local plan quality refers to 

comprehensive plans, while local planners’ commitment is about commitment to 

hazard mitigation.  Burby and Dalton (1994) proved a positive relationship 

between local plans’ quality and local hazard mitigation policy adoption and 
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between local planners’ commitment to hazard mitigation and local hazard 

mitigation adoption.   

This dissertation adds a logic over their argument as follows: different 

institutional contexts have an important impact on the relationship between local 

planning context and local hazard mitigation policy.  These institutional contexts 

contain some variables that represent levels of regional institutional settings: 

regional management system, political culture, and civic engagement.   

Here, Figure 6 presents two hypothetical states.  One, representing as A in 

Figure 6, is the potential of positive impact of regional institutional settings on the 

relationship between local planning institutions (local plan quality and local 

planning agency commitment) and local efforts for hazard mitigation policy 

adoption. This hypothetical state presents A1 and A2, showing that the higher the 

civic engagement, the stronger are local efforts for hazard mitigation policies.  

This means that the local plan quality or local planning agency commitment to 

hazard mitigation is likely to be more important in local areas with higher civic 

engagement in improving local efforts for local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  

Similarly, it is possible that the stronger the regional management and agency are, 

the more the importance of local efforts for hazard mitigation policies will be, and 

the more moral the political culture, the more the importance of local efforts for 

hazard mitigation policies.   
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The other hypothetical state is possible.  Shown as B in Figure 6, there 

could be the potential of negative impact of regional institutional settings on the 

relationship between local planning institutions (local plan quality and local 

planning agency commitment) and local efforts for hazard mitigation policy 

adoption.  This hypothetical state presents B1 and B2, showing that the lower the 

civic engagement, the more the importance of local efforts for hazard mitigation 

policies.   

This means that local plan quality or local planning agency commitment to 

hazard mitigation is likely to be more important in local areas with lower civic 

engagement in improving local efforts for local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  

Similarly, it is possible that the weaker the regional management and agency are, 

the more the importance of local efforts for hazard mitigation policies will be, and 

the more traditional the political culture, the more the importance of local efforts 

for hazard mitigation policies.  It is not to say that the effect of civic engagement, 

political culture, or regional agency is not positive and powerful in improving local 

efforts for hazard mitigation policy adoption.  Rather, there could be more of an 

independent role of local plan and planners for local hazard mitigation in areas 

with negative regional institutional settings.  That is, local plan quality and local 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation would be more important in 

negative regional institutional context.  These two logic models serve as a research 

model for a large-n study that uses statistical analysis. 
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V. Research Method 

For the purpose of this research, this research method section focuses on 

four sub-research questions, as follows: First, are the local and regional levels both 

relevant for local hazard mitigation policy adoption?  Second, what institutional 

predictors can explain local hazard mitigation policy adoption?  Third, is the effect 

of these predictors heterogeneous at the level of government, that is, is there an 

interaction effect between a local-level predictor and a regional-level predictor?  

Fourth, is the integrative model (which integrates the two or three institutional 

perspectives) more effective than each approach alone? 

This dissertation hypothesizes that a moral political culture supporting 

planning, high citizen participation in planning, or a strong regional agency, 

respectively, has a positive effect on local efforts for hazard mitigation policy 

adoption and that local plan quality and local planning agency commitment to 

hazard mitigation are not uniformly positive, unlike Burby and Dalton’s model, and 

are conditioned by regional institutional settings (causal heterogeneity).  That is to 

say, the difference of institutional context may influence the relationships between 

local planning institutions and local hazard mitigation efforts in communities.   

The research method in this dissertation – which aims to answer the 

research questions and address the hypotheses – follows a multilevel model (a 

Hierarchical Linear Model).  The multilevel model, as a quantitative approach, 

accounts for variance in local hazard mitigation policy adoption by considering 
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information from all levels of analysis (local-and regional-level in this dissertation) 

and brings about a mixed or interaction effect on regional institutional settings, in 

terms of the relationship of local planning institutions (e.g., local plans’ quality and 

local planners’ commitment) to local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  

This research method section introduces the multilevel model, the model 

specifications for an application of multilevel model and research framework in this 

dissertation, the variable description including definition and logic, and data 

collection.     

 

5.1 A Multilevel Model 

This dissertation works with data measured at multiple levels, such as local-

level data and regional-level data.  Also, theory and hypothesis in this dissertation 

also argue that “something” observed at local-level is related to “something” 

observed at regional-level.  These two facts provide a strong rational for using a 

multilevel modeling in this dissertation.  Here, the motivations leading to the 

multilevel modeling in this dissertation are provided.  This is followed by the 

presentation of two-level multilevel models in which the level-1 observations are 

nested within level-2 units. Later, I generalize this presentation to encompass more 

complex model specifications.    
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5.1.1 Motivation: Why Multilevel Model? 

The advantage of a multilevel model is that it allows the analyst to 

explicitly examine the effects on subjects (e.g., local government) in an 

“institutional context.”  Specifically, there are three statistical and substantive 

motivations leading to models for multilevel data in this dissertation.  First, 

ignoring the multilevel character of data can carry significant statistical costs in the 

form of possibly incorrect standard errors (underestimated) and inflated Type I 

error rate (which occurs when one rejects the null hyphosesis when it is true) (Bryk 

and Raudenbush, 1992; Kreft, 1996; Singer, 1997).  Second, multilevel modeling 

makes it possible for researchers to combine multiple levels of analysis in a single 

comprehensive model by specifying predictors at different levels.  Third, multilevel 

modeling allows researchers to explore causal heterogeneity (Western 1998).           

One of the assumptions underlying traditional regression approaches is that 

observations are independent.  This assumption may be violated if some of the 

observed local communities are within the same regional system or same 

geographical area.  If this is indeed the case, the use of traditional regression 

approaches will yield biased estimates of the relationships among variables 

(Williams, 1999).  Statistically, standard errors will be underestimated, leading to 

an increased probability of a Type I error consisting of rejecting a null hypothesis 

that is true.  Also, the duplication of observations violates the assumption that the 
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errors are independent.    This means that the effects of variables would appear to 

be significant, even if they are not significant (Type I error). 

If the researcher ignores the contextual layers in the data- such as regional-

level or state-level, then it appears as if there are N independent observations in the 

design.  But this will be generally misleading (Hox, 1995; Osborne, 2000).  If 

local-level factors, for example local plan quality and local planning agency 

commitment, are influenced by contextual factors, for example regional 

institutional settings (in this dissertation) or state mandate, then local communities 

sampled from the same regional context share common influence.  Hence, the 

observations in a same context are not truly independent.  They are clustered and 

duplicate one another to some extent. 

  In Burby and Dalton’s (1994) model, the predictor of “state hazard 

mandate” was positive and statistically significant.  They seem to assume that the 

model has 176 independent observations in their data.  Ignoring the clustering the 

data, however, may explain the statistical significance.  That is, there could be a 

Type I error, presenting too optimistic a view about the significance of the state-

level predictor (state hazard mandate). Considering the data structure at multiple 

levels (local- and state-level), it is possible that the predictor of state hazard 

mandate doesn’t attain statistical significance, contrary to Burby and Dalton’s 

findings.         
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Second, with consideration of the above statistical problem, while 

traditional regression approaches works at a single level, this multilevel model 

spans multiple levels of analysis.  The regional level refers to regional institutional 

settings, while the local level refers to local planning institutions. Because this 

dissertation deals with the impact of regional-level predictors on a dependent 

variable that is measured at the local-level of analysis, the use of multilevel model 

allows researchers to be less likely to suffer from model misspecification than 

when compared to models comprised of a single level.  The literature review in 

hazard mitigation explains the need for spanning multiple levels of analysis in local 

efforts for local hazard mitigation policy (Berke, 1986; Godschalk et. al., 1986; 

Berke and Beatley, 1992; Burby and May et. al., 1997).  For example, Burby and 

Dalton (1994) used both local-level and state-level to account for local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption although they didn’t use this multilevel modeling.   

Finally, the multilevel model allows for causal heterogeneity by specifying 

cross-level interactions between regional institutional settings and local planning 

institutions.  That is, this model makes it possible to explore mixed or interaction 

effects on regional institutional settings, in terms of the relationship of local 

planning institutions (e.g., local plans’ quality and local planners’ commitment) to 

local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  This cross-level interaction allows 

researchers to determine whether causal effects of lower-level (local-level) 

predictors are moderated by higher-level (regional-level) predictors.   
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This dissertation tests whether local planning institutions (local plan quality 

and local planning agency commitment) is a single, uniform causal effect or 

whether the causal effect varies across higher levels (regional-level) of analysis.  

While Burby and Dalton (1994) show that local plan quality and local planning 

agency commitment to hazard mitigation are influenced by a state planning 

mandate and a state hazard mandate, respectively, it is possible to have the 

statistical problems (Type I error), as mentioned in the earlier part.  This 

dissertation assumes that regional institutional settings interact with local factors to 

shape local efforts for hazard mitigation policy adoption.           

 

5.1.2 Concept and Assumption: What is a Multilevel Model? 

The multilevel model has become known in the research literature under a 

variety of name, such as “random coefficient model” (de Leeuw & Kreft, 1986; 

Longford, 1993), “variance component model” (Longford, 1986), and “hierarchical 

linear model” (Raudenbush & Bryk, 1986, 1992).  The model involves two or more 

levels of analysis.  

In a two-level multilevel model, separate level-1 models are developed for 

each of the J level-2 units.  On the base level (usually level-1, referred to here as 

local-level), the analysis is similar to that of OLS regression: an outcome variable 

is predicted as a function of a linear combination of one or more level-1 variables, 

plus an intercept.  The model at level-1 is specified as:  
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Yij = β0j + β1jX1i +…..+ βkiXkj + εij                                                              (1) 

where Yij is the dependent variable measured on the ith level-1 unit (local 

community) nested within the jth level-2 unit (region), β0j indicates the intercept of 

region j, Xij is the level-1 predictor, β1j indicates the slope of variable X1 for the jth 

level -2 unit (region), and εij indicates the random error associated with the ith 

level-1 unit nested within the jth level-2 unit.   

The level-1 slope (β1j) and intercept (β0j) can be viewed as dependent 

variables from level-2 variables (regional-level).  For example, in the level-2 model, 

to explain heterogeneities in the slope as well as the intercept with level-2 

characteristics (Zk), at the regional-level, the model can be specified as:  

β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1j…… + γ0kZkj + u0j                                                         (2) 

β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1j…… + γ1kZkj + u1j                                                         (3) 

where β0j and β1j are the intercept and slope for the jth level-2 unit (region), 

γ00 and γ10are the overall mean intercept and slope adjusted for Zs (from Z1 to Zk), 

respectively, Zs are the level-2 predictors, γ01… and γ0k are the regression 

coefficients associated with the level-2 predictor Z relative to the level-2 intercepts, 

γ11… and γ1k are the regression coefficients associated with the level-2 predictor Zs 

relative to the level-2 slopes, and u0j and u0j are the random effects of the jth level-2 

unit (region) on the intercept and slope, respectively, adjusted for Zs.   

Substitution of the formula (2) and (3) into (1) yields a combined model as 

follows: 
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  Yij = β0j + β1jX1i +…+ βkjXki + εij    

        = (γ00 + γ01Z1j +…+ γ0kZkj + u0j) + (γ10 + γ11Z1j +…+ γ1kZkj + u1j) X1i + 

(β2jX2i +…+  βkjXki)+ εij    

         = γ00 + (γ01Z1j +…+ γ0kZkj) + (γ10 X1i + β2jX2i +…+ βkjXki) + (γ11 Z1j X1i 

+…+ γ1kZkjX1i) + (u01+ u1jX1i + εij)                                                            (4) 

  Through this process, we accurately model the effects of level-1 variables 

(γ10 X1i + β2jX2i +…+ βkjXki in formula (4)) on the outcome and the effects of level-

2 variables (γ01Z1j +…+ γ0kZkj in formula (4)) on the outcome. In addition, as we 

are predicting slopes as well as intercepts, we can model cross-level interactions 

(γ11 Z1j X1i +…+ γ1kZkj X1i) in formula (4)), whereby we can attempt to understand 

what explains differences in the relationship between level-1 variables and the 

outcome.   

This model is called “Intercept and Slope as Outcome Model” or “Cross-

Level Interaction Model” or “General Multilevel Model” as one among several 

models for multilevel models. “Intercept and Slope as Outcome Model” usually 

make the following assumptions regarding the disturbance: 

(1) The errors in the level-1 model (in formula (1)) are normal random 

variables with mean zero and common variance σ2: E (εij) = 0,     Var (εij) = σ2                 

(2) The errors in the level-2 model are Bivariate normal random variables 

with mean zero: E (u0j) = 0,     E (u1j) = 0   
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(3) The parameters β0j and β1j in the level-2 model are distributed as 

Bivariate normal with means γ00 and γ10, respectively, and variances τ00 and τ10, 

respectively:   

E (β0j) = γ00,     E (β1j) = γ10 

Var (β0j) = Var (u0j) = τ00,    
 Var (β1j) = Var (u1j) = τ11 

 (4) The covariance of β0j and β1j is denoted τ01.  This means that the level-2 

disturbances on the intercepts and slopes may be correlated.  It is common to find 

that level-2 units with large slopes also have large intercepts, or conversely, have 

small intercepts (Snijders and Bosker, 1999): 

Cov (β0j, β1j) = Cov (u0j, u1j) = τ01 

(5) level-1 and level-2 errors are uncorrelated.  It means that the errors in 

the slopes and intercepts are uncorrelated with level-1 errors.  Also, level-1 errors 

are uncorrelated with X and Z and level-2 errors are uncorrelated with X and Z. 

Cov (u0j, β1) = Cov (u1j, β1j) = 0 

 

5.1.3 Sub-models of the General Two-Level Multilevel Model 

The model shown in formula (1), (2), (3), and (4) by including five assumptions is 

very general and called “a general two-level linear multilevel model.”  It can be 

applied to be a wide variety of sub-models by specifying level-1 model and level-2 

model (four random intercept models and two random intercepts and slope models).   
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(Table 3) Sub-models of the general multilevel model 
Level-1/level-2 specification 

Model Level-1 model Level-2 model Composite equation 
Random intercept models 
1. ANOVA with 
random effects 
 

Yij = β0j + εij    β0j = γ00 + u0j Yij = γ00 + (u0j + εij) 

2. Intercepts (Means) 
as Outcomes Model 

Yij = β0j + εij    β0j = γ00 + γ01Zj +u0j 
 

Yij = γ00 + γ0j Zj + (u0j + 
εij) 

3. ANCOVA with 
random effects 

Yij = β0j + β1jXij + εij    β0j = γ00 + γ01Zj +u0j 
β1j = γ10  

Yij = γ00 + γ0j Zj + γ10 
Xij + (u0j + εij) 

4. Model with  
Fixed Slopes 

Yij = β0j + β1jXij + εij    β0j = γ00 + γ01Zj +u0j 
β1j = γ10 + γ11Zj  
 

Yij = γ00 + γ01 Zj + γ10 
Xij + γ11 XijZj+ (u0j +  
εij) 

Random intercepts and slopes models 
5. Random-
Coefficients Model 

Yij = β0j + β1jXij + εij    β0j = γ00 + u0j 
β1j = γ10 + u1j 
 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 Xij + (u0j 
+ u1jXij + εij) 

6. Intercepts and 
Slopes as Outcomes 
Model (General 
Multilevel Model) 

Yij = β0j + β1jXij + εij    β0j = γ00 + γ01Zj +u0j 
β1j = γ10 + γ11Zj +u1j 
 

Yij = γ00 + γ01 Zj + γ10 
Xij + γ11 XijZj+ (u0j + 
u1jXij + εij) 

 
Table 3 lists sub-models with the restrictions that are needed to derive them 

from the general multilevel model (Model 7 of Table 3) (Bryk and Raudenbush, 

1992).   Several estimation techniques can be used in multilevel modeling since the 

model comprises different types of parameters.  Specifically, While the level-1 

coefficients of intercepts, β0j, are all random (that is, vary across level-2 units: β0j 

of models 1-6 Table 3), the level-1 coefficients of slopes, β1j can be fixed (β1j of 

ANCOVA model (model 3) in Table 3), fixed (that is, vary across level-2 units but 

solely as a function of a level-2 predictor Zj: β1j of model 4 in Table 3)  or random 

(that is, vary across level-2 units: β1j of model 5 and 6 in Table 3).   
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According to random effects of level-2 slope, there are largely two models: 

random intercept models and random intercepts and slopes models.  The random 

intercepts models include the four sub-models as follows:  

1. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) model decomposes the variance into 

variance components for each hierarchical level.  This model does not 

explain anything (no level-1 predictors and no level-2 predictors) but allows 

us to evaluate whether there is variation in the group mean of level-1 or 

level-2 and how much of it.  This is a basic model when starting the 

analyses.  The proportion of variance due to group-level variation in means 

can be calculated as σ0
2 / (σε2 + σ0

2) (σε2: level-1 variance, σ0
2: level-2 

variance) and it represents the so-called intra-class or intra-cluster 

correlation ρ.  It can be interpreted as the proportion of variance explained 

by the grouping structure in the population as well as the expected 

correlation between two randomly chosen units that are in the same group.  

This dissertation uses this model to measure the variance at the local and 

regional levels.     

2. Intercepts (Means) as outcomes model allows us to predict variation in 

the level of dependent variable using level-2 variables.  This model does not 

have level-1 predictors but have level-2 predictors.   

3.  Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) model with random effects is often 

referred to as a random intercept model.  This model has both level-1 
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predictors and level-2 predictors.  This model allows the intercept to be 

specified as random to allow for variability in mean number of level-2 units.  

By specifying that β1j is constant, there is no cross-level interaction (no 

causal heterogeneity).      

4. Model with fixed slopes allows to model how level-2 predictors shape 

level-1 predictors, but do not allow any other variation in the slope of level-

1 predictors-primarily because there is no significant variation beyond that 

accounted for by level-2 predictors.  This model has level-1 predictors and 

level-2 predictors as well as the cross-level interactions.  This dissertation 

applies this model to three new institutional models.     

 

While in random intercept models level-1 intercepts are random and level-1 

slopes are fixed rather than random, the random intercepts and slopes models 

assumes that the level-1 intercepts and level-1 slopes are conceived as varying 

randomly over the population of level-1 units.  The random intercepts and slopes 

models include two sub-models as follows: 

5.   Random-coefficients model (or unconditional m-level model) allows 

both the level-1 intercepts and level-2 slopes to be random to account for 

variability across level-2 units.  But this model does not try to predict that 

variation using level-2 predictors.     This model is simpler than the general 
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multilevel model (Model 6 in Table 3) in that there are no fixed effects from 

the level-2 predictors and no cross-level interaction.   

6.   Intercepts and slopes as outcomes model is often referred to as a cross-

level interaction model because the effects of level-1 variables are 

dependent upon the value of level-2 variables.  This model was described in 

the formulae (1) to (4) and the five assumptions in the earlier section.  This 

type of model allows us to explain the variation in both intercepts and 

slopes.  It includes the effects of the level-1 predictor, the effects of the 

level-2 predictors, and the cross-level interactions.  If we find that the 

variation in level-1 slopes across level-2 units is no longer significant, we 

could run this model as a model with fixed slopes (Model 4 in Table 3). 

 

5.2 Model Specifications for Application and Research Conceptual 

Framework of the Multilevel Model  

With sub-models specified in Table 3, we make the model specifications 

for application to this dissertation.  How do some motivations for the multilevel 

model lead to sub-models listed in Table 3?  Which sub-models are appropriate to 

answer research questions?  This dissertation considers, first, three sub-models in 

multilevel modeling: ANOVA, ANCOVA, and Intercepts and slopes as outcomes 

model and then, eventually, two models: ANOVA and Model with fixed slopes.   
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This dissertation asks four research questions, as follows: First, are the 

local and regional levels all relevant for local hazard mitigation policy adoption as 

a dependent variable?  Second, what institutional predictors can explain local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption?  Third, is the effect of these predictors 

heterogeneous, that is, is there an interaction effect between a local-level predictor 

and a regional-level predictor?  Finally, is the integrative model more effective than 

each approach alone?  Let me now outline how one would translate these questions 

into an appropriate multilevel model.   

First, does local hazard mitigation adoption vary across the two levels of 

analysis that this dissertation identifies? We can answer this question by way of an 

“ANOVA” model (Model 1 in Table 3) that decomposes the variance in the 

dependent variable (Yij: local adoption of hazard mitigation policies):   

Yij = γ00 + u0j + εij                                                                                    (5) 

To derive this model, we consider the local-level model: Yij = β0j + εij 

where β0j is a local-level mean for dependent variable and εij is a local-level 

variation around this mean.  We model the mean by way of the regional-level 

model: β0j = = γ00 + u0j.  In this model, γ00 is the grand mean of the dependent 

variable (the mean across local-level and regional-level) and u0j is the regional-level 

variation around this mean.  Back-substitution of this formula yields the formula 

(5). 
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Second, how does each new institutional variable explain the situation?  

We can answer this question by way of an “ANCOVA with random effects” model 

(Model 3 in Table 3).  Using the predictors of political culture, civic engagement, 

and regional agency, we now consider how to bring these different predictors 

together in a multilevel model.  We start by defining a local-level model:   

        Yij = β0j + β1jX1i+ β2jX2i+ β3jX3i + β4jX4i + εij                                                                     (6) 

Here, X1 is a continuous variable for local plan quality, X2 is a continuous 

variable for local planning agency commitment, X3 is a continuous variable for 

local political activism for hazard mitigation, and X4 is a continuous variable for 

development pressure in a hazardous area.  By modeling the local-level intercept, 

β0j, and slope, β1j, we can introduce the regional-level predictor from a sociological 

institutionalism model as follows: 

       β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1j +u0j, β1j = γ10, β2j = γ20, β3j = γ30, β4j = γ40                        (7) 

Here Z1 stands for regional political culture at regional-level.  If we make 

the assumption that the effect of the local-level predictors is fixed as well (i.e., βpj = 

γpj for p ≠ 0), then substitution of this result into the formula (6) yields: 

      Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01Z1j + (u0j + εij)                   (8) 

This model can show the fixed effect of political culture (Z1) and answer 

how we account for local hazard mitigation policy adoption (Y) at different levels 

of analysis through the perspective of sociological institutionalism.  Replacing Z1 

(political culture) with Z2 (civic engagement) or Z3 (regional agency) in the formula 
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(7), respectively, we can test historical new institutionalism model (9) and rational 

choice institutionalism model (10) as follows, respectively:    

      Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01Z2j + (u0j + εij)                  (9) 

      Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01Z3j + (u0j + εij)                 (10) 

While this ANCOVA model can answer the second question: the direct 

effects of regional variables, it assumes that there is no cross-level interaction or no 

causal heterogeneity, that is, the level-1 predictors are not moderated by any level-2 

predictors.   

Third, this dissertation, however, tries to test whether the effect of local plan 

quality (X1) and the effect of local planning agency commitment (X2) are uniformly 

positive (as shown in Burby and Dalton (1994) model) or have been conditioned or 

moderated by the regional institutional settings.  How do we model this effect?  We 

can answer this question by way of an “intercepts and slopes as outcomes model,” 

which is called general multilevel model (Model 6 in Table 3). We do this by 

dropping the assumption in formula (7), that the effects (β1j and β2j) of local-level 

predictors (X1 and X2) are fixed.  Instead, we model this effect as follows: 

β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1 + u1j                                               (11) 

β2j = γ20 + γ21Z1 + u2j                                                                                                                        (12) 

This model stipulates that the effect of local plan quality and local planning 

agency commitment, which is given by γ10 and γ20 in (8), varies as a function of 

political culture.   Also, this model assumes that the slopes of local-level predictors 
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(X1 and X2) are random rather than fixed.  In the analysis, however, the variation in 

level-1 slopes (X1 and X2) across level-2 units (regions) was no longer significant 

at the .01 level (see Appendix G).  So, this model was specified as a “model with 

fixed slopes” (Model 4 in Table 3). 

This model assumes that the political culture predictor (slope) explains all 

of the regional-level variation in γ10 and γ20.  This means that the variance 

components (u11 and u21) of (11) and (12) are zero.  Although this assumption is not 

realistic, theoretically, each new institutionalism suggests that institutions structure 

social action and outcome (Aspinwall and Schneider, 2000; March and Olsen, 

1984).  Also, practically, this assumption helps explain the result of analysis in the 

variance component at the regional-level more easily.       

We model this effect as follows: 

β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1 +u0j 

      β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1                                               (13) 

β2j = γ20 + γ21Z1  

If we retain our earlier assumption that the remaining local-level and 

regional-level predictors have fixed effects, we obtain:  

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01 Z1j + γ11 X1iZ1j+ γ21X2iZ1j+ (u0j + εij )      

(14) 

This model contains the same variance components as formula (5) and (8).  

This means that this model is one of random intercept models by assuming the 
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level-1 slopes are fixed rather random.  The advantages of this model are as 

follows:  First, this model can show the fixed effect of political culture (Z1). Second, 

in terms of the fixed effects, the model contains cross-level interactions, X1Z1 and 

X2Z1.  Because of the presence of this cross-level interaction, formula (14) allows 

us to answer whether the effect of the predictors is uniform or heterogeneous.   

This specification model process can be applied for each institutionalism 

model by replacing Z1 (political culture) with Z2 (civic engagement) or Z3 (regional 

agency) in the formula (11), respectively:  

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01 Z2j + γ11 X1iZ2j+ γ21X2iZ2j+ (u0j + εij )      

(15) 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01 Z3j + γ11 X1iZ3j+ γ21X2iZ3j+ (u0j + εij )      

(16) 

Finally, this specification model process can be applied for integrated 

institutionalism models by using the “model with fixed slopes” to answer following 

question: is the integrative model more effective than each approach alone?  By 

adding more regional variables in formula (11), we test on the two or three 

integrated models among three schools of new institutionalism.  The integrated 

models tested on this dissertation are as follows: sociological institutionalism 

model and historical institutionalism model; historical institutionalism model and 

rational choice institutionalism model; rational choice institutionalism and 
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sociological institutionalism model; finally sociological institutionalism, historical 

institutionalism model and rational choice institutionalism model.   

First, in the integrated model between sociological institutionalism model 

(Z1) and historical institutionalism model (Z2), we model this effect as follows:   

By adding Z2 to formula (13) following a “model with fixed slopes,”    

β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1j + γ02 Z2j + u0j 

      β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1j + γ12 Z2j                                            (17) 

β2j = γ20 + γ21Z1j + γ22 Z2j 

If we make assumptions of formula (17), then substitution of this result into the 

formula (6) yields: 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01 Z1j + γ02 Z2j + γ11 X1iZ1j+ γ12X1iZ2j+ γ21 

X2iZ1j+ γ22X2iZ2j + (u0j + εij )                                                                                          (18) 

Second, in the integrated model between historical institutionalism model 

(Z2) and rational choice institutionalism model (Z3), we model this effect as 

follows:   

By replacing Z1 with Z3 in formula (17) following a “model with fixed 

slopes,”    

β0j = γ00 + γ02Z2j + γ03 Z3j + u0j 

      β1j = γ10 + γ12Z2j + γ13Z3j                                            (19) 

β2j = γ20 + γ22Z2j + γ23 Z3j 
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If we make assumptions of formula (19), then substitution of this result into the 

formula (6) yields: 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ02 Z2j + γ03 Z3j + γ12 X1iZ2j+ γ13X1iZ3j+ γ22 

X2iZ2j+ γ23X2iZ3j + (u0j + εij)                                                                                            (20) 

Third, in the integrated model between rational choice institutionalism 

model (Z3) and sociological institutionalism model (Z1), we model this effect as 

follows:   

By replacing Z2 with Z1 in formula (19) following a “model with fixed 

slopes,”    

β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1j + γ03 Z3j + u0j 

      β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1j + γ13Z3j                                            (21) 

β2j = γ20 + γ21Z1j + γ23 Z3j 

If we make assumptions of formula (21), then substitution of this result into the 

formula (6) yields: 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01 Z1j + γ03 Z3j + γ11 X1iZ1j + 

γ13X1iZ3j + γ21X2iZ1j+ γ23X2iZ3j + (u0j + εij)                                                       (22) 

Finally, in the integrated model between sociological institutionalism model 

(Z1), historical institutionalism model (Z2), and rational choice institutionalism 

model (Z3), we model this effect as follows:   

By adding Z2 to formula (22) following a “model with fixed slopes,”    

β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1j + γ02Z2j + γ03Z3j + u0j 
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      β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1j + γ12 Z2j + γ13Z3j                                         (23) 

β2j = γ20 + γ21Z1j + γ22 Z2j+ γ23Z3j 

If we make assumptions of formula (23), then substitution of this result into the 

formula (6) yields: 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1i + γ20 X2i + γ30X3i + γ40X4i + γ01 Z1j + γ02 Z2j + γ03 Z3j + γ11 

X1iZ1j+ γ12X1iZ2j+ γ13X1iZ3j+ γ21X2iZ1j + γ22 X2iZ2j+ γ23X2iZ3j+ (u0i + εij )                         

(24) 

Figure 7 shows the research conceptual framework that graphically explains 

the composite specifications of the multilevel model.  This framework shows the 

direct effects of local planning institutions (X1 and X2) and regional institutional 

settings (Z1, Z2, and Z3) on the local hazard mitigation policy adoption (Y) and the 

interaction term effects of regional institutional settings (Z1, Z2, and Z3) in relation 

(b1 and b2) to local planning institutions (X1 and X2) and the local hazard mitigation 

policy adoption (Y).   

 (Figure 7) Research conceptual framework in multilevel model 
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5.3 Fitting a Taxonomy of Multilevel Models 

Taxonomy of statistical models is a systematic sequence of models that 

addresses research questions – for example, the questions that this dissertation aims 

to answer.  Each model in the taxonomy extends a prior model.  This dissertation 

bases decisions to add, retain, or remove predictors on the combined logic inherent 

to three new institutionalisms (political culture, civic engagement, and regional 

agency) by judicious hypothesis testing and comparison of model fit. 

This dissertation proposes eight models using the “ANOVA model” and the 

“model with fixed slopes,” described in Table 4 as follows: ANOVA model 

(unconditional means model); Model A (sociological institutional model: 

uncontrolled effects of political culture, Z1); Model B (historical institutional 

model: uncontrolled effects of civic engagement, Z2); Model C (rational choice 

institutional model: uncontrolled effects of regional agency, Z3); Model D (new 

institutional model: the integrated model between Model A and Model B, using Z1 

and Z2); Model E (new institutional model: the integrated model between Model B 

and Model C, using Z2 and Z3); Model F (new institutional model: the integrated 

model between Model C and Model A, using Z1 and Z3);and Model G (new 

institutional model: the integrated model between Model A, Model B and Model C, 

using Z1, Z2 and Z3).   

Based on from formula (5) to formula (23), Table 4 shows these models that 

predict local hazard mitigation policy efforts as a function of local plans’ quality 
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(X1), local planning agency commitment (X2) local political activism for hazard 

mitigation (X3), and development pressure in a hazardous area (X4) (at level-1), and 

various combinations of political culture (Z1), civic engagement (Z2), and regional 

agency (Z3) (at level-2).  Model D, Model E, Model F, or Model G shows the 

integrated model which is based on each institutionalism model such as Model A, 

B and C. 

(Table 4) Taxonomy of multilevel models fitted to the local hazard mitigation 
policy efforts 

Level-1/level-2 specification 
Model level-1 model Level-2 model Composite equation 
ANOVA Yij = β0j + εij    β0j = γ00 + u01 Yij = γ00 + (u01 + εij ) 
A Yij = β0j + β1jX1 + β2jX2 

+ Β3jX3 + β4jX4 +  εij    
β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1 + u01 
β1j = γ10, β 2j = γ20 
β3j = γ30, β 4j = γ40 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1 + γ20 X2 + γ30 X3 
+ γ40 X4 + γ01Z1 + (u01+ εij ) 

B Yij = β0j + β1jX1 + β2jX2 
+ Β3jX3 + β4jX4 +  εij    

β0j = γ00 + γ02Z2 + u01 
β1j = γ10, β 2j = γ20 
β3j = γ30, β 4j = γ40 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1 + γ20 X2 + γ30 X3 
+ γ40 X4 + γ02Z2 + (u01+ εij ) 

C Yij = β0j + β1jX1 + β2jX2 
+ Β3jX3 + β4jX4 +  εij    

β0j = γ00 + γ03Z3 + u01 
β1j = γ10, β 2j = γ20 
β3j = γ30, β 4j = γ40 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1 + γ20 X2 + γ30 X3 
+ γ40 X4 + γ03Z3 + (u01+ εij ) 

D Yij = β0j + β1jX1 + β2jX2 
+ Β3jX3 + β4jX4 +  εij    

β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1 + γ02Z2 +u01 
β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1 + γ12Z2 
β2j = γ20 + γ21Z1 + γ22Z2 
β3j = γ30, β 4j = γ40 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1 + γ20 X2 + γ30X3 
+ γ40X4 + γ01 Z1 + γ02 Z2 + γ11 
X1Z1+ γ12X1Z2+ γ21 X2Z1+ 
γ22X2Z2 + (u01 + εij ) 

E Yij = β0j + β1jX1 + β2jX2 
+ Β3jX3 + β4jX4 +  εij    

β0j = γ00 + γ02Z2 + γ03Z3 + u01 
β1j = γ10 + γ12Z2 + γ13Z3 
β2j = γ20 + γ22Z2 + γ23Z3 
β3j = γ30, β 4j = γ40 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1 + γ20 X2 + γ30X3 
+ γ40X4 + γ02 Z2 + γ03Z3 + γ12 
X1Z2+ γ13X1Z3+ γ22 X2Z2+ 
γ23X2Z3 + (u01 + εij ) 

F Yij = β0j + β1jX1 + β2jX2 
+ Β3jX3 + β4jX4 +  εij    

β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1 + γ03Z3 + u01 
β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1 + γ13Z3 
β2j = γ20 + γ21Z1 + γ23Z3 
β3j = γ30, β 4j = γ40 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1 + γ20 X2 + γ30X3 
+ γ40X4 + γ01 Z1 + γ03Z3 + γ11 
X1Z1+ γ13X1Z3+ γ21 X2Z1+ 
γ23X2Z3 + (u01 + εij ) 

G Yij = β0j + β1jX1 + β2jX2 
+ Β3jX3 + β4jX4 +  εij    

β0j = γ00 + γ01Z1+ γ02Z2 + γ03Z3 
+ u01 
β1j = γ10 + γ11Z1 + γ12Z2 + γ13Z3 
β2j = γ20 + γ21Z1 + γ22Z2 + γ23Z3 
β3j = γ30, β 4j = γ40 

Yij = γ00 + γ10 X1 + γ20 X2 + γ30X3 
+ γ40X4 + γ01 Z1 + γ02 Z2 + γ03Z3 + 
γ11 X1Z1+ γ12 X1Z2 + γ13X1Z3+ γ21 
X2Z1+ γ22 X2Z2 + γ23X2Z3 + (u01 + 
εij ) 
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5.4 Variable Description, Data and Measures 

The measures of the dependent variable and the predictors are described in 

Table 5.  The data including dependent variable and level-1 predictors were 

collected from a random sample of 176 jurisdictions located in five states (i.e., 

California, Florida, North Carolina, Texas and Washington) (Dalton and Burby, 

1994).  While California, Florida, and North Carolina were selected to be 

representative of state mandates requiring local land use plans for natural hazards, 

Texas and Washington did not require the local land use plans during 1970 to 1989.  

Dalton and Burby (1994) selected the final sample at 176 city and county 

governments from a list of all local governments in five states that met the 

following three criteria: (1) coastal location; (2) population of 2,500 or more in 

1990; (3) subject to a significant natural hazard (Dalton and Burby, 1994, p. 445). 

For level-2 predictors, this dissertation measures three regional variables (political 

culture, civic engagement, and the role of regional agency to hazard mitigation) at 

the level of Council of Governments (COGs) or regional planning councils.  Based 

on Burby and Dalton (1994)’s data, which means the positive impacts of level-1 

predictors on the dependent variable, this dissertation expects the positive impact of 

all level-1 and level-2 predictors (regional institutional variables: political culture, 

civic engagement and participation, and regional agency for hazard mitigation 

planning such as floodplain management).  Primary data collection from Burby and 

Dalton (1994) occurred during the summer of 1991 for plans and development 

management programs in effect prior to 1990.  So, the regional institutional data in 
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this dissertation are from the 1980s.  This section explains dependent variable, 

level-1 predictors, and level-2 predictors used in this dissertation.   It includes data 

description and definition, data measure and collection, and variable logic.     

 (Table 5) Variable description, logic and sources 
Variable Description 
Local adoption of hazard    
     mitigation policies (Y) 

Total development management program score measured by land use 
controls, site design requirements, building standards, and knowledge 
enhancement techniques (0 to 15), Mean: 5.35, S.D.: 3.22, Source: 
Burby and Dalton (1994) Data, Local level 

Local plans’ quality (γ10) Plan recommendation measured by factual base, goals, and specific 
recommendations (0 to 10), Mean: 2.36, S.D.: 2.55, Logic: +, Source: 
Burby and Dalton (1994) Data, Local level 

Local planning agency     
     Commitment (γ20) 

Commitment of planning agency to hazard reduction goals (0 to 14), 
Mean: 10.36, S.D.: 3.54, Logic: +, Source: Burby and Dalton (1994) 
Data, Local level 

Local Political Activism 
(γ30) 

Degree of demand various groups have placed on government to 
address natural hazards (0 to 16), Mean: 4.75, S.D.: 4.3, Logic: +, 
Source: Burby and Dalton (1994) Data, Local level 

Development Pressure in 
Hazard Area (γ40) 

Demand for development of vacant land in hazard-prone areas over the 
past decade (0 to 19), Mean: 5.23, S.D.: 3.45, Logic: +, Source: Burby 
and Dalton (1994) Data, Local level 

Political Culture (γ01) Elazar’s Political culture; used by Sharkansky’s index: Traditional (1) 
to Moral (9), Mean: 3.68, S.D.: 9.22, Logic: +,  Source: Sharkansky 
Index (1969), Regional level (Council of Governments or Regional 
Planning Councils) 

Civic Engagement (γ02) Putnam (2000)’s social capital data measured by club meetings 
attended last year, community projects worked on last year, times 
entertained at home last year, times volunteered last year, most people 
are honest, and I spend a lot of time visiting friends (-.523 to .718), 
Mean: .023, S.D.: .096, Logic: +, Source: Robert Putnam (2000)’s 
“Bowling Alone,” Regional level (Council of Governments or 
Regional Planning Councils) 

Regional Agency (γ03) Regional activities for floodplain management measured by following 
questions: discouraging public investments from locating in flood 
hazard areas through review process, include flood hazards in regional 
planning, coordinating local flood plain management programs, 
regulate flood hazard areas, acquire flood hazard areas for open space, 
relocate existing development, provide technical assistance to local 
government, provide public information about flood hazards, monitor 
and evaluate local programs, and designate flood hazard areas (-.57 to 
2.86), Mean: -.163, S.D.: .055, Logic: +, Source: Regional planning 
agencies survey (2005), Regional level (Council of Governments or 
Regional Planning Councils) 
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5.4.1 Dependent Variable: Local Adoption of Hazard Mitigation Policies   

One dependent variable in this multilevel model is the adoption of local 

hazard mitigation policies.  This dissertation uses the data of Burby and Dalton 

(1994), who measured the total development management program score.  The total 

development management approach includes a four-part typology as follows: land 

use controls, site design requirements, building standards, and knowledge 

enhancement techniques.   

Land use controls are measured by five approaches to restrict development 

of hazardous areas: “(1) prohibition of development in high-hazard areas; (2) low-

density zoning to limit the number of dwelling units that can be built in hazardous 

areas; (3) density bonuses to compensate developers with increased density outside 

of hazard areas in return for reduced density in areas subject to natural hazards; (4) 

reduced property taxes for parcels located in hazardous areas that developers have 

dedicated to open-space uses; and (5) transfer of development rights from 

hazardous to non-hazardous areas” (Burby & Dalton, 1994, p. 231).  Site design 

requirements include: (1) a site plan review, (2) an impact assessment, (3) 

mandatory setbacks from hazardous portions of site, and (4) clustering to keep 

development away from hazard-prone parts of the site.   

Building standards are measured by three approaches:  (1) special or more 

stringent building code requirements in hazard-prone areas, (2) required retrofitting 

of structures to meet current codes, and (3) low-interest loans to retrofit structures.  
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Finally, knowledge enhancement techniques include (1) public education 

campaigns, (2) early warning systems to alert people to impending hazard events, 

(3) encouraging residents to purchase earthquake or flood insurance, (4) 

encouraging the voluntary disclosure of risks prior to property sale, (5) technical 

assistance and workshops to reduce losses from natural hazards, (6) mandatory 

disclosure of risks prior to property sale, and (7) signs posting boundaries of areas 

subject to natural hazards. 

The possible range of score of dependent variable is 0 to 19.  The result of 

the survey shows that the range number was 0 to 15 and the typical community 

used just five techniques.      

5.4.2 Independent Variables: Level-1 predictors (Local Level Model) 

As independent variables at the local level, this dissertation uses local 

plans’ quality, local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation, local 

political activity for hazard mitigation policy, and local development pressure in 

hazardous areas which are also investigated by Burby and Dalton (1994).  The 

selection of these variables is based on new institutional factors in Table 2, which 

are identified from prior hazard mitigation research.   

Local plan quality is about land use recommendations in comprehensive 

plans to limit development in hazardous areas (Burby and Dalton, 1994).  It is 

measured according to three indicators: factual base, goals, and specific 

recommendations.  The factual base includes maps (e.g., delineation of location of 
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hazard, magnitude of hazard), emergency (e.g., shelter demand and capacity, 

evacuation time data), exposure (e.g. current population exposed, amount and value 

of public infrastructure exposed, amount and value of private structures exposed, 

number of critical facilities exposed, loss estimation to public structures, loss 

estimation to private structures).   

The goals consist of nine items, in two broad categories: hazard (reduce 

property loss, protect the population, reduce public property damage, minimize the 

fiscal impact of disasters, distribute hazard management costs equitably, and 

promote hazard awareness); and environment (reduce hazard impacts and preserve 

natural areas, reduce hazard impacts and present open space and recreation, reduce 

hazards and maintain good water quality).  Specific recommendations include 24 

items such as land use controls, site design requirements, building standards and 

knowledge enhancement techniques, structural controls, community facilities, and 

infrastructure protection.  In terms of scoring, factual items are coded as 0 = not 

mentioned; 1 = mentioned, but not detailed; 2 = mentioned and detailed. Goal items 

are coded as 0 = not mentioned and 1 = mentioned. Policy items are coded as 0 = 

not mentioned, 1 = suggested and 2 = mandatory.  The index of plan 

recommendation was made by factual base, goals, and specific recommendations.   

The possible range of score is 0 to 10.   
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Measuring the agency endorsement of hazard reduction goals and the 

director’s willingness to promote these goals made the level of local planning 

agency commitment to hazard mitigation.   

Q15. Please rate the planning agency’s commitment to manage natural hazards 
Circle One Number for Each Line 

a. Agency endorsement of hazard reduction goals 
Low        1        2        3        4        5        6        7      High 

b. Director’s willingness to promote hazard reduction goals 
Low        1        2        3        4        5        6        7      High 

Source: Natural Hazards and Local Government: A National Survey, 1991(supported by National 
Science Foundation) 

 

Each item is coded on a scale, where 0 = no commitment and 7 = highest 

commitment.    The index of local planning agency commitment to hazard 

mitigation was investigated by local government survey which, within each state, 

selected a random sample of 30 communities, leaving the final sample at 176 city 

and county governments (Burby and Dalton, 1994, p.233).   The formula used to 

create the index is as follows: commitment of planning agency to hazard mitigation 

= Q15a + Q15b.  The possible range of score is 0 to 14.  

 The local political activity for hazard mitigation was investigated by 

measuring demands made by four different interest groups (business groups, 

environmental group, neighborhood groups, and unaffiliated individuals) for local 

government to address natural hazards over the past decade (Burby and Dalton, 

1994).   
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Q8. Over the past decade, what kinds of demands have the following groups placed 
on your government to address natural hazards? (Circle all that apply) 

a. Business Groups (e.g., Chamber of Commerce) 
   Not Active          Requested Information          Asked for Action  
   Attended Meetings          Served on Committees 
b. Environmetal Groups (e.g., Sierra Club) 
   Not Active          Requested Information          Asked for Action  
   Attended Meetings          Served on Committees 
c. Neighborhood Groups 
   Not Active          Requested Information          Asked for Action  
   Attended Meetings          Served on Committees 
d. Individuals not Associated with any Particular Organized groups or 

Interest 
   Not Active          Requested Information          Asked for Action  

         Attended Meetings          Served on Committees 
Source: Natural Hazards and Local Government: A National Survey, 1991(supported by National 
Science Foundation) 

 

In terms of scoring, each group codes as 0 = not active, 1 = requested 

information, 2 = sought action, 3 = attended meeting, 4 = served on committee.   

The index was made by local government survey.   The formula used to create the 

index is as follows: degree of demand various groups have placed government to 

address natural hazard = Q8a + Q8b + Q8c + Q8d.  The possible range of score is 0 

to 16. 

  The development pressure in hazard areas is about demand for 

development of vacant land in four hazard-prone areas located in community over 

the past decade (Burby and Dalton, 1994).   
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Q5. In most communities, some hazard areas have already been developed and 
some remain vacant.  Consider the vacant property in your jurisdiction located in 
each of the following hazard areas.  Please estimate the extent to which it has been 
in demand for development over the past decade.  (If a particular type of hazard 
area does not exist in your jurisdiction, leave that line blank) 

Circle One for Each Type of Hazard Area That Exists 
a. 100-Year Floodplain 
   Very Low Demand          Low Demand          Moderate Deamand   
   High Demand          Very High Demand 
b. Coastal High Hazard (V-Zone) 
   Very Low Demand          Low Demand          Moderate Deamand   
   High Demand          Very High Demand 
c. Earthquake Fault or Liquefaction Zones (areas with unstable soils) 
   Very Low Demand          Low Demand          Moderate Deamand   
   High Demand          Very High Demand 
d. Slopes Subject to Landslides 
   Very Low Demand          Low Demand          Moderate Deamand   

         High Demand          Very High Demand 
Source: Natural Hazards and Local Government: A National Survey, 1991(supported by National 
Science Foundation) 

 

Each item was coded as 0 (very low demand) to 5 (very high demand).  The 

formula used to create the index is as follows: cumulative demand for land in 

hazardous areas = Q5a + Q5b + Q5c + Q5d.  The index was made by local 

government survey.   The possible range of score is 0 to 19.   

In the first level of the multilevel model, a separate analysis is conducted 

for each local community in the system, using local-level data.  The outcome 

measure of interest (the adoption of local hazard mitigation policies) could be 

regressed on a set of local-level predictor variables (local plans’ quality and local 

planners’ commitment) as follows:  
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(Local hazard mitigation adoption) ij = β0j + β1j (Local plans’ quality)ij + β2j(Local 

planners’ commitment)ij + β3j(Local political activism)ij + β4j(Local development 

pressure)ij  + εij 

If expressed as formula, this is the formula (6).  

 

5.4.3 Independent Variables: Level 2 (Regional Level Model) 

This dissertation estimates and collects regional institutional variables at the 

level of Council of Governments (COGs) or regional planning councils to pair with 

Burby and Dalton’s (1994) data on local planning institutions and local hazard 

mitigation policy.  For this, we should define the variables then explain the 

relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable.   

For the regional level model, this dissertation uses data regarding regional 

political culture, the regional planning agency for floodplain management, and 

regional civic engagement at the level of COGs.  The data anaysis (through one-

way ANOVA) shows that there are variations in means of political culture, civic 

engagement and the role of COGs to hazard mitigation among all 32 COGs in this 

dissertation, respectively (Appendix E).        

This section asks the following:  What are the three institutional variables at 

regional-level?  Why should three institutional variables by new institutionalism be 

important in hazard mitigation planning and policy?  What is the logical 

relationship between institutional variables and the effects of local planning 
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institutions on local hazard mitigation efforts?  How do we define and measure the 

institutional variables?  And, what kinds of indices can be estimated to represent 

the institutional variables?    

 

5.4.3.1 Political Culture 

(1) Definition and Logic: sociological institutionalists argue that 

organizations often adopt a new institutional practice, not because it advances the 

mean-ends efficiency of the organization but because it enhances the social 

legitimacy of the organization (Jepperson, 1991; Hall and Taylor, 1996).  

Accordingly, an institution represents a social order or pattern that has attained a 

certain property or reveals a particular reproduction process.  Then, sociological 

institutionalists strengthen the role of institution, broadening the definition of 

institutions to not be mere rules, procedures and government structures, but also 

convention, customs and culture (Powell and DiMaggio, 1991).  In their 

understanding, individuals are “embedded” in cultures that determine the very 

concept of “self-interest” and “utility” (Hall and Taylor, 1996).  That is, exogenous 

cultures as institutions shape actors’ preferences.  Here, preference is considered 

endogenous, because preferences depend on cultures as institutions. The latter also 

take priority in explaining the actor’s power and policy outcome. 

Political culture has been considered an important variable to explain the 

policy outcome for planning and hazard mitigation (DeGrove, 1984 and 1992; 
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Berke, 1986; Berke and Beatley, 1992; May, 1994; Burby and May et al., 1997).  

DeGrove (1984) argued that the political culture in Florida was changed from the 

more traditional to the more progressive in favor of government intervention 

because of the enormous immigration from the Northeast area of the United States.  

DeGrove (1984) also observed, in a review of the history of coastal zone 

management in Texas, Texans as primarily individualists, “with a strong mixture of 

hierarchical collectivists and members of a hunting and gathering tribal group 

whose members view short-term profit making as the key to success, both as 

individuals and a society” (Mead, 1993, p.226).   This political culture may explain 

the failure of Texas to adopt a federally recognized coastal management program 

prior to 1991.  Curly (1990) argued that “the coastal plan, which is regarded as the 

first effort for state plans in Texas, failed because they promoted planning that 

many Texan regard as inconvenient, and a change in attitude or behavior that would 

interfere with rapid exploitation of our coastal resources” (Curly, 1990, p. 12).   

May (1994) tried to explain the cross-states variation in state mandate for 

hazard mitigation.   He argued that state legislatures vary in their willingness to 

intervene in local decision-making as reflective of differences in state political 

culture.   Elazar (1966)’s competing political culture typology was used to explain 

the variation among states. According to May (1994), states with strong moralistic 

cultures (for the states in his article, California, Washington, and, to a lesser extent, 

North Carolina) are expected to have legislatures more supportive of state 
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intervention to protect hazard-prone areas.  States with strongly traditionalistic and 

individualistic cultures (for the states in his study, Florida and Texas) are expected 

to be less supportive of state intervention to support hazard-prone areas.     

   

(2) Data and Measure: this dissertation uses such an index for political 

culture as Elazar’s political culture typology.  Daniel Elazar (1966; 1975; 1984) 

provides a concrete index involving three competing political culture typologies at 

the state level: moral, individual, and traditional.  He developed a geopolitical 

mapping of the United States that classifies states and local regions into one or a 

combination of three political subcultures: individualistic, moralistic, and 

traditionalistic.  His mapping includes some 50 states and 224 sub-state 

designations (regional units).   

As shown in Table 6, the logic is that moral political culture (M) 

emphasizes the good of society over individual freedom and sees government as a 

positive force; Individual political culture (I) emphasizes individual freedom over 

public concerns, economic activity over political activity, and views and accepts 

politics as another field of sometimes inevitably dirty and pragmatic competition; 

Traditional political culture (T) emphasizes limited government and accepts elite 

politics.  So, a moral political culture focuses on the common good, traditional 

political culture on limited government, and individual political culture is non-

ideological and self-interested.   
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(Table 6) Elazar’s political culture typologies 
Culture 
 

Basic Values Government Participation 

Traditionalistic Maintenance of the 
prevailing social order 

Means of maintaining 
existing order; initiatory 
only for that purpose 

Restricted to 
socioeconomic elites 
 

Individualistic Private gain, competition A business; limited to ba-
sic services; essentially 
non-initiatory 

Open to all who play by 
the rules 
 

Moralistic Community; 
achievement of general 
welfare 

Means to achieve social 
and economic good; 
initiatory 

Responsibility of all 
members of the commu-
nity 

Source: Adapted from Table One, pages 24-25 in Daniel J. Elazar, “The American Cultural Matrix,” 
in Daniel J. Elazar and Joseph Zikmund II, The Ecology of American Political Culture: Reading 
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1975), 13-42. 

Sharkansky (1969) essentially operationalizes Elzar’s political culture 

gradients by assigning numerical values to states based on their relative position on 

a scale and created a 9-point scale based on Elazar’s type with lower scores 

corresponding to moralistic cultures and higher scores corresponding to traditional-

istic cultures (Sharkansky, 1969).  The 9-point scale includes following values (the 

first-listed type is dominant in dual categories): 1.M, 2.MT, 3.MI, 4.IM, 5.I, 6.IT, 

7.TI, 8.TM, 9.T.  Table 6 presents Sharkansky’s political culture indexes for each 

state and shows where states fall on the cultural spectrum.  Table 7 presents the 

political culture index of State based on Sharkansky’s scale.  The state political 

culture of the case areas in this dissertation is referred to largely two distinctive 

values: traditionalistic (NC, FL, and TX) and moralistic (CA and WA), while some 

regional areas have mid-range from 4 to 6 (which may mean individualistic 

political culture).  27 regional areas in California and 7 regional areas in Texas in 

the dissertation have the mid-range scores.      
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(Table 7)  Sharkansky’s political culture index 
Traditionalistic Individualistic Moralistic 

Arkansas  9 Hawaii 8.25 Kansas 3.66 
Mississippi  9 Missouri 7.66 California 3.55 
Georgia  8.8 Delaware 7 Montana 3 
South Carolina  8.75 Maryland 7 South Dakota 3 
Alabama  8.57 Indiana 6.33 Idaho 2.5 
North Carolina  8.5 Ohio 5.16 Maine 2.33 
Tennessee  8.5 Nevada 5 New Hampshire 2.33 
Oklahoma 8.25 Illinois 4.72 Vermont 2.33 
Louisiana 8 Pennsylvania 4.28 Iowa 2 
Virginia 7.86 New Jersey 4 Michigan 2 
Florida 7.8 Wyoming 4 North Dakota 2 
Kentucky 7.4 Massachusetts 3.66 Oregon 2 
West Virginia 7.33 Nebraska 3.66 Utah 2 
Texas 7.11 New York 3.62 Wisconsin 2 
New Mexico 7 Connecticut 3 Colorado 1.8 
Arizona 5.66 Rhode Island 3 Washington 1.66 
    Minnesota 1 

SOURCE:  Koven and Mausolff.  “The Influence of Political Culture on Budgets:  Another Look at 
Elazar’s Formulation.”  American Review of Public Administration. Vol.32. No.1. March 2002. pp. 
66-77. 

 
One of the most frequent criticisms of Elazar’s classification scheme is that 

his state and sub-state classification are the same today as they were in 1960s 

(Nardulli, 1990; Morgan and Watson, 1991; Lieske, 1993).  This could be 

important problem here because other data used in this dissertation are referred to 

data around 1970s and1980s.  For the use of Elazar’s classification in this 

dissertation, we may need an argument that the Elazar (1966)’s data is not changed 

in 1970s and 1980s.       

Nardulli (1990) and Lieske (1993) examined Daniel J. Elazar’s theory of 

political subcultures in the U.S using 1980s survey data and census data, 

respectively, criticizing, in particular, that Elazar’s cultural groupings have little 

empirical foundation.  They developed a new measure of American regional 
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subcultures based on racial origin, ethnic ancestry, religious affiliation, and social 

structure.   Their distinctive regional subcultures were compared with the works of 

Elazar and Sharkansky.  They argue that their measure are consistent with Elazar’s 

expectation, supporting Elazar (1970)’s argument that “political culture can be 

defined as the persistent, generational patterns of political attitudes, values, beliefs, 

and behavior that characterize a group of people who live in geographical 

proximity” (Lieske, 1993, p. 889).   

This dissertation uses this 9-point scale of Sharkansky’s political culture 

with an assumption that the political culture of 1970s and 1980s is same as that of 

1960s that Elazar (1966) based his argument on and the regional data at the level of 

Council of Governments (COGs) or regional planning councils.  To explain the 

result of analysis consistently (making same direction with other predictors), the 9-

point scale is reversed as follows: from lower scores corresponding to traditional-

istic cultures and higher scores corresponding to moralistic cultures (1.T, 2.TM, 

3.TI, 4.IT, 5.I, 6.IM, 7.MI, 8.MT, 9.M).  Now, this dissertation expects the effect of 

moral political culture to have a positive impact on local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption.   

 

5.4.3.2 Civic Engagement 

(1) Definition and Logic: historical institutionalists contend that history is 

important and that past events explain the current situation better than current 
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method of using variables in the context of institution (Pierson, 2000). According 

to Pierson (2000), early intervention generates increasing return.  Increasing return 

is described as a self-reinforcing, positive feedback process and the source of path 

dependence.  Explaining that path dependence is considered a social process 

through increasing return, he argues, “under conditions conducive to path 

dependence, the same event (an exogenous shock) may have a different effect 

depending on when in a sequence of events it occurs” (Pierson, 2000, p. 267).   

The attention to social capital in social science may support the argument of 

historical institutionalists, emphasizing the concept of early intervention, increasing 

return, and path dependence (Putnam, 1993; 1995; and 2000).  Social capital, 

which is considered high civic engagement and a base for political democracy, 

seems to be an early intervention by people in a civic society.  The intervention 

may lead to continuous strong citizen participation and pave the way to a good 

institutional setting for civic engagement.  Like economic capital, social capital 

seems to be self-reinforcing through increasing return.  This nature of social capital 

seems to reflect the argument from historical institutionalists that early intervention 

generates increasing return (Pierson, 2000).  Putnam (1993; 2000), in his books 

“Making Democracy Work” and “Bowling Alone,” argues that societies with high 

social capital are the societies with high civic engagement and that political 

democracy with high civic engagement is an important factor to explain the 

differences in government performance.   
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Recently citizen participation, social capital, and civic engagement have 

received great attention from the planning field.  On the issue of rationality in 

planning theory, communicative interaction is emphasized normatively in the 

planning process, which is considered to be fundamentally distorted.  The 

communicative planning theory gives a rationale for more public participation and 

argues that planners should move toward better communicative situations.  This 

normative argument for democracy in planning could be a base for advocacy 

planning (Davidoff, 1965) and equity planning (Krumholz, 1982), despite no direct 

relationship between them.      

In the hazard mitigation planning field, there have been many arguments for 

civic engagement theoretically and empirically.  The arguments are that 

nongovernmental groups (Paterson, 1998), advocates (Rossi et al., 1982; Alesch & 

Petak, 1986; Godschalk et al., 1989; and Berke & Beatley, 1992), and participant 

interaction (Drabek, et al., 1983; Berke, 1986; Berke & Beatley, 1992; and 

Olshansky, 1998) have a positive impact on the adoption of local policy for hazard 

mitigation.  These positions are strengthened by recent strong empirical evidence 

that citizen participation has increased the quality of plans for hazard mitigation 

(Burby, 2003; Brody, 2003; and Godschalk, Brody, & Burby, 2003) 

This dissertation has logic in using the civic engagement variable as 

follows: strong civic engagement such as high social capital or high citizen 

participation would be the main factor in influencing local hazard mitigation 
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planning.  While greater public participation can enhance plan quality to reduce the 

negative impact of natural hazards and encourage higher planners’ commitment to 

hazard mitigation, this dissertation focuses on the relative importance of local plan 

quality and local planning agency commitment in various context of civic 

engagement.  That is, in lower or higher civic engagement society, is the 

importance of local plan quality and local planning agency commitment to hazard 

mitigation still important in adopting local hazard mitigation policies?       

 

(2) Data and Measure:  this dissertation uses Putnam (2000)’s social 

capital raw data.  Putnam’s (2000) book provides raw data for social capital in the 

Unites States by state, MSA, and county.  This data set, with a total sample size of 

84989, covers 1975-1998 with a simple summary of 389 variables.  Although 

Putnam (2000) produces a comprehensive social capital index by state with 

fourteen indicators from three primary data sets, this dissertation uses just six 

indicators from a primary data set (DDB Needham Life Style survey archive). 

 Some processes make the data as follows:  First, from Putnam’s data, the 

data of the time period from 1977 to 1989 is selected because Dalton and Burby 

(1994)’s data, used as a dependent variable in this dissertation, were measured in 

1989.  Second, the case areas as regional unit are identified, which is based on 

county level, and then aggregated into regional units in this dissertation.  The 

regional unit is the regional planning councils or council of governments that 
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consists of contiguous counties geographically.  Third, six social capital indicators 

in each areas are changed into a Z-score to give same weight in each indicator.     

(Table 8) Putnam’s social capital indicators 
Social Capital Indicator The correlation with comprehensive social capital 

index  
S1: club meetings attended last year .78 
S2: community projects worked on last 
year 

.65 

S3: times entertained at home last year .67 
S4: times volunteered last year .66 
S5: most people are honest .92 
S6: I spend a lot of time visiting friends .73 
Source: Putnam, 2000. Bowling Alone 

 
Table 8 presents the six social capital indicators, used in this dissertation, 

from the fourteen indicators which are used for making Putnam’s comprehensive 

state social capital index in his book: Bowling Alone.  These are: club meetings 

attended last year; community projects worked on last year; times entertained at 

home last year; times volunteered last year; most people are honest; and I spend a 

lot of time visiting friends.  Each indicator represents a high correlation (from .7 

to .9) with the comprehensive social capital index produced by Putnam (2000).  

Cronbach’s alpha, measuring how well a set of items (or variables) measures a 

single unidimensional latent construct, for all six items-S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6- 

is .732 (Appendix D).  This means that six items have a single unidimensional 

index for social capital.    This dissertation tests a comprehensive civic engagement 

index composing by six social capital indicators 

    
                                                 
2 The widely-accepted social science cut-off is that alpha should be .70 or higher for a set of items to 
be considered a scale (Miller, 1995). 
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5.4.3.3 Regional Agency 

(1) Definition and Logic: the institutional variable of regional agency 

comes from the argument of rational choice institutionalism that seeks to explain 

institutions (endogenous) on the basis of exogenous preferences, and understands 

institutional settings as rules.  Rational choice institutionalists argue that 

institutions providing some rules, which are likely to act as a constraint against 

preferences, encouraging individuals or actors to strategic behavior (North, 1990; 

Levi, 1997; Jupille and Caporaso, 1999).  Unlike sociological and historical 

institutionalists who consider institutions as an institutional and determining 

variable, rational choice institutionalists think that institutions are just an 

intervening variable capable of affecting an individual’s choices and actions, but 

not determining them. 

These rational choice institutionalists, therefore, tend to focus on formal 

aspects of institutions, such as law, rule, system or policy.  They deal with mainly 

formal institutions that can facilitate certain options but prohibit others (North, 

1990).  This approach also tells us the importance of actor or agency under 

institutional settings.  That is, it represents the position of rational choice 

institutionalism that focuses on an actor’s choices and actions under institutional 

constraints.       

In the hazard mitigation planning field, many formal institutions for 

encouraging local hazard mitigation efforts have been suggested theoretically and 
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empirically by prior research.  The role of state government (such as state mandate 

for planning and hazard mitigation) has been emphasized by some studies (Berke & 

Beatley, 1992; Dalton & Burby, 1994; Berke et al., 1996; Burby & May et al., 

1997).  Recently, the role of local planning institutions (such as local plan 

recommendations and planners’ commitment) has received considerable attention 

from hazard mitigation literature (Dalton & Burby, 1994; Gosachalk, Kaiser & 

Berke, 1998).  The role of these formal institutional settings can be explained as an 

institutional constraint that encourages the strategic behavior of local governments, 

and then makes institutional choice for local hazard mitigation policy.   

From the perspective of rational choice institutionalism, this dissertation 

focuses on the role of regional agencies in local hazard mitigation efforts.  The 

regional agency may have a policy, fund, or an authority for encouraging local 

government (such as local planning institutions) to take action towards hazard 

mitigation.  Some agencies, like the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning 

Commission have prepared plans for river corridors and more specific ordinances 

for local floodplains, shore-lands, and wetland (Kusler, 1985).  While the state 

government could influence the efforts of regional agencies for hazard mitigation, 

the role of state government for hazard mitigation may be highly related to the level 

of regional agency for hazard mitigation.  This dissertation, however, is based on 

an argument that there is variation among regional planning councils in the effort of 

hazard mitigation (Burby & French, et. al., 1985).  Burby & French, et. al.(1985) 
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surveyed 583 regional planning councils nationally and found that “regional 

agencies had a significant effect on local administrative priority given to solving 

the flood problem” (p. 133). 

Also, this dissertation assumes there is variation among regional planning 

councils or Council of Governments (COGs) in commitment or capacity to hazard 

mitigation within each state (see Appendix E).  For example, while Texas has 

relatively weak regional planning agencies compared to those of other states, the 

North Central Texas Council of Government (NCTCOG) has a strong role at 

regional level to encourage local hazard mitigation along the Trinity River 

(NCTCOG.ORG, 2005).  Since the 1980s, the North Central Council of 

Governments has facilitated local governments to pursue Trinity River COMMON 

VISION program to reduce flood damages.  This program established the Corridor 

Development Certificate Process, which requires permit for floodplain 

development.  However, other many Texas COGs do not play important role in 

hazard mitigation policies such as floodplain management. For examples, Capital 

Area Council of Government (CAPCOG) including City of Austin serves a limited 

role, just providing GIS data, and in another example, the Coastal Bend Council of 

Government (CBCOG), while experiencing sometimes serious hurricanes has never 

been involved in floodplain management (Bullock, Director of Planning, CBCOG 

from 2005 e-mail survey)    This difference of regional efforts in the same state 

might explain some of the differences in local efforts for hazard mitigation. 
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This interest in regional efforts is likely to be related to the recent 

movement towards New Urbanism, smart growth, or sustainable development 

within metropolitan areas which has strong implications for regional planning 

(Yaro & Hiss, 1996; Duany, Plater-Zyberk & Speck, 2000; Calthrope & Fulton, 

2001; Wheeler, 2002).  This movement toward “new” regionalism is concerned 

with the environment, equity and economic development and is often relatively 

normative.  In particular, the bioregional concept based on natural boundaries has 

important implications for the hazard mitigation field in that natural hazards, such 

as floods, often occur according to natural boundaries, not administrative 

boundaries.  This means that regional planning is needed for effective management 

of regional and natural land areas for hazard mitigation.  Hanson & Lemanski 

(1995) and Beatley (1998) argue that a regional and ecosystem-level management 

approach would help local communities develop local hazard mitigation policies.   

 

(2) Data and Measure: this dissertation is concerned with regional 

planning institutions for hazard mitigation, not regionalism itself.  The regional 

planning institutions for hazard mitigation are formal institutional planning districts, 

for example, regional planning councils in Florida or Council of Governments in 

Texas and California.  These regional planning agencies refer to formal regional 

agencies for planning and hazard mitigation.  To know the role of formal regional 

agencies in hazard mitigation, the following questions should be addressed: Is a 
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regional agency working for hazard mitigation?  What does the regional agency do 

for regional hazard mitigation?  And how does the regional agency influence local 

efforts for local hazard mitigation?    

To produce an index of regional agencies, this dissertation measured 

regional activities in floodplain management (Appendix C).  Ten questions, used in 

the survey of Burby and French, et. al (1985), are also investigated to know the 

regional roles in floodplain management.  These ten questions can be classified 

largely by four criteria: planning and coordination, regulations, land acquisition, 

and information and technical assistance.  For planning and coordination the survey 

addresses the following three questions:  1) Discouraging public investments from 

locating in flood hazard areas through review process; 2) Include flood hazards in 

regional planning; 3) Coordinating local flood plain management programs.  The 

regulation part includes a question: 4) Regulate flood hazard areas.  The land 

acquisition part has two questions as follows: 5) Acquire flood hazard areas for 

open space; 6) Relocate existing development.  Finally, the information and 

technical assistance has four questions: 7) Provide technical assistance to local 

government; 8) Provide public information about flood hazards; 9) Monitor and 

evaluate local programs; and 10) Designate flood hazard areas.   

The survey questionnaires asking above ten questions were sent to total 32 

regional planning councils or COGs in five states and got responses from 28 

regional agencies.  In addition, the survey indicated whether the answer should be 
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prior to 1990 or not, to fit the time period of the dependent variable that was 

measured in 1990.  The index of regional agency was made by the responses to ten 

questions in the survey (drawn from the Burby and French et. al. (1985) study.  The 

study surveyed 583 regional planning councils or COGs in 1979.).   

Table 9 presents the regional activities in floodplain management and its 

effectiveness, investigated by survey, in preventing increases flood losses.  This 

survey was performed in May, 2005 for this dissertation work.  While many 

regional agencies work for “planning and coordination” and “information and 

technical assistance”, little agencies work for “regulation” and “land acquisition.”  

This result is very simlar to the result form Burby and French et. al (1985).  

According to Burby and French et. al. (1985), the activities’ effectiveness is, 

however, reverse.  Regulation and the land acquisition were most effective.   

(Table 9) Regional activities in floodplain management and its effectiveness 
Regional Roles Percent of Regional agencies  
Planning and Coordination 42.5% 
Regulation 13.6% 
Land Acquisition 13.6% 
Information and Technical Assistance 45.4% 
*Sources: investigated by author in March to May, 2005 
 
 
 
5.4.4 Logical Design 

The logical design of Table 10 shows the relationship between dependent 

variables and independent variables based on theoretical perspectives and prior 

research.  In a multilevel model, we can identify the initial status and rate of change 
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of independent variables as fixed effects on the dependent variable.  That is, this 

model tries to know how level-2 predictors influence the dependent variable (local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption) directly and on the impact of level-1 

independent variables on dependent variables indirectly.  Table 10 presents the 

relationship of independent variables with dependent variables.  This relationship is 

very similar to the slope coefficient of OLS regression.  Based on Burby and 

Dalton (1994)’s data, which found the positive impacts of level-1 predictors on the 

dependent variable, this dissertation assumes the positive impact of all level-1 and 

level-2 predictors (regional institutional variables: moral political culture, high 

civic engagement and participation, and strong regional agency for hazard 

mitigation planning such as floodplain management).           
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(Table 10) The logic/relationship of variables 
Independent Variables Dependent variable: 

 Independent variables: level-1 
and level-2 

Logic (relationship) 

 Local plans’ quality  + 
 Local planning agency     
  commitment 

+ 

Local political activism + 
Local development pressure + 
Regional Political culture  
 Elazar’s Political culture:   
 moral (3), individual (2), and  
 traditional (1); Sharkansky’s 
index: moral (7) to traditional (1)

+ 

Regional Civic engagement  
 Club meetings attended  
  last year 
 Community projects    
 worked on last year 
 Times entertained at  
  home last year 
 Times volunteered last   
 year 
 Most people are honest 
 I spend a lot of time  
  visiting friends 

+ 

Regional agency  

     Local adoption of hazard    
     mitigation policies (+) 

Discouraging public      
investments from locating in 
flood hazard areas through review 
process 
Include flood hazards in regional 
planning 
Coordinating local flood plain 
management programs 
Regulate flood hazard areas 
Acquire flood hazard areas for 
open space 
Relocate existing development 
Provide technical assistance to 
local government 
Provide public information about 
flood hazards 
Monitor and evaluate local 
programs 
Designate flood hazard areas 

+ 
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VI. Empirical Results 

In this section, five substantive questions arise when we think of local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption as a two-level (local and regional) phenomenon.  

First, what is the importance of each of the local and regional levels for 

understanding local hazard mitigation policy adoption?  Additionally, the 

importance of state level is investigated. Second, how do we account for local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption at the different levels?  That is, what institutional 

predictors can explain local hazard mitigation policy adoption?  Third, by 

specifying cross-level interactions, is the causal effect of lower-level prediction 

conditioned or moderated by higher-level predictors?  In other words, is there 

causal heterogeneity in the effect of local planning institutions (such as local plans’ 

quality and local planners’ commitment) by regional institutional settings?   

Fourth, is the integrative model (which integrates the two or three 

institutional perspectives) more effective than each approach alone?”  For this, two 

or three schools of new institutionalism are integrated in an explanatory model in 

terms of regional institutional settings.  Finally, with a best model, provided in this 

chapter, a variable (state mandate) from state level is added, using three multilevel 

models.  And then the result from three multilevel models will be compared with 

Burby and Dalton (1994)’s single level regression result, in particular, focusing on 

the variable of State mandate.  This provides an opportunity to test a statistical 

problem (Type I error) of regression analysis that can be happened by neglecting 
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data structure.  These questions follow a logical progression.  Later questions 

presuppose an answer to earlier questions.    

 

6.1 The Unconditional Model: ANOVA Model and Local Planning Institutional 

Model 

These unconditional models quantify the outcome variation in two 

important ways: first, across dependent variables without independent variables 

(the ANOVA model), and second, across both dependent variables and first level’s 

independent variables (from Burby&Dalton model).  These results allow us to 

establish: (1) whether there is systemic variation in policy adoption that is worth 

exploring; and (2) where that variation resides (local, regional, or state level). 

   

6.1.1 ANOVA Model 

Is each of the two levels (of local and regional) or all three levels (including 

state level) important for understanding local hazard mitigation policy adoption?    

To answer this question, this dissertation estimated the ANOVA model described 

in formula (5).  The ANOVA model, which can be called the unconditional means 

model, simply describes and partitions the outcome variation in local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption.   

The primary reason of this ANOVA model is to estimate these variance 

components, which assess the amount of outcome variation that exist at each level.  
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In this dissertation, reginal and state level data for hazard mitigation policy 

adoption are measured in a cluster of localities that adopted local hazard mitigation 

policy within regions and states.  It means that regional data at the level of COGs is 

the mean score of local governments’ hazard mitigation policy adoption within that 

region (the COGs region), not policy adoption data by a regional agency.  That is, 

the regional and state data is kind of an aggregated data from local data.   

If a variance component is zero, there is little point in trying to predict 

outcome variation at that level.  That is, there is too little variation to explain.  If a 

variance is non-zero, then there is some variation at that level that could potentially 

be explained and to warrant further analysis (Singer and Willett, 2003) 

 
(Table 11) Unconditional model: ANOVA  

Parameter Estimate (two-level) Estimate (three-level) 
Fixed Effects   
Constant  (γ00) 3.461** 

(.234) 
3.457** 
(.336) 

Variance Components   
Local-Level (σε2) 3.008** 

(.367) 
2.987** 
(.359) 

Regional-Level (σ0
2) .963* 

(.481) 
.553+ 

(.351) 
State-Level ((σ1

2)  .429 
(.389) 

Deviance  (-2 Log Likelihood) 698.1 694.3 
AIC 704.1 702.3 
BIC 708.5 694.3 

Note: Table entries are maximum likelihood (IGLS) estimates with estimated standard errors in 
parentheses. 
 ** p < .01; * p < .05; +p < .1. 
 

The third column of Table 11 shows that while the regional level’s variance 

is a marginal significant, the state level is not worth exploring because the variance 

in state level is not significant statistically and means zero.  It may mean that the 
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importance of state mandate, shown in Burby and Dalton (1994), should be 

reconsidered.  This issue will be discussed in more detail in the final section in this 

chapter.  The result of the Table 11 leads to a focus on a two-level analysis in 

multilevel model.   

The second column of Table 11 shows the ANOVA analysis in two level 

analyses.  The analysis includes the ML estimates of the grand mean (γ00) and the 

variance components (σε2 and σ0
2).  These estimates, as all other estimates in this 

dissertation, were obtained using SAS proc mixed model.  Its one fixed effect, γ00, 

estimates the outcome’s grand mean across all local communities.  Rejection of its 

associated null hypothesis (p < .01) confirms that the average local efforts for 

hazard mitigation policy adoption are non-zero which means there is systemic 

variation in local hazard mitigation policy adoption that is worth exploring. 

The next step is to examine the random effects, the major purpose for fitting 

this model.  The estimates local-level variance, σε2, is 3.008; the estimated regional-

level variance, σ0
2, is 0.963.  All of the variance components are statistically 

significant (p < .01 and .05, respectively), suggesting that there is significant 

variation in local hazard mitigation policy adoption at all two levels of analysis.  

This is evidence that the multilevel character of the local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption data should not be ignored.   

 The ANOVA model serves another purpose it allows evaluation of the 

relative magnitude of the local-level and regional-level variance components (Bryk 
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and Raudenbush, 1992; snijders and Bosker, 1999; Singer and Willett, 2003).  For 

this, we consider the ratio of each variance components to the total variance in 

Table 11, which is equal to (σε2 + σ0
2).  While the ratio of σ0

2 over the total variance 

means the importance of the local–level, the ratio of σε2 over the total variance 

means the importance of the regional–level.   

With data measured at the local-level, the variance component at this level 

accounts for a major portion of the variance in local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption.  The portion is about 76 percent: 

Portion of local-level = (3.008/ (3.008 + 0.963)) = .757 

Importantly, however, 24 percent of the variance in local hazard mitigation 

policy adoption is due to higher levels of analysis.  This 24 percent of the variance 

at regional-level is the estimate of the intraclass or intracluster correlation 

coefficient (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992; Snijders and Bosker, 1999; Singer and 

Willett, 2003), which is the proportion of the outcome variation that lies at the 

regional-level.  The intracluster correlation coefficient is:  

     ρ = σ0
2 / (σε2 + σ0

2) = 0.963 / (3.008 + 0.963) = 0.243 

This is a positive correlation that suggests a fair amount of clustering at the 

regional-level.  This intracluster correlation coefficient summarizes the size of the 

residual autocorrelation in the formula (5): Yij = γ00 + (u01 + εij ) (Singer and Willett, 

2003, p. 97).  Thus, for each region, the average correlation between any pair of 

composite residuals-between local communities 1 and 2, or 2 and 3, or 1 and 3-
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is .243.  This is quite moderate, and far from the zero residual autocorrelation that 

an OLS analysis of these data would require.  Clearly, to ignore these sources of 

variance is to miss out on important aspects of support for the local hazard 

mitigation policy.  This could result in erroneous substantive conclusion about local 

efforts in hazard mitigation (Opdenakker and Van Damme, 2000). 

The result of the ANOVA model indicates very clearly that there is 

significant variation in local hazard mitigation policy adoption at both levels of 

analysis.  Now we turn to the question of how do we account for local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption at the different level? 

 

6.1.2 Local Planning Institutional Model (from Burby and Dalton Model) 

The next logical step is the introduction of predictor (local planning 

institutional variables) into the level-1 sub-model, as described in formula (6).  This 

dissertation uses the variables of the level-1 from Burby and Dalton (1994) model: 

local plans’ quality, local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation, local 

political activities, and development pressure.  This unconditional model assesses 

whether there is statistical variation in dependent variable that level-2 predictors 

could explain.  For this, we examine the variance components.   

Table 12 presents the result of fitting the local planning institutional model 

to the local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  The second column in Table 12 

gives the ML estimates of the fixed effects and variance components of this 
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multilevel model.  This model, which doesn’t have level-2 predictors, shows 

significant effects of local planning institutional variables on local hazard 

mitigation adoption.  These effects are in the direction that Burby and Dalton 

(1994) proved (see plot models of unconditional growth model in Appendix A).   

  (Table 12) Unconditional model: local planning institutional model   
Parameter Estimate 
Fixed Effects  
Constant  (γ00) .793+ 

(.432) 
Local Plan Quality (γ10) .146+ 

(.077) 
Local Planning Agency Commitment (γ20) .096** 

(.034) 
Local Political Activism (γ30) .138** 

(.029) 
Development Pressure in Hazard Area (γ40) .151** 

(.039) 
Variance Components  
Local-Level (σε2) 2.07** 

(.261) 
Regional-Level (σ0

2) .506* 
(.303) 

Deviance  (-2 Log Likelihood) 624.8 
AIC 642.8 
BIC 653.1 
Note: Table entries are maximum likelihood (IGLS) estimates with estimated standard errors in 
parentheses. 
 ** p < .01; * p < .05; + p < .1. 
 

If we compare local-level variance component (σε2) in Table 12 to that of 

ANOVA model in Table 11, we can assess the explanatory power of local-level 

predictors.  The difference in these variance components is 3.008-2.068 = .94.  

Relative to the size of the ANOVA variance components in Table 10, this is a 

reduction of .094/3.008 = .313.  We conclude that the local-level variance in this 
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model explain 31 percent of the local-level variance in local hazard mitigation 

policy adoption.   

The regional-level variance component quantifies the amount of 

unpredicted variation in regional-level parameter.  Because we reject at the null 

hypothesis (at p < .05) in earlier first ANOVA, we conclude that there is non-zero 

variability in regional-level parameter.  This suggests that it worth trying to use 

regional-level predictors to explain heterogeneity in parameter.  Here, we do not 

compare regional-level variance component in this model with estimates from the 

ANOVA model because introduction of local planning institutional variables into 

the model changes their interpretation (Singer and Willet, 2003, p. 100).    

In the difference in deviance statistics, we obtain ANOVA model from this 

model by invoking four independent constrains: γ10=0, γ20=0, γ30=0 and γ40=0.  The 

difference in deviance statistics, (698.1-624.8) = 73.3, far exceeds 18.47, the .001 

critical value of a chi-square distribution on 4 d.f.  This allows us to reject the null 

hypothesis at the p < .001 level that all four parameters are simultaneously 0.  We 

conclude that this local planning institutional model of Table 12 provides a better 

fit than the ANOVA model of Table 11.   
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6.2 Three New Institutionalism Models: The Uncontrolled Effects of Political 

Culture, Civic Engagement, or Regional Agency 

This section presents each institutionalism model, by making the 

assumption that the effect of the local and regional level predictor is fixed and there 

is a cross-level interaction, local plan quality/local planning agency commitment by 

political culture, civic engagement, and regional agency, as described in formula 

(14), (15), and (16), respectively .    We expect the effect of regional level 

predictors to have a positive effect and there is the effect of the interactions.  

6.2.1 Sociological Institutionalism Model: The Uncontrolled Effects of Political 

Culture 

This dissertation tests the theoretical position of sociological 

institutionalism: exogenous cultures as institutions shape actors’ preferences.  For 

this, sociological institutionalism model uses Elazar / Sharkansky’s political culture 

index as a predictor of regional-level.    The model tries to fit a best model for 

sociological institutionalism model in this dissertation, by making the assumption 

that the effect of the regional political culture predictor is fixed and there is a cross-

level interaction, local plan quality/local planning agency commitment * political 

culture.     

The sociological institutionalism model in Table 13, which stipulates that 

the effect of local plan quality/local planning agency commitment varies as a 

function of political culture, we observe a powerful effect of local planning 
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institutional variables and a marginal effect of political culture predictor.  At the 

local-level the effects of local plan quality, local planning commitment, local 

political activism, and development pressure in hazard area are strong like the local 

planning institutional model in Table 12, while constant does not have a 

statistically significant effect.  At the regional-level political culture predictor has a 

positive effect statistically (p < .1), as expected.  The cross-level interaction 

predictors, however, are not statistically significant. 

(Table 13) The uncontrolled effects of political culture: sociological 
institutionalism model 
Parameter Sociological Institutionalism Model (SI) 
Fixed Effects  
    Local Level  
Constant  (γ00) .222 

(.719) 
Local Plan Quality (γ10) .312* 

(.143) 
Local Planning Agency Commitment (γ20) .119* 

(.059) 
Local Political Activism (γ30) .145** 

(.029) 
Development Pressure in Hazard Area (γ40) .133** 

(.039) 
    Regional Level  
Political Culture (γ01) .344+ 

(.191) 
  Cross-Level Interaction  
Political Culture *Local Plan Quality (γ11) -.043 

(.033) 
Political Culture *Local Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ21) 

-.009 
(.015) 

Variance Components  
Local-Level (σε2) 1.982** 

(.244) 
Regional-Level (σ0

2) .49* 
(.272) 

Deviance  612.0 
AIC 632.0 
BIC 646.6 
Note: Table entries are maximum likelihood (IGLS) estimates with estimated standard errors in 
parentheses. ** p < .01; * p < .05; + p < .1. 
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If we compare the local-level variance component (σε2) of each model in 

Table 13 to that of the ANOVA model in Table 11, we can assess the explanatory 

power of local-level predictors.  The difference in this variance component between 

this model and ANOVA model is 3.008-1.982 = 1.026.  Relative to the size of the 

ANOVA variance components in Table 11, this is a reduction of 1.026/3.008 

= .341.  We conclude that the local-level variance in sociological institutionalism 

(SI) model explains 34 percent of the local-level variance in local hazard mitigation 

policy adoption.  This means that the statistically significant local-level variance 

component (σε2) for SI model is almost identical to that of Table 12 (local planning 

institutional model) because there are no additional local-level predictors.   

The regional-level variance component (σ0
2), comparing the ANOVA 

model, however, does change: the relative change is (.963-.492)/.963 = .489.  The 

σ0
2 declines by about 48.9% from the ANOVA model.  Thus, the regional-level 

variance component explains about 49 percent of the regional-level variance.  And, 

the variance components at the regional-level of analysis remain significant.  It 

means that potentially explainable residual variation in fixed effects remains.  That 

is, the political culture predictor at the regional-level does not account for all of the 

variance in local hazard mitigation policy adoption at this level.  We conclude that 

we should explore the effects of other regional-level predictors (like social capital 

and regional agency role) because it might help explain some of the regional-level 

residual variation.   
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In the difference in deviance statistics, we obtain ANOVA model from this 

model by invoking seven independent constrains: γ10=0, γ20=0, γ30=0, γ40=0, γ01=0, 

γ11=0and γ21=0.  The difference in deviance statistics, (698.1-612) = 86.1, far 

exceeds 24.32, the .001 critical value of a chi-square distribution on 7 d.f.  This 

allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the p < .001 level that all seven parameters 

are simultaneously 0.  We conclude that this sociological institutionalism model of 

Table 13 provides a better fit than the ANOVA model of Table 11.   

Also, the difference in deviance statistics between this model of Table 13 

and local planning institutional model of Table 12, (624.8-612) = 12.8, exceeds 

11.35, the .01 critical value of a chi-square distribution on 3 d.f..  We conclude that 

this SI model of Table 13 provides a better fit than the local planning institutional 

model of Table 12.   

In comparing model fit, AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and BIC 

(Bayesian Information Criterion), which are used to compare the fit of alternative 

models with different subsets of predictors (Singer and Willet, 2003), lower in this 

SI model of Table 13 than in local planning institutional model of Table 12 and in 

ANOVA model of Table 11.  Because it is argued generally that the model with the 

smaller information criteria (either AIC or BIC) fit “better” (Singer and Willet, 

2003), the sociological institutionalism (SI) model is considered for a “better 

model” than the ANOVA model and local planning institutional model.   
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In this sociological institutionalism (SI) model, it appears that the effect of 

political culture is uniformly positive on local hazard mitigation policy adoption is 

correct while the cross-level interaction predictors, however, are not statistically 

significant which means that the effect of local planning institutions (local plan 

quality and local planning agency commitment) is not moderated or conditioned by 

regional political culture.  That is, moral poitical culture has a positive impact on 

local hazard mitigation policy adoption. 

 

6.2.2 Historical Institutionalism Model: The Uncontrolled Effects of Civic 

Engagement 

This dissertation tests an argument of historical institutionalism: high civic 

engagement has a positive impact on outcome of local hazard mitigation policies.  

For this, historical institutionalism model includes Putnam (2002)’s social capital 

index as a predictor of regional-level.  Like sociological institutionalism model of 

Table 12, this model tries to fit a best model for historical institutionalism model in 

this dissertation, by making the assumption that the effect of the regional civic 

engagement predictor is fixed and there is a cross-level interaction, local plan 

quality/local planning agency commitment * civic engagement.     

The historical institutionalism model in Table 14, which stipulates that the 

effect of local plan quality/local planning agency commitment varies as a function 

of civic engagement, we observe a powerful effect of the civic engagement 
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predictor at the regional level.  The effect is positive and statistically significant at 

the .05 level.  Also, the cross-level interaction between local planning agency 

commitment and civic engagement is negative significant at the .1 level.  It seems 

that the effect of local planning agency commitment is moderated or conditioned 

by civic engagement.  Although local planning commitment has a positive effect on 

the dependent variable (local hazard mitigation policy adoption), the negative sign 

of the cross-level interaction between local planning agency commitment and civic 

engagement shows that the positive importance of local planning agency 

commitment is decreased in the areas where civic engagement to hazard mitigation 

becomes higher.  

If we compare the local-level variance component (σε2) of each model in 

Table 14 to that of the ANOVA model in Table 11, we can assess the explanatory 

power of local-level predictors.  The difference in this variance component between 

this model and ANOVA model is 3.008-1.998 = 1.01.  Relative to the size of the 

ANOVA variance components in Table 11, this is a reduction of 1.01/3.008 = .336.  

We conclude that the local-level variance in historical institutionalism (HI) model 

explains 33.6 percent of the local-level variance in local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption.  This shows that the statistically significant local-level variance 

component (σε2) for historical institutionalism (HI) model is almost identical to that 

of Table 12 (local planning institutional model) and SI model of Table 13 
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(sociological institutionalism model) because there are no additional local-level 

predictors.   

(Table 14) The uncontrolled effects of civic engagement: historical 
institutionalism model 
Parameter Historical Institutionalism Model (HI) 
Fixed Effects  
    Local Level  
Constant  (γ00) .669 

(.439) 
Local Plan Quality (γ10) .164* 

(.079) 
Local Planning Agency Commitment (γ20) .107* 

(.035) 
Local Political Activism (γ30) .135** 

(.03) 
Development Pressure in Hazard Area (γ40) .153** 

(.04) 
    Regional Level  
Civic Engagement (γ02) 4.873* 

(2.244) 
  Cross-Level Interaction  
Civic Engagement *Local Plan Quality (γ12) -.38 

(.527) 
Civic Engagement *Local Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ22) 

-.351+ 

(.199) 
Variance Components  
Local-Level (σε2) 1.998** 

(.256) 
Regional-Level (σ0

2) .52+ 

(.332) 
Deviance  614.1 
AIC 634.0 
BIC 648.8 
Note: Table entries are maximum likelihood (IGLS) estimates with estimated standard errors in 
parentheses. 
 ** p < .01; * p < .05; + p < .1. 
 

Like SI model, the regional-level variance component (σ0
2) does change: 

the relative change is (.963-.52)/.963 = .46.  The σ0
2 declines by about 46 % from 

the ANOVA model.  Thus, the regional-level variance component explains about 

46 percent of the regional-level variance.  And, the variance components at the 
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regional-level of analysis still remain significant.  It means that potentially 

explainable residual variations in fixed effects remain.  That is, like the political 

culture predictor in SI model, the civic engagement predictor at the regional-level 

does not account for all of the variance in local hazard mitigation policy adoption at 

this level.  We conclude that we should explore the effects of other regional-level 

predictors (like regional agency role) or integrated predictors because it might help 

explain some of the regional-level residual variation.   

In the difference in deviance statistics, we obtain ANOVA model from this 

model by invoking seven independent constraints: γ10=0, γ20=0, γ30=0, γ40=0, γ02=0, 

γ12=0and γ22=0.  The difference in deviance statistics, (698.1-614.1) = 84, far 

exceeds 24.32, the .001 critical value of a chi-square distribution on 7 d.f.  This 

allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the p < .001 level that all seven parameters 

are simultaneously 0.  We conclude that this historical institutionalism model of 

Table 14 provides a better fit than the ANOVA model of Table 11.   

Also, the difference in deviance statistics between this historical 

institutionalism (HI) model and local planning institutional model of Table 12, 

(624.8-614.1) = 10.7, exceeds 7.82, the .05 critical value of a chi-square 

distribution on 3 d.f.   This allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the p < .05 

level that parameters (γ02, γ12 and γ22) are 0.  We conclude that this HI model of 

Table 14 provides a better fit than the local planning institutional model of Table 

12.   
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In comparing model fit, AIC and BIC are lower in this HI model of Table 

14 than in local planning institutional model of Table 12 and in ANOVA model of 

Table 11.  Because it is argued generally that the model with the smaller 

information criteria (either AIC or BIC) fit “better”, the HI model is better than the 

ANOVA model and local planning institutional model.   

In this historical institutionalism model, it appears that the effect of civic 

engagement is positive on local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  That is, high 

civic engagement in the area has a positive impact on local hazard mitigation 

adoption.  Also, the argument that there is variation in the effect of local planning 

institutions (local planning agency commitment) across regions is correct.   

 

6.2.3 Rational Choice Institutionalism Model: The Uncontrolled Effects of 

Regional Agency 

Rational choice institutionalists seek to explain institutions (endogenous) on 

the basis of exogenous preferences, and understand institutional settings as rules.  

So, rational choice institutionalism argues that institutions providing some rules 

encourage individuals or actors to act strategically.  This rational choice 

institutionalism (RCI) model uses the regional activities of regional planning 

agencies for hazard mitigation policies (floodplain management) as a predictor of 

regional-level. 
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Like sociological institutionalism (SI) model of Table 13 and historical 

institutionalism (HI) model of Table 14, this model tries to fit a best model for a 

rational choice institutionalism model in this dissertation, by making the 

assumption that the effect of the regional planning agency predictor is fixed and 

there is a cross-level interaction, local plan quality/local planning agency 

commitment * regional agency.     

In the rational choice institutionalism model in Table 15, which stipulates 

that the effect of local plan quality/local planning agency commitment varies as a 

function of regional agency, we observe a positive effect of the regional agency 

predictor at the regional level.  The regional agency predictor is positive and 

statistically significant at the .01 level.  Also, the cross-level interaction between 

local planning agency commitment and regional agency is negative and statistically 

significant at the .05 level.  The effect of local planning commitment is moderated 

or conditioned by regional agency.  Although local planning commitment has a 

positive effect on the dependent variable (local hazard mitigation policy adoption), 

the negative sign of the cross-level interaction between local planning agency 

commitment and regional agency shows that the positive importance of local 

planning agency commitment is decreased in the areas where the role of regional 

agency to hazard mitigation becomes higher. 
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(Table 15) The uncontrolled effects of regional agency: rational choice 
institutionalism model 
Parameter Rational Choice Institutionalism Model (RCI) 
Fixed Effects  
    Local Level  
Constant  (γ00) .819+ 

(.424) 
Local Plan Quality (γ10) .192* 

(.08) 
Local Planning Agency Commitment (γ20) .095** 

(.033) 
Local Political Activism (γ30) .137** 

(.029) 
Development Pressure in Hazard Area (γ40) .145** 

(.038) 
    Regional Level  
Regional Agency (γ03) 1.504** 

(.568) 
  Cross-Level Interaction  
Regional Agency *Local Plan Quality (γ13) -.07 

(.067) 
Regional Agency *Local Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ23) 

-.124* 
(.047) 

Variance Components  
Local-Level (σε2) 1.912** 

(.242) 
Regional-Level (σ0

2) .56* 
(.321) 

Deviance  605.2 
AIC 625.2 
BIC 639.9 
Note: Table entries are maximum likelihood (IGLS) estimates with estimated standard errors in 
parentheses. 
 ** p < .01; * p < .05; + p < .1. 

 
The difference in this variance component between this model and ANOVA 

model is 3.008-1.912 = 1.096.  Relative to the size of the ANOVA variance 

components in Table 10, this is a reduction of 1.096/3.008 = .364.  We conclude 

that the local-level variance in historical institutionalism (HI) model explains 36.4 

percent of the local-level variance in local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  This 

shows that the statistically significant local-level variance component (σε2) for 
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rational choice institutionalism (RCI) model is almost identical to that of Table 12 

(local planning institutional model), SI model of Table 13 (sociological 

institutionalism model) and HI model of Table 14 (historical institutionalism 

model) because there are no additional local-level predictors.   

Like SI and HI models, the regional-level variance component (σ0
2) in this 

RCI model also does change: the relative change is (.963-.56)/.963 = .418.  The σ0
2 

declines by about 41.8 % from the ANOVA model.  Thus, the regional-level 

variance component explains about 42 percent of the regional-level variance.  And, 

the variance components at the regional-level of analysis still remain significant.  It 

means that potentially explainable residual variation in fixed effects remains.  That 

is, like political culture predictor in SI model or civic engagement predictor in HI 

model, just the regional agency predictor at the regional-level does not account for 

all of the variance in local hazard mitigation policy adoption at this level.  We 

conclude that we should explore the effects of integrated models with other 

predictors because it might help explain some of the regional-level residual 

variation.   

In the difference in deviance statistics, we obtain ANOVA model from this 

model by invoking seven independent constrains: γ10=0, γ20=0, γ30=0, γ40=0, γ03=0, 

γ13=0and γ23=0.  The difference in deviance statistics, (698.1-605.2) = 92.9, far 

exceeds 24.32, the .001 critical value of a chi-square distribution on 7 d.f.  This 

allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the p < .001 level that all seven parameters 
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are simultaneously 0.  We conclude that this rational choice institutionalism model 

of Table 15 provides a better fit than the ANOVA model of Table 11.   

Also, the difference in deviance statistics between this RCI model Table 15 

and local planning institutional model of Table 12, (618.8-605.2) = 13.6, exceeds 

11.35, the .01 critical value of a chi-square distribution on 3 d.f..  This allows us to 

reject the null hypothesis at the p < .05 level that parameters (γ03, γ13 and γ23) are 0.  

We conclude that this RCI model of Table 15 provides a better fit than the local 

planning institutional model of Table 12.   

In comparing model fit, AIC and BIC are lower in this RCI model of Table 

15 than in local planning institutional model of Table 12 and in ANOVA model of 

Table 11.  Because it is argued generally that the model with the smaller 

information criteria (either AIC or BIC) fit “better”, the RCI model is better than 

the ANOVA model and local planning institutional model.  In addition, in 

comparing three institutional models, the difference in deviance statistics in RCI 

model of Table 15 is lower than SI model of Table 13 and HI model of Table 14.  

And, AIC and BIC are higher in SI model and HI model than in RCI model.  

Because it is argued generally that the model with the smaller information criteria 

(either AIC or BIC) fits “better,” RCI model is considered a “better model” among 

three new institutionalism models.   

 In this rational choice institutionalism (RCI) model, it appears that the 

effect of regional agency is strongly positive on local hazard mitigation policy 
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adoption.  That is strong commitment of regional planning council to hazard 

mitigation has a positive impact on local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  Also, 

the argument that there is variation in the effect of local planning institution across 

regional agencies is correct.  The cross-level interaction between regional agency 

and local planning agency commitment is negative and statistically significant at 

the .01 level.    

 

6.3 Integrated New Institutionalism Models: The Conditional Model 

The objective of this dissertation is to explain and understand the local 

hazard mitigation efforts well through new institutional perspective, thus improving 

Burby and Dalton’s (1994) model.  In this aim, this dissertation tries to integrate 

two or three approaches of new institutionalism in an explanatory model in terms of 

regional institutional settings: a sociological institutionalism model (political 

culture), a historical institutionalism model (civic engagement), and a rational 

choice institutionalism (regional agency). 

In this section, this new institutionalism model tests the theoretical position 

of new institutionalism (which integrates the institutional perspectives): 

Institutional settings (local planning institutions and regional institutional settings) 

affect the outcome of local hazard mitigation policies.  Specifically, this section 

focuses on following research question, “Is the integrative model more effective 

than each approach alone?”    
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In the earlier sections, each institutionalism model presents the following 

results: in sociological institutionalism model, the effect of political culture is 

uniformly positive on local hazard mitigation policy adoption; in historical 

institutionalism model, the effect of civic engagement is positive on local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption and the effect of local planning agency commitment to 

hazard mitigation is moderated or conditioned by civic engagement; in rational 

choice institutionalism, the effect of regional agency is positive on local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption and the effect of local planning agency commitment to 

hazard mitigation is moderated or conditioned by regional agency.   

Based on the results from these three institutionalism models, we tries to fit 

a best model for new institutionalism model which integrates three perspectives.  

Table 16 presents the controlled effects of each regional-level variable (political 

culture, civic engagement, or regional agency).  First, Model A integrates SI model 

of Table 13 (the sociological institutionalism model) and HI model of Table 14 (the 

historical institutionalism model), using the political culture predictor and civic 

engagement predictor at the regional level.  This model assumes that the effect of 

the political culture predictor and of the civic engagement predictor is fixed and 

there are cross-level interactions between local-level (local plan quality/planning 

agency commitment) and regional agency (political culture and civic engagement). 

Second, Model B integrates HI model of Table 14 (the historical 

institutionalism model) and RCI model of Table 15 (the rational choice 
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institutionalism model), using the civic engagement predictor and regional agency 

predictor at the regional level.  This model assumes that the effect of the civic 

engagement predictor and of the regional agency predictor is fixed and there are 

cross-level interactions between local-level (local plan quality/planning agency 

commitment) and regional agency (civic engagement and regional agency). 

Third, Model C integrates SI model of Table 13 (the sociological 

institutionalism model) and RCI model of Table 15 (the rational choice 

institutionalism model), including the political culture predictor and regional 

agency predictor at the regional level.  This model assumes that the effect of the 

political culture predictor and of the regional agency predictor is fixed and there are 

cross-level interactions between local-level (local plan quality/planning agency 

commitment) and regional agency (political culture and regional agency).  Finally, 

Model D tries to integrate all three institutionalism models, using the political 

culture predictor, civic culture predictor and regional agency predictor, with cross-

level interactions between the local level and regional level.   
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 (Table 16) The controlled effects of regional-level variables: new 
institutionalism models 

Parameter Model A 
(SI&HI) 

Model B 
(HI&RCI) 

Model C 
(SI&RCI) 

Model D 
(SI&HI&RCI)

Fixed Effects     
    Local Level     
Constant  (γ00) -.151 

(.725) 
.708 
(.43) 

-.733 
(.709) 

-.632 
(.715) 

Local Plan Quality (γ10) .315* 
(.142) 

.209* 
(.082) 

.435** 
(.154) 

.439** 
(.156) 

Local Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ20) 

.116* 
(.058) 

.106** 
(.033) 

.157** 
(.058) 

.153** 
(.058) 

Local Political Activism (γ30) .141** 
(.029) 

.133** 
(.029) 

.144** 
(.028) 

.139** 
(.028) 

Development Pressure in 
Hazard Area (γ40) 

.139** 
(.04) 

.146** 
(.039) 

.125** 
(.038) 

.13** 
(.039) 

    Regional Level     
Political Culture (γ01) .277 

(.194) 
 .509** 

(.189) 
.441* 
(.194) 

Civic Engagement (γ02) 4.059+ 

(2.25) 
4.797* 
(2.195) 

 3.541 
(2.186) 

Regional Agency (γ03)  1.492** 
(.527) 

1.754** 
(.568) 

1.696** 
(.566) 

    Cross-Level Interaction     
Political Culture *Local Plan 
Quality (γ11) 

-.04 
(.035) 

 -.061+ 

(.034) 
-.059 
(.036) 

Political Culture *Local 
Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ21) 

-.005 
(.015) 

 -.215 
(.015) 

-.017 
(.015) 

Civic Engagement *Local 
Plan Quality (γ12) 

-.303 
(.545) 

-.396 
(.527) 

 -.212 
(.551) 

Civic Engagement *Local 
Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ22) 

-.319 
(.199) 

-.327+ 

(.193) 
 -.267 

(.191) 

Regional Agency *Local Plan 
Quality (γ13) 

 -.068 
(.067) 

-.098 
(.069) 

-.097 
(.07) 

Regional Agency *Local 
Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ23) 

 -.126** 
(.047) 

-.139** 
(.048) 

-.135** 
(.047) 

Variance Components     
Local-Level (σε2) 1.938** 

(.242) 
1.84** 
(.239) 

1.793** 
(.222) 

1.76** 
(.222) 

Regional-Level (σ0
2) .49* 

(.288) 
.593* 
(.36) 

.538* 
(.277) 

.539* 
(.299) 

Deviance 608.7 600.4 594.8 592.2 
AIC 634.7 626.4 620.8 624.2 
BIC 653.8 645.4 639.9 647.6 

 
Note: Table entries are maximum likelihood (IGLS) estimates with estimated standard errors in 
parentheses. ** p < .01; * p < .05; + p < .1. 
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In Model B, we observe statistically significant effects of all predictors at 

two levels, except for the constant.  At the regional level we observe that the effects 

of the civic engagement predictor and regional agency predictor on local hazard 

mitigation adoption are very strongly positive and statistically significant (p < .05 

and .01, respectively).  The two cross-level interactions are significant statistically: 

the cross-level interactions between local planning agency commitment and civic 

engagement and between local planning agency commitment and regional agency 

are statistically significant but the direction is negative. 

In Model C, we observe, as in Model B, the powerful effects of all 

predictors at two levels (p < .01), except for the constant.  At the regional-level we 

observe the powerful effects of the political culture predictor and regional agency 

predictor on local hazard mitigation adoption, and the effect is statistically very 

significant at the .01 level.  The two cross-level interactions are significant 

statistically: the cross-level interaction between local plan quality and political 

culture has a marginal effect at the .1 level and the cross-level interaction between 

local planning agency commitment and regional agency is very significant 

statistically at the .01 level.  The directions are negative like Model B.  In Model D, 

we observe that the civic engagement predictor is not statistically significant, while 

the effects of the political culture predictor and regional agency predictor are 

positive and statistically significant (p < .05 and .01, respectively).  The only cross-

level interaction between local planning agency commitment and regional agency is, 
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as in Model B and Model C, statistically significant at the .01 level and the 

direction is negative, while other interaction predictors are not significant 

statistically. 

The statistically significant local-level variance component (σε2) is 

decreasing from Model A to Model D, which means that Model D’s local-level 

variance explains more percentage of the local-level variance in local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption than other models in Table 16.  The difference in these 

variance components between Model A in Table 16 and the ANOVA model in 

Table 11 is 3.008-1.938 = 1.07.  Relative to the size of the ANOVA variance 

components in Table 11, this is a reduction of 1.07/3.008 = .356.  We conclude that 

the local-level variance in this Model A explains 35.6 percent of the local-level 

variance in local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  Applying the same process to 

other models, we observe that Model B explains 38.8 percent, Model C explains 

40.4 percent, and Model D explains 41.5 percent of the local-level variance in local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption.   

Although there are no additional local-level predictors in several models, 

the local-level variance component (σε2) of each integrated model in Table 16 is 

lower than that of each model in Table 13, 14 and 15.  First, the all local-level 

variance component of integrated models including the SI model in Table 16, 

which is 1.938 of Model A, 1.793 of Model C and 1.76 of Model D, is lower than 

that (σε2 = 1.982) of the SI model in Table 13.   Second, the all local-level variance 
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component of integrated models including the HI model in Table 16, which is 

1.938 of Model A, 1.84 of Model B and 1.76 of Model D, is lower than that (σε2 = 

1.998) of the HI model in Table 14.  Finally, the all local-level variance component 

of integrated models including the RCI model in Table 16, which is 1.84 of Model 

B, 1.793 of Model C and 1.76 of Model D, is lower than that (σε2 = 1.912) of the 

RCI model in Table 15.  This may mean that additional regional-level predictors 

influence local-level variance, so the integrated model provides a better explanation 

than each model alone.   

In the regional-level variance component (σ0
2), we observe that those of 

some integrated models in Table 16 are better than those of each model alone in 

Table 13, 14 and 15.  While just the estimate of the regional-level variance 

component of the sociological model (.49 of SI model in Table 13) is not improved 

(same or even worse) in any integrated models (Model A, Model B, and Model C 

in Table 16), that of the other new institutionalism models, HI model and RCI 

model, improves in the integrated model of Table 16: the estimate of the regional-

level variance component of the historical institutionalism model (.52 of HI model 

in Table 14) is improved in the integrated model of the historical institutionalism 

model and sociological institutionalism model (.49 of Model A), while not in 

Model B and Model D; the estimate of the regional-level variance component of 

the rational choice institutionalism model (.56 of RCI model in Table 15) is 

improved in the integrated model of the rational choice institutionalism model and 
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the sociological institutionalism models (.538 of Model C) and of the three new 

institutionalism model (.539 of Model D), while not in Model B (which integrates 

the rational choice institutionalism model and the historical institutionalism model).   

In the difference in deviance statistics, we obtain the ANOVA model from 

all models in Table 11 by invoking ten (or eleven in Model D) independent 

constraints.  The differences in deviance statistics, (698.1-608.7) = 89.4 (Model A); 

(698.1-600.4) = 897.7 (Model B); (698.1-594.8) = 103.3 (Model C); (698.1-592.2) 

= 105.9 (Model D) all far exceed 29.59 (on 10 d.f) and 31.26 (on 11 d.f), the .001 

critical value of a chi-square distribution.  This allows us to reject the null 

hypothesis at the p < .001 level that all ten parameters (in Models A, B, and C) or 

eleven parameters (Model D) are simultaneously 0.  

Also, in the difference in deviance statistics between the SI alone model 

Table 13 and integrated SI models of Table 16, while the deviance difference 

between the SI alone model and Model A (SI&HI), which is (612-608.7) = 3.3, not 

exceeds 7.82 at the .05 critical value of a chi-square distribution on 3 d.f., other 

deviance differences between the SI alone model and Model C (SI&RCI), the SI 

alone model and Model D (SI&HI&RCI), respectively, which are (612-594.8) = 

17.2, (612-592.2) = 19.8, exceeds 11.35, 15.09 at the .01 critical value of a chi-

square distribution on 3 d.f., 5 d.f., respectively.   This means that if the SI alone 

model (political culture predictor) is integrated with just HI model (civic 

engagement predictor), we accept that the null hypothesis statistically that civic 
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engagement parameters (γ02, γ12 and γ22) added in SI alone model are 0.  If the SI 

alone model, however, is integrated with RCI model (regional agency predictor), 

this allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the p < .01 level that other all 

parameters added in SI alone model are 0.  We conclude that the integrated SI 

model provides a better fit than the SI alone model of Table 13 when the SI alone 

model with political culture predictor is integrated with the RCI model with 

regional agency predictor.   

Now, let’s deal with the case of HI model.  In the difference in deviance 

statistics between the HI alone model Table 14 and integrated HI models of Table 

16, while the deviance difference between the SI alone model and Model A 

(SI&HI), which is (614.1-608.7) = 5.4, not exceeds 7.82 at the .05 critical value of 

a chi-square distribution on 3 d.f., other deviance differences between the HI alone 

model and Model B (HI&RCI), the SI alone model and Model D (SI&HI&RCI), 

respectively, which are (614.1-600.4) = 13.7, (614.1-594.4) = 19.7, exceeds 11.35, 

15.09 at the .01 critical value of a chi-square distribution on 3 d.f., 5 d.f., 

respectively.   This result is same as the case of SI model.  This means that if the HI 

alone model (civic engagement predictor) is integrated with just SI model (political 

culture predictor), we accept that the null hypothesis statistically that political 

culture parameters (γ01, γ11 and γ21) added in HI alone model are 0.  If the HI alone 

model, however, is integrated with RCI model (regional agency predictor), this 

allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the p < .01 level that other all parameters 
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added in HI alone model are 0.  We conclude that the integrated HI model provides 

a better fit than the HI alone model of Table 14 when the HI alone model with civic 

engagement predictor is integrated with the RCI model with regional agency 

predictor. 

  In the case of RCI model, while the deviance difference between the RCI 

alone model and Model B (HI&RCI), which is (605.2-600.4) = 4.8, not exceeds 

7.82 at the .05 critical value of a chi-square distribution on 3 d.f., other deviance 

differences between the RCI alone model and Model C (SI&RCI), the RCI alone 

model and Model D (SI&HI&RCI), respectively, which are (605.2-594.8) = 10.4, 

(605.2-592.2) = 13, exceeds 7.82, 11.07 at the .05 critical value (not .01 critical 

value) of a chi-square distribution on 3 d.f., 5 d.f., respectively.   This means that if 

the RCI alone mode (regional agency predictor) is integrated with just HI model 

(civic engagement predictor), we accept that the null hypothesis statistically that 

civic engagement parameters (γ02, γ12 and γ22) added in RCI alone model are 0.  If 

the RCI alone model, however, is integrated with SI model (political culture 

predictor), this allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the p < .01 level that other 

all parameters added in RCI alone model are 0.  We conclude that the integrated 

RCI model provides a better fit than the RCI alone model of Table 14 when the 

RCI alone model with regional agency predictor is integrated with the SI model 

with political culture predictor. 
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Each institutionalism model has a specific integration model improved as 

follows: in SI alone model, when integrated with RCI model as shown in Model C 

and Model D; in HI alone model, when integrated with RCI model as shown in 

Model B and Model D; in RCI alone model, when integrated with SI model as 

shown in Model C and Model D.  In this situation, which model is a better model?  

Is that B, C, or D? 

In comparing model fit, AIC and BIC are lower in Model C than in Model 

B and Model D.  Because it is argued generally that the model with the smaller 

information criteria (either AIC or BIC) fit “better,” Model C (which integrates the 

sociological institutionalism model and the rational choice institutionalism model) 

is considered a “better model” among the four integrated new institutionalism 

models.   

 

6.4 Fitting a Taxonomy of Multilevel Models 

Section 5.3 proposes a taxonomy of multilevel models for change to local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption. The taxonomy includes eight models using 

“ANOVA model” and “model with fixed slopes.” The model with fixed slopes 

includes three uncontrolled effect models (RCI, HI, or SI) and four controlled effect 

models (RCI&SI, RCI&HI, HI&SI, or RCI&HI&SI). Based on this proposal, this 

dissertation performed the multilevel modeling and got the result, as shown in 

Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.   
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This section reorganizes the results of 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 to present the 

taxonomy, comparing the models in terms of explanatory power. Table 17 presents 

the taxonomy differently from Table 4, including two unconditional models 

(ANOVA model: Model A and local planning institutional model: Model B), three 

uncontrolled effect models (SI: Model C, HI: Model D and RCI: Model E) and two 

controlled effect models (RCI&HI&SI: Model F and best model: Model G).  To 

expedite comprehension, this section excludes some controlled effect models, 

although the models were analyzed in Section 6.3. 

Table 17 shows that Model G, which integrates rational choice 

institutionalism with sociological institutionalism, is the best model because AIC 

and BIC, as information criteria used to compare with other models, are lowest in 

Model G, which explains the model fit better.  While in each new institutionalism 

model (Model C, D, or E) each regional institutional predictor is a significant 

variable statistically, Model G shows that there may be a duplicate problem 

between two regional variables: civic engagement and political culture.     
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(Table 17) Results of fitting a taxonomy of multilevel model for change to local 
hazard mitigation policy adoption data (n=176) 

 Parameter Model A Model B Model C Model D Model E Model F Model G
Fixed Effects 
Local-Level 
Constant γ00 

3.461** 
(.234) 

.793+ 

(.432) 
.222 

(.719) 
.669 

(.439) 
.819+ 

(.424) 
-.632 
(.715) 

-.733 
(.709)

Local Plan Quality γ10  .146+ 

(.077) 
.312* 
(.143) 

.164* 
(.079) 

.192* 
(.08) 

.439** 
(.156) 

.435**
(.154)

Local Planning 
Agency Commitment γ20  .096** 

(.034) 
.119* 
(.059) 

.107* 
(.035) 

.095** 
(.033) 

.153** 
(.058) 

.157**
(.058)

Local Political 
Activism γ30  .138** 

(.029) 
.145** 
(.029) 

.135** 
(.03) 

.137** 
(.029) 

.139** 
(.028) 

.144**
(.028)

Local Development 
Pressure in Hazard 
Area 

γ40  
.151** 
(.039) 

.133** 
(.039) 

.153** 
(.04) 

.145** 
(.038) 

.13** 
(.039) 

.125**
(.038)

Regional-Level 
Political Culture γ01   .344+ 

(.191)   .441* 
(.194) 

.509**
(.189)

Civic Engagement γ02    4.873* 
(2.244)  3.541 

(2.186) 
 

Regional Agency γ03     1.504** 
(.568) 

1.696** 
(.566) 

1.754**
(.568)

Cross-Level Interaction 
Political Culture *Local
Plan Quality γ11   -.043 

(.033)   -.059 
(.036) 

-.061+ 

(.034)
Political Culture *Local
Planning Agency 
Commitment  

γ21
   -.009 

(.015) 
  -.017 

(.015) 
-.215 
(.015)

Civic Engagement 
*Local Plan Quality  

γ12
    -.38 

(.527) 
 -.212 

(.551) 
 

Civic Engagement 
*Local Planning 
Agency Commitment 

γ22    -.351+ 

(.199) 
 -.267 

(.191) 
 

Regional Agency 
*Local Plan Quality  

γ13     -.07 
(.067) 

-.097 
(.07) 

-.098 
(.069)

Regional Agency 
*Local Planning 
Agency Commitment 

γ23     -.124* 
(.047) 

-.135** 
(.047) 

-.139**
(.048)

Variance Components 
Level-1 
(Local-Level) 

σε2 3.008** 
(.367) 

2.07** 
(.261) 

1.982** 
(.244) 

1.998** 
(.256) 

1.912** 
(.242) 

1.76** 
(.222) 

1.793**
(.222)

Level-2 
(Regional-Level) 

σ0
2 .963* 

(.481) 
.506* 
(.303) 

.49* 
(.272) 

.52+ 

(.332) 
.56* 

(.321) 
.539* 
(.299) 

.538* 
(.277)

Deviance  698.1 624.8 612.0 614.1 605.2 592.2 594.8 
AIC  704.1 642.8 632.0 634.0 625.2 624.2 620.8 
BIC  708.5 653.1 646.6 648.8 639.9 647.6 639.9 

Note: Table entries are maximum likelihood (IGLS) estimates with estimated standard errors in 
parentheses. 
** p < .01; * p < .05; +p < .01. (Reinterpreted from Singer and Willett, 2003) 
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6.5 Cross-Level Interactions 

This dissertation tested whether the local planning institutions variables 

(local plan quality and local planning agency commitment) have a single, uniform 

causal effect (positive) on local hazard mitigation policy adoption, or whether the 

causal effect varies across higher (regional) levels of analysis. Burby and Dalton 

(1994) showed that local plan quality and local planning agency commitment to 

hazard mitigation are influenced by state planning mandate and state hazard 

mandate, respectively. It is, however, possible to have the statistical problem (Type 

I error), meaning acceptance of a false hypothesis, because Burby and Dalton didn’t 

consider data structure: local level and state level. This dissertation argues that, 

considering the data structure, regional institutional settings interact with local 

factors to shape local efforts for hazard mitigation policy adoption. 

Following are the results of this dissertation, using the multilevel modeling.  

First, while the cross-level interaction between political culture in regional 

institutional settings and local plan quality is not statistically significant in 

uncontrolled effects (the only SI model of Table 13), it has a marginal effect at 

the .1 level with negative direction in controlled effects (integrated model, Model C 

of Table 16), as shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8 presents the controlled impact of political culture on the relation of 

local plan quality to local hazard mitigation adoption. In the sociological 

institutionalism model of Table 13, there are no cross-level interactions between 
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local planning institutions and political culture, that is, there were no uncontrolled 

effects of political culture. In Table 16, however, Model C, which uses the political 

culture predictor and the regional agency predictor at the regional-level, shows that 

local plan quality is moderated by regional political culture. Here, while the 

direction of the local plan quality and the direction of political culture are positive, 

the direction of cross-level interaction between them is negative (-.061).   

 
(Figure 8) The cross-level interaction between political culture and local plan 
quality 
 
 

 

 

   Moral Political Culture  

      Traditional Political Culture
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It means that good local plan quality and moral political culture have 

positive relationships with the local hazard mitigation policy adoption, but the 

importance (or slope) of local plan quality for local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption varies across regional political culture contexts; the importance of local 

plan quality in traditional political culture areas is higher than that in moral political 

culture areas. As shown in Figure 8, the slope in the area with traditional political 

culture is becoming steep while that in the area with moral political culture is 

becoming flat.   

In particular, in areas with lesser local plan quality (from 1 to 4.5 in local 

plan quality index, shown in Figure 8), the local communities with moral political 

culture are more likely to adopt local hazard mitigation policy than those with 

traditional political culture. In areas with good local plan quality (more than 5 in 

local plan quality index, shown in Figure 8), however, the local communities with 

traditional political culture are more likely to adopt local hazard mitigation policy 

than those with moral political culture.  

Second, the argument that there is variation in the effect of local planning 

institutions across regional civic engagements is correct. All cross-level 

interactions between local planning agency commitment and civic engagement in 

both uncontrolled effects (the only HI model of Table 14) and controlled effects 

(integrated model, Model B of Table 16) are negative and marginally significant at 
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the .1 level. It seems that the effect of local planning commitment is moderated or 

conditioned by civic engagement. 

 
(Figure 9) The cross-level interaction between civic engagement and local 
planning agency commitment 
 
 

 

Figure 9 presents the uncontrolled impact of civic engagement on the 

relation of local planning agency commitment and local hazard mitigation adoption. 

In the historical institutionalism model of Table 14, there is a cross-level interaction 

between local planning agency commitment and civic engagement, that is, there 

were uncontrolled effects of political culture. Here, in the model, while both the 

direction of the local planning agency commitment and the direction of civic 

engagement on the dependent variable are positive, the direction of cross-level 

interaction between them is negative (-.351).   

      High Civic Engagement  

    Low Civic Engagement 
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It means that active local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation 

and high civic engagement have positive relationships with the local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption (dependent variable), but the importance (or slope) of 

local planning agency commitment for local hazard mitigation policy adoption in 

high civic engagement areas varies across regional civic engagement contexts. As 

shown in Figure 9, while the local communities with high civic engagement are 

more likely to adopt local hazard mitigation policy than those with low civic 

engagement, the slope is reversed as follows: local areas with low civic 

engagement have a higher slope than those with high civic engagement. 

Third, the argument that there is variation in the effect of local planning 

institutions across regional agencies is correct. All cross-level interactions between 

local planning agency commitment and regional agency in both uncontrolled 

effects (the only RCI model of Table 15) and controlled effects (integrated model, 

Model B, C and D of Table 16) is negative and statistically significant at the .05, 

and .01 levels, respectively. It seems that the effect of local planning commitment 

is moderated or conditioned by regional agency.  

Figure 10 presents the uncontrolled impact of regional agency on the 

relation of local planning agency commitment and local hazard mitigation adoption 

(in RCI only model). In the rational choice institutionalism model of Table 15, 

there was a cross-level interaction between local planning agency commitment and 

regional agency, that is, there were uncontrolled effects of regional agency. In the 
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model, while the direction of the local planning agency commitment and the 

direction of regional agency on dependent variable is positive, the direction of 

cross-level interaction between them is negative (-.124).   

 
(Figure 10) The cross-level interaction between regional agency and local 
planning agency commitment 
 

 

 

 It means that active local planning agency commitment to hazard 

mitigation and a strong role of regional agency for hazard mitigation have positive 

relationships with the local hazard mitigation policy adoption (dependent variable). 

Like the other interaction effects, however, the importance (or slope) of local 

      Strong Regional Agency 

      Weak Regional Agency  
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planning agency commitment for local hazard mitigation policy adoption in weak 

regional agency areas is higher than that in strong regional agency areas.   

As shown in Figure 10, the slope in the area with weak regional agency is 

becoming steep while that in areas with strong regional agency is becoming flat. In 

particular, above 11 points of local planning agency commitment (highest local 

planning agency commitment for hazard mitigation), the local communities with 

weak regional agency are even more likely to adopt local hazard mitigation policy 

than those with strong regional agency. 

 

6.6 Comparing with Burby and Dalton (1994) Model 

Table 11 presents that there is no variation in state level to predict local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption. This may mean that the result of the Burby and 

Dalton (1994) research, which states that mandate for natural hazard mitigation is 

an important variable to encourage local efforts for hazard mitigation policy 

adoption, needs to be tested by multilevel modeling.  Ignoring the multilevel 

character of data, that is, treating the data as a “flat” data structure instead of a 

hierarchy, could bring a serious statistical problem where the OLS standard errors 

are too small.  This small standard error may lead the variable to be very significant 

statistically although initially it is not significant.    

Burby and Dalton’s model assumes that they have 176 independent 

observations in their data.  It is not surprising that variables of state level attain 
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statistical significance. Their research argues that the state mandate predictor is 

significant statistically. The problem, of course, is that the data does not have 176 

independent observations because the data structure shows different levels such as 

local and state. They ignored the data’s multilevel character.   

Here, there is a question: does the state mandate variable, shown 

statistically significant in Burby and Dalton (1994), still remain significant in the 

multilevel model? While Table 17 questions the role of state mandate, this 

dissertation cannot answer this question conclusively because there is little variance 

at the state level to explain the dependent variable. 

The second column in Table 18 presents the result of regression analysis by 

using the variables from Burby and Dalton (1994). The third column in Table 18 

presents three-level models made by adding the state level to two-level models. The 

multilevel model with two levels (local and regional level) is the Model C in Table 

16 that integrates SI model and RCI model.  This is considered as a best model in 

the final analysis in the chapter. This section makes the three-level model by 

adding a state level variable (state mandate) on the Model C in Table 16 to compare 

with the state level predictor in regression analysis of Burby and Dalton’s model. 
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(Table 18) The comparison between Burby and Dalton’s model (regression 
model) and multilevel model 
 

Parameter Regression Estimate 
(Burby & Dalton Model)

Multilevel Estimate 
(SI&RCI) 

Fixed Effects   
    Local Level   
Constant  (γ00) .017 

(.451) 
-.956 
(.738) 

Local Plan Quality (γ10) .137* 
(.068) 

.401* 
(.155) 

Local Planning Agency Commitment (γ20) .098** 
(.036) 

.152** 
(.058) 

Local Political Activism (γ30) .14** 
(.03) 

.142** 
(.028) 

Development Pressure in Hazard Area (γ40) .142** 
(.039) 

.121** 
(.038) 

    Regional Level   
Political Culture (γ01)  .424* 

(.205) 
Regional Agency (γ03)  1.647** 

(.575) 
    Cross-Level Interaction   
Political Culture *Local Plan Quality (γ11)  -.055 

(.034) 
Political Culture *Local Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ21) 

 -.02 
(.015) 

Regional Agency *Local Plan Quality (γ13)  -.097 
(.068) 

Regional Agency *Local Planning Agency 
Commitment (γ23) 

 -.136** 
(.048) 

     State Level   
State Hazard Mandate .086* 

(.038) 
.072 

(.071) 
Variance Components   
Local-Level (σε2)  1.80** 

(.224) 
Regional-Level (σ0

2)  .462* 
(.263) 

State-Level (σ1
2)  . 

Deviance  593.9 
F 20.93  

Note: Table entries are maximum likelihood (IGLS) estimates with estimated standard errors in 
parentheses. 
 ** p < .01; * p < .05; + p < .1. 
 

The result of regression analysis stands in stark contrast with the multilevel 

results. The difference is clear at the state level of analysis. State hazard mandate 
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predictor is significant at the .05 level in the OLS analysis. However, the multilevel 

result suggests that the predictor is not statistically significant. Thus, the OLS 

analysis may present too optimistic a view about the significance of the predictors 

at high levels. The importance of state mandate needs to be tested in future research 

with more state cases. 

 

6.7 Discussion 

This result has shown the use of a two-level multilevel model for 

understanding local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  There were five questions 

about this topic.  First, are the local and regional levels all relevant for local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption?  The answer is affirmative.  Second, what institutional 

predictors can explain local hazard mitigation policy adoption?  Results shows that 

while the effects of all local institutional predictors (local plan quality, local 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation, local political activism, and 

development pressure in hazard areas) used by the Burby and Dalton (1994) model 

are positive and statistically significant, it appears that the effect of political culture, 

the effect of civic engagement, and the effect of regional agency are all positive and 

statistically significant on local hazard mitigation policy adoption in each new 

institutionalism model (as expected).  That is, moral political culture, high civic 

engagement and strong commitment of regional planning councils to hazard 

mitigation have positive effects to adopt local hazard mitigation policies.  
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Third, is the effect of these predictors heterogeneous?  In Table 13, Table 

14 and Table 15, by specifying cross-level interactions, we know the causal effect 

of a lower-level predictor (local planning agency commitment) is conditioned or 

moderated by higher-level predictors (civic engagement and regional agency).  

While the predictor of local plan quality is uniformly positive on local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption, there is variation in the effect of local planning agency 

commitment across civic engagements and regional agencies.  In other words, there 

was causal heterogeneity in the effect of local planners’ commitment by regional 

institutional settings.  In the Table 16, Model C presents how the causal effects of 

lower-level predictors (local plan quality and local planning agency commitment) 

are conditioned by higher-level predictors (political culture and regional agency), 

respectively.   

While local plan quality, local planning agency commitment to hazard 

mitigation, political culture, civic engagement, and regional agency are positively 

associated with local hazard mitigation policy adoption, local plan quality and local 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation are negatively associated with 

political culture, civic engagement and regional agency, respectively.  That is, in 

local areas with lower civic engagement and weaker regional agency activities for 

local hazard mitigation, there is more importance in the local planning agency 

commitment for local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  Also, in local areas with a 
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conservative political culture, there is more importance in local plan quality for 

local hazard mitigation policy adoption.     

Fourth, is the integrative model (which integrates the two or three 

institutional perspectives) more effective than each approach alone?  The answer to 

this question was affirmative, but some combined models with the rational choice 

institutionalism model using the regional agency predictor, in particular, provide a 

better explanation than each institutionalism model alone.  Finally, comparing with 

Burby and Dalton’s model, what happened to the state mandate variable in 

multilevel modeling?  The answer is that the state mandate variable, significant at 

the .05 level from regression analysis, is not statistical significance in the multilevel 

analysis.  It shows that we should consider the multilevel modeling if we have the 

multilevel character in our data and recommend more research in the future.          
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VII. Conclusions 

This dissertation explains local government efforts to adopt hazard 

mitigation policy through a “new institutionalism” framework. It makes several 

contributions theroretcally and practically to the hazard mitigation literature and 

raises a number of issues that should be of interest to hazard mitigation planners 

and researchers alike. 

This chapter consists of five sections.  The first section revises the 

conceptual framework for a new institutionalism model to explain local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption presented in chapter III, building on a new model from 

the study findings.   

The revised model uses the orthogonal lines of analysis and the path 

diagram to understand a policy process of hazard mitigation based on the new 

institutional perspective. The next section discusses the dissertation’s major 

theoretical and research contributions, focusing on new institutionalsim and hazard 

mitigation literature. The third and fourth sections explore the policy implications 

and directions for future research, respectively. The final section suggests the need 

for a new direction of environmental planning, management and research programs 

to improve our hazard mitigation efforts. 
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7.1 The Conceptual Model Revisited 

New institutionalisms suggest a new research direction focused on hazard 

mitigation planning and policies. Over the past twenty years, hazard researchers 

have focused on identifying the key factors that influence the adoption and 

implementation of hazard mitigation policies through land use planning and 

management at the local level. Through empirical studies, they have found valuable 

factors, as we have seen in Table 1, which influence the adoption of land use 

mitigation at the local level. Table 2 shows that these valuable factors, identified in 

Table 1, can be explained and understood well through new institutional 

perspective sorting by rules of game, process and culture. 

The rules of game, as an institutional factor induced from rational choice 

institutionalism, refer to state mandate and regional agency in prior research on 

hazard mitigation. The process or participation, as an institutional factor induced 

from historical institutionalism, includes the importance of advocate and 

participation interaction. Culture, as an institutional factor induced from 

sociological institutionalism, includes development pressure and political culture. 

The Burby and Dalton (1994) model uses (among the above mentioned 

institutional variables) state mandate, local political support by advocates, and 

development pressure to explain local hazard mitigation policy adoption. They also 

argue that the predictors of local planning institution such as local planning agency 

commitment and local plan quality are very important predictors with other 
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institutional variables. Then, they make a theoretical model based on Easton’s new 

behaviorism where policy outcome is determined by political demand. The political 

demand is, in process, mediated by the political system. At this point, the local 

planning institution is considered as a political system in Burby and Dalton’s model. 

However, while their model uses some institutional variables, they didn’t 

use such important institutional variables as regional agency, participation 

interaction, and political culture. Also, the new behaviorist model that their 

theoretical model relies on, although it recognizes the importance of the political 

system as a formal institution, does not consider informal institutional settings like 

political support and development pressure as only a political demand or a 

situational factor. 

As a result, Burby and Dalton’s model does not effectively explain the role 

of local planning institution in respect to the context of institutional framework. At 

most, the local planning institution is just considered a black box with unknown 

inner mechanisms, or an intervening object that is just sitting between political 

demand and policy outcome. Although they found that most effective predictors to 

be institutional variables, their model is based on a behaviorist model that new 

institutionalists criticize. This is a fundamental limitation of Burby and Dalton’s 

model.        

Now, we need a stronger analytical model based on institutional perspective 

to explain the inner mechanism of institutional network, as well as current 
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institutional development such as the adoption of hazard mitigation policies. This 

dissertation argues that we should base our explanation of local hazard mitigation 

efforts on new institutionalism. The model based on new institutionalism provides 

a better fit with theoretical data, and provides an institutional mechanism in the 

explanatory framework. 

The new institutionalism framework broadens the scope of institutions and 

provides an integrative approach, from both the macro and micro levels, to explain 

different aspects of the same phenomenon. The new institutionalism model tries to 

broaden the concept of institution by considering political culture and civic 

engagement as institutional settings. These institutional variables, some of which 

are considered local situational factors and some not in Burby and Dalton (1994), 

appear to be very significant predictors in this dissertation.  The result chapter 

shows that we should do both macro and micro level approaches to better 

understand local hazard mitigation efforts. That is, when the regional agency 

predictor from rational choice institutionalism (considered micro-level approach), 

and the political culture predictor from sociological institutionalism (considered 

macro-level approach), are used together in the model, the model provides a better 

explanation. 

This section, based on the findings of this dissertation, presents a conceptual 

model for understanding local hazard mitigation efforts through two processes. One 
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is about analytic perspective in new institutional approaches, and the other is about 

spatial relation of institutional framework. 

First, Figure 11 shows the conceptual scheme to make the stronger 

analytical model based on new institutionalism perspective. To explain the policy 

outputs such as the adoption of land use mitigation as a dependent variable, the 

approach from both macro level and micro level3 should be considered. Macro 

level means the structure or culture-based approaches that emphasize the 

independent explanatory value of institutions. Micro level means agency-based 

approaches that conceive of institutions basically as intervening variables for the 

explanation of policy outcomes.  Despite the difference, to link structure or culture-

based approaches with agency-based approaches is a complementary way to 

explain different aspects of the same empirical phenomenon.  

The result shows that joining the model (between regional agency and either 

political culture or civic engagement) is a better way to explain the dependent 

variable than either the institutional model or the integration model based on three 

new institutional schools.   

 

 

 

                                                 
3In distinguishing macro and micro approaches, I follow the argument made by Knill and Lenschow 
(2001, p. 193), emphasizing that macro level (structure or culture-based approaches) adopt a more 
remote analytical perspective and micro level (agency-based approaches) tend to evaluate empirical 
development on the spot.   
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(Figure 11) Orthogonal lines of analysis based on new institutionalisms  
Macro-level (structure or culture-based) 

                                                                        
 
 
 
                                                                                                   

ation Policies) 
 
 
 

Micro-level (action or agency-based) 
 
 

Second, by considering spatial levels such as local and regional levels, the 

new institutionalism model, based on Figure 11, can provide an explanation about 

the role of local regional institutional framework (Figure 12). Also, advocates and 

development pressures, which are considered political demands and also local 

situation factors by Burby and Dalton (1994), are considered predictors under both 

historical and sociological institutionalism.   

It tests, by using multilevel modeling, the variation of local and regional 

levels of analysis, and the institutional predictors in each level. As shown in Figure 

12, each predictor is produced from each theoretical perspective as follows:  

rational choice institutionalism argues that the predictor of regional agency and the 

predictor of local planning institution (local plan quality and local planning agency 

commitment) are very effective in explaining local hazard mitigation efforts; 

historical institutionalism argues that the predictor of civic engagement and the 

predictor of local political supporters (advocates) are very important; sociological 
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institutionalism argues that the predictor of regional political culture and the 

predictor of local development pressure in hazardous areas determine the local 

policy efforts.  These local and regional institutional predictors can influence the 

policy outcome directly and interact between local level and regional level. 

(Figure 12) Institutional framework based on perspectives and spatial 
relationship 

 
The findings of this dissertation are as follows: First, the state level is not 

significant to explore because of little variation at that level. The cases of state used 

in Burby and Dalton’s model are just five states. As a result, the state mandate 

predictor in state level, significant in Burby and Dalton’s model, is not any more 

significant in the multilevel modeling. It can be expected that use of the higher 

structure’s data, disregarding data structure, could have Type I errors from 

statistical error problems.  This, however, doesn’t mean that state mandate, as a 
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micro-level approach’s rational choice institutional variable, is not important. We 

may need more cases among states explore this further; Second, the local planning 

institution (such as local plan quality and local planning agency commitment), 

although the variables are still very significant in the policy adoption, is moderated 

by regional institutional settings.  In the communities with conservative regional 

political culture, the importance of local plan’s quality to local hazard mitigation 

efforts is more than in the communities with moral regional political culture. Also, 

in the communities with weaker regional agency for hazard mitigation, the 

importance of local planner’s commitment is more than in the communities with 

stronger regional agency for hazard mitigation. Although these regional 

institutional settings (regional agency and political culture) seem to be connected 

negatively with local planning institution, the regional institutional predictors have 

a positive impact on local hazard mitigation policy adoption. This is a third finding 

in this dissertation. 

The finding is that strong regional agency, high regional civic engagement, 

or moral regional political culture each encourages local communities to adopt 

local hazard mitigation policy. Each variable becomes a good institutional setting 

for local hazard mitigation policy adoption. Figure 13 presents a path diagram to 

understand a policy process of hazard mitigation based on the findings in this 

dissertation. 
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(Figure 13) A path diagram based on new institutionalism 

 
 

This path diagram is based on the models identified in the result chapter. 

The models, as presented in Model B and Model C of Table 16, integrate two 

perspectives of new institutionalism as follows: one is rational choice 

institutionalism and historical institutionalism (Model B) and the other is rational 

choice institutionalism and sociological institutionalism (Model C). This diagram 

uses local planning institution and regional institutional settings to explain local 

policy outputs by categorizing local level and regional level. The regional 

institutional settings are divided by macro-level and micro-level perspective.  The 

two different perspectives better explain one same phenomenon when they are 

together.   
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While good local plan quality, high local planners’ commitment, strong 

regional agency for hazard mitigation and moral regional political culture have a 

positive impact on the adoption of local hazard mitigation policy, regional 

institutional settings influence indirectly the relationship between local planning 

institution and local policy output. Rather than the explanation that the regional 

institutional settings influence or determine the local plan’s quality and local 

planners’ commitment, it would be better to interpret the diagram as follows: local 

planning institutions, although always positively related to local hazard mitigation 

policy adoption, have a different importance in institutional framework for local 

hazard mitigation, according to the features of their regional institutional settings. 

 

7.2 Theoretical and Research Contributions 

This dissertation makes practical and theoretical contributions in hazard 

mitigation literature.  In the past 20 years a lot of hazard researchers have tried to 

identify valuable variables that influence local hazard mitigation efforts. This prior 

research accumulated a lot of findings and expanded knowledge in hazard 

mitigation.  As an example, researchers found that experience with past hazards, 

which was thought to be a window of opportunity for adopting hazard mitigation 

policy, is not statistically a significant predictor in local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption.  In particular, Dalton and Burby (1994), in the publication of Journal of 

American Planning Association, found the role of state mandate, local plan quality 
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and local planner’s commitment to encouraging local hazard mitigation policy 

through their empirical research.  Their research provides a theoretical implication 

by emphasizing the importance of planning in hazard mitigation. 

These research findings demand a theoretical framework to explain the 

relationship among the predictors and for a more systemic understanding. Burby 

and Dalton (1994), in their publication of Public Administration, tried to explain 

their research achievement by using a theoretical argument based on Easton’s new 

behaviorist model. As shown in Figure 2, the model consists of largely three parts 

as follows: input and environment in which governments operate, characteristics of 

political system, and policy output. It explains that input and environment 

determine the policy output through political system.  

Although they recognize the importance of the political system as an 

institution, this model, as some political scientists (Lowi, 1988; Strong, 1998) think, 

does not explain the inside of political system (local planning institution). 

According to the new behaviorist model, the political system, after all, mirrors its 

context (Easton, 1968). That is, the political system is just an intervening variable, 

not an independent variable. It is logically applied to planning and then leads to the 

following argument: local planning institutions (local plan quality and local 

planners’ commitment) are defined more as epiphenomena than as necessary for an 

understanding of society. In this context, plans and planners just mirror social and 

natural forces. 
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This dissertation disagrees with the argument based on the new behaviorist 

model. The new institutionalism model of this dissertation gives the local planning 

institution an independent variable, not an intervening variable that just mirrors the 

social and environmental context. This means that local planning institution is 

treated as an actor and claims institutional autonomy by which local planning 

institution is made more than a simple mirror of social forces. 

However, the new institutionalism model does not deny the importance of 

the social and natural context of planning. Rather, the model reinterprets the social 

and natural context, which was treated as political demand and a situational factor 

in the new behaviorist model (Burby and Dalton, 1994), as institutional variables, 

according to categorizing three institutionalisms. This categorization of new 

institutionalism fits the findings of prior research of hazard mitigation and helps 

add some institutional variables like regional political culture, regional agency and 

civic engagement to Burby and Dalton’s model.  The new institutionalism acts as a 

better theoretical model to explain local efforts for hazard mitigation policy. 

The result shows that local planning institutions (local plan quality and local 

planning agency commitment), culture (regional political culture and local 

development pressure as a local economic and political culture), and civic 

engagement (regional social capital and local political support) are all important 

variables in local hazard mitigation policy adoption. That is, various institutional 

variables in different levels (such as local and regional) influence local adoption of 
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hazard mitigation policy. The importance of institutional variables shows that 

hazard mitigation planners need this local and regional institutional scan to 

understand the role of planning for local hazard mitigation policy. This is the first 

finding in this dissertation.   

Next, in this institutional framework, the role of local planning institutions 

is examined to identify the relative importance of local plan quality and local 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation in various regional institutional 

settings. The multilevel modeling allows testing of the causal heterogeneity of local 

planning institutions. The results confirm the existence of causal heterogeneity. 

While the local plan quality is conditioned by regional political culture, the local 

planning agency is moderated by regional planning agency. In conservative 

political cultures, local plan quality has more importance in influencing local 

hazard mitigation efforts. In the lower regional agency for hazard mitigation, local 

hazard mitigation planners are more important actors. It means that rather than 

regional political culture and regional agency determining the local plan quality and 

local planning agency commitment, local plan quality and local planners’ 

commitment are operated differently in their importance of local hazard mitigation 

policy adoption. The local planning institution is not just a mirror of social and 

institutional context, but an independent institution as an actor in the institutional 

framework. 
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Also, this new institutionalism model suggests that two different approaches 

(micro- and macro-) in perspective should be used together to better understand 

local policy outcome.  Actually, the two different approaches may have been 

traditionally a debate or controversy in the epistemological foundation. The 

controversy in planning reflects the difference of epistemology among planners at 

the knowledge level. According to Guba and Lincoln’s (1998) categories about the 

research paradigm, there are three schools of thought in epistemology: positivism, 

interpretive theory and critical theory.  

Like Guba and Lincoln’s category, new institutionalism also consists of 

three schools: rationalist, culturalist, and structuralist (Hall and Taylor 1996; 

Aspinwall and Schneider 2000). These three schools of new institutionalism reflect 

their different worldviews and ontological perspectives. Rationalists study how 

actors use reason to satisfy their interests. Culturalists study the rules that constitute 

individual and group identities, and structuralists explore relations among actors in 

an institutional context. That is, while rationalists focus on the actors at the micro-

level, culturalists and structuralists are concerned with rules and relation at the 

macro-level. This is surely a different approach to interpreting the world. However, 

their common ground in new institutionalism is that they focus on institutional 

development. This dissertation argues that new institutionalism is one of efforts to 

blend separate theoretical trends. 
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The result shows that while mixing of the three theoretical schools seems 

inappropriate, the blending with two approaches (macro-level and micro-level) 

provides a better explanatory model to understand local efforts for hazard 

mitigation, rather than a one-approach model. While the interpretation of each 

school of new institutionalism provides a valid explanation, the blending approach 

of micro-level and macro-level approaches, which is rational choice and 

sociological or rational choice and historical, shows a better model to explain the 

local hazard mitigation policy adoption than each single institutionalism model 

does. This model may provide a starting point to join the different paradigms or 

perspectives in planning or social science by focusing on institutional aspects. 

In planning and hazard mitigation, these two perspectives to explain the 

policy outcome have existed in the hazard research. As an example, while Texas, 

which lacks a state-level planning mandate, is considered a conservative political 

culture, in Washington, which also had no state planning mandate prior to 1990, it 

was argued that the progressive political culture encouraged a lot of local 

communities to have local hazard mitigation policy. With other logic, researchers 

argued that Florida, which has a conservative political culture, has a good local and 

regional hazard mitigation policy because of strong state policy. These different 

institutional explanations are proved in the new institutionalism model that 

promotes both perspectives of micro-level (agency-based) and macro-level 

(culture-based). 
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Finally, methodologically, this dissertation used a multilevel model, similar 

to a Hierarchical Linear Model (HLM). While plan quality and planners’ 

commitment are controllable factors at the local level, regional management 

agencies, political culture, and citizen participation at the regional level (all of 

which in prior research have been hypothesized to be very important factors) were 

used as variables to test the three new institutionalisms. The multilevel model, as a 

methodological approach, allows the analysts to explicitly examine the effects on 

subjects in an “institutional context” and to test a mixed or interaction effect on 

regional institutional settings, in terms of the relationship of local planning 

institutions (e.g. local plans’ quality and local planners’ commitment) to local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption. This multilevel modeling tested the OLS 

regression used by Burby and Dalton (1994) who did not consider the data structure. 

The ANOVA testing result in Table 11 shows that the variation in state level data is 

not sufficient to analyze the state level’s variables such as state mandate. 

 

7.3 Policy Implications 

By adding regional institutional variables (political culture, civic 

engagement, and regional agency) to the model, using prior research findings in 

hazard mitigation and specifying cross-level interactions methodologically, this 

dissertation shows how the specific institutions (such as regional institutional 

variables and local institutional variables) influence the adoption of local hazard 
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mitigation policies, and conceptualizes how different institutional arrangements and 

environments (i.e. regional institutional context) lead to varied specific institutional 

effectiveness. While each institutional predictor (moral political culture, high civic 

engagement, strong role of regional planning agency in hazard mitigation, good 

local plan quality, strong local planners’ commitment to hazard mitigation, active 

local advocates for hazard mitigation, and high local demand for land in hazardous 

areas) is positively associated with local effort for hazard mitigation policy 

adoption, local plan quality and local planning agency commitment to hazard 

mitigation, although they have overall positive impacts on the dependent variable, 

they are conditioned or moderated by regional institutional settings: the effect 

(importance) of local plan quality tends to be more powerful in local areas with a 

conservative political culture and the effect (importance) of local planning agency 

commitment to hazard mitigation is likely to be more powerful in local areas with 

lower civic engagement or weaker regional activities for hazard mitigation. 

What do these findings mean to planners and policy makers for local hazard 

mitigation? What are the policy implications from this dissertation? This 

dissertation provides an opportunity to reflect on each role of governments, 

nonprofit groups and private group for local hazard mitigation, the important role 

of local planning, the need for institutional scanning and strategic planning, and the 

application of institutional scanning to regime types.  As a finding in this 

dissertation, each regional institutional variable has positive impact on local hazard 
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mitigation policy.  First, the importance of regional planning agencies’ 

commitment to hazard mitigation in influencing local hazard mitigation policy 

adoption recommends that the role of regional planning agency for local hazard 

mitigation should be considered in current relationship among federal, state and 

local governments in hazard mitigation.  Second, the importance of high civic 

engagement and moral political culture in local hazard mitigation policy adoption 

reminds us of the important role of the third sector which is known as the nonprofit, 

nongovernmental, or voluntary sector (Paterson, 1998).  This third sector 

encompasses from large scale nonprofit institutions with paid professional staffs to 

informal grassroots entities with no budget, no real legal status, and only good will 

and volunteerism (Van Til, 1988).      

Another important implication of this dissertation is about the independent 

role of local planning institutions.  While Burby and Dalton (1994) suggest that the 

quality of local planning plays an important role in promoting local hazard 

mitigation, where local communities with high local plan quality and high 

planners’ commitment are more likely to adopt extensive local hazard mitigation 

policies, this dissertation explains how local planning quality (local plan 

quality/local planning agency commitment) is important in various institutional 

contexts and implicates how local plans and planners can play an independent role 

in promoting local hazard mitigation.   
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Burby and Dalton’s model lets planners and hazard mitigation researchers 

know the importance of local planning. Although the argument may be natural to 

planners who want to integrate land use planning and hazard mitigation, it is surely 

a great achievement in hazard mitigation planning.  Their argument seems that a 

planning process can influence or strengthen local efforts for hazard mitigation 

policy adoption.  It also is very similar to an argument from the rational planning 

model that emphasizes a procedural rationality and focuses on the planning process.  

While this aspect is still important in institutionalizing the role of local planning for 

local hazard mitigation, it is not sufficient to guide how we strengthen the role of 

local planning for hazard mitigation. The local planning institution is not just a 

black box, which is, in the new behaviorist model, thought to be a process through 

which political demands (as policy input) produce policy outcome. 

My view is that the planning is, or can be, an independent force in 

promoting local hazard mitigation policy or even other planning or policy issues. 

How do we know that? This dissertation, through multilevel modeling, specifies 

cross-level interactions between local planning institutions at local level, and 

regional institutional settings at regional level.  The result shows that local plans 

and planners play more important roles in promoting local hazard mitigation policy 

in the regional institutional contexts that are less supportive of planning. While 

each regional institutional variable (moral political culture, higher civic 

engagement, or strong regional agency for hazard mitigation) has positive impacts 
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on local hazard mitigation policy, the interaction terms between local planning 

institutions and regional institutional variables all have negative signs.  That is, 

while the slope of local plan quality in communities with conservative regional 

political culture is higher than that in communities with moral political culture, the 

slope of local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation in communities 

with weaker regional agency for hazard mitigation is higher than that in 

communities with stronger regional agencies.  

It means that local planning institution is a valid variable to influence the 

local hazard mitigation efforts, among other institutional variables such as political 

culture and regional agency. As an example, in Texas (known as an area with very 

conservative political culture and weak regional planning agency), local planners, 

committed to local hazard mitigation, and local plans, including the hazard 

mitigation elements, are very important in promoting local hazard mitigation.  This 

degree of importance of planners and plans decreases in the communities with 

moral political culture, high citizen participation and strong regional agency, 

although these regional institutional variables have a positive impact on local 

hazard mitigation policy adoption. 

This dissertation, however, doesn’t show how or what influenced local plan 

quality and planners’ commitment. That is, in this dissertation, current regional 

institutional settings don’t explain how and why local plan quality and local 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation are more or less effective in 
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producing plans that adopted. Instead, this dissertation presents how local plan 

quality and planners’ commitment perform in various institutional settings.  

Then, the most important implication is that we, planners, should 

understand these institutional contexts and variables to encourage local hazard 

mitigation policy.  That is, to planners, local plan quality, local planning 

commitment, and other regional institutional contextual factors become important 

variables with the same weight to consider in promoting local hazard mitigation. 

Based on the concept of relative importance of local planning institutions in 

various regional institutional settings, local hazard mitigation planners, in practice, 

may need to carry out the institutional scanning needed to investigate the 

institutional context present in a local community. This institutional context 

includes local plan quality, local planning agency commitment, local political 

activities (supports) for hazard mitigation, and local development pressure at local 

level, regional agency’s role for hazard mitigation, local (or regional) political 

culture, and local and local (or regional) civic engagement.  It may even extend to 

the state level.  

To local hazard mitigation planners who want to adopt local hazard 

mitigation policies, it is important to understand what variables matter in the policy 

adoption.  Institutional scanning can provide them with a practical tool to start their 

effort for local hazard mitigation institutionally as follows: first, planners must scan 

the uncontrollable factor by local government such as moral/traditional political 
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culture, the degree of civic engagement and the role of regional and state 

government to hazard mitigation, like external scanning in strategic planning 

(Kaufman and Jacobs, 1987); second, local planners should scan the controllable 

factors by local government such as availability of staff for hazard mitigation and 

local plan quality for hazard mitigation, like internal scanning in strategic planning 

(Bryson and Roering, 1988).   

These two steps in institutional scannings give a starting point to promote 

the local effort for hazard mitigation policy adoption.  The point is how we, 

planners, can use local planning institutions, as a controllable variable by local 

government, for local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  That is, planners should 

focuse on the power of local planning institutions by upgrading local 

comprehensive plans or strengthening local staff capacity for hazard mitigation 

planning.  Because uncontrollable variables by local government such as political 

culture and the role of regional planning agency or state to hazard mitigation are 

not likely to be changed by the efforts of local planners, local planners should 

identify what resources can be utilized or not and focus on such variables as local 

plan quality and local planners’commitment which local planners can contribute to. 

With this institutional scanning, the hazard mitigation planners can develop 

a better strategy for achieving effective local hazard mitigation. This strategic 

planning provides planners and plans with rather independent roles in promoting 

local hazard mitigation while the planning process in Burby and Dalton (1944) is 
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given as a fixed process and considered to be dependent upon the political demand 

and situational factors.  This institutional scanning concept is very similar to the 

environmental scanning or SWOT (strengths, weakness, opportunities, and threat) 

analysis in strategic planning (Kaufman and Jacobs, 1987; Bryson and Roering, 

1988). While this environmental scanning concept means broad social-economic-

technological context, the field of hazard mitigation policy in this dissertation 

focuses on the institutional aspects, what is called “institutional scanning.”  

Through the institutional scanning, this dissertation suggests that local 

institutional types can be made.  And then, it can lead to know what local planning 

strategies are needed to encourage local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  At this 

point, regime theory is an alternative way that local political institutions have been 

categorized (Molotch, 1976; Stone, Orr and Imbroscio, 1991; Fermin, 1996; and 

Logan, Whaley and Crowder, 1997).  Categorizing political culture, participation, 

and environmental consciousness leads to a broad set of four regime types, as 

proposed by Stone.  The four types are as follows: development regime with 

traditional political culture, low participation and low environmental 

consciousness; maintenance regime with a limited role for government, high 

participation and low environmental consciousness; middle-class progressive with 

moral political culture, high participation, and high environmental interest; and 

low-class opportunity expansion with moral political culture, high participation, 

and low environmental interest  (Stone, Orr and Imbroscio, 1991). Middle-class 
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progressive and lower class opportunity expansion are introduced as alternative 

models, opposed to redevelopment regimes.  In some cities such as Boston, Seattle, 

San Francisco as middle class progressive regime, middle class population and 

activists who are unattached to corporate business have a major bargaining power.  

These cities have also substantial research and intellectual capacity not tied to 

corporate business.  Lower class opportunity expansion is a class-inclusionary 

policy regime to expand opportunities for the lower class through the enhancement 

of human capital.  The bargaining power in this regime should be mass 

mobilization and elite-level coordination.  Recently, three more regime types have 

been identified as follows: local-statist regime with moral political culture, strong 

environmental interest, and low participation; community-based regime with 

conservative political culture, high participation, and strong environmental interest; 

and petty-bourgeois regime with conservative political culture, low participation, 

and strong environmental interest (Imbroscio, 1998). 

This dissertation presents eight institutional settings by the following 

variables: regional agency for hazard mitigation, regional political culture, and 

local political activities (supporters) for hazard mitigation in Table 19 (see 

Appendix F). The category of Table 19 is very similar to the category of regime 

type. So, we may match the eight institutional setting types with regime types, 

except for Type IV. The local communities of Type 1 have moral political culture 

(supporting governmental intervention), high local participation for hazard 
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mitigation, and strong environmental regional agency. These communities match 

with middle-class progressive regime, described above.  By the same logic, the 

Type II matches with lower-class opportunity expansion regime; the type III 

matches with local-statist regime; the Type V matches with community-based 

regime; Type VI matches with maintenance regime; Type VII matches with petty-

bourgeois regime; and finally the Type VIII matches with development regime.   

While the urban regime theory emphasizes the importance of urban politics 

and these regime types explain the policy outcome (in particular, regional economic 

policy and development policy), the regime types do not consider the local 

planning institution (Mollenkopt, 1992). Using regime theory, in growth machine 

regime, chamber of commerce, realtors, and home builder association have enough 

power or too much power in the urban politics.  In progressive regime, the 

bargaining power of environmentalists and neighborhood association has grown 

and competed with growth support groups (Stone, Orr and Imbroscio, 1991).  A 

common thing is that the role of local planning institutions is disregarded.  Despite 

of this weakness, regime theory help planners categorize local political institutions. 

This dissertation argues, from the result, that the importance of local plan 

quality is more in local communities with conservative political culture, and the 

importance of local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation is more in 

local communities with weak regional agency for hazard mitigation.  If this 

argument applies to the regime and institutional types, we would make the 
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following argument: in Type VI or VIII (maintenance regime and development 

regime) like Fort Luaderdale, FL , both local planning agency commitment to 

hazard mitigation and local plan’s quality should be improved for local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption; in Type V or VII (community-based regime and petty-

bourgeois regime) like Asheville, NC, upgrading local plan quality will be 

effective; in Type II (lower-class opportunities expansion regime) like Victoria, TX, 

local planning agency commitment for hazard mitigation is very important to 

encourage local efforts for hazard mitigation policy (Appendix F).    

(Table 19) The eight institutional setting types and regime types 
 Strong Regional Agency 

for Hazard Mitigation 
Weak Regional Agency 
for Hazard Mitigation 

High Local Political 
Activities 

Type 1 
(Middle-class progressive 

regime) 

Type II 
(Lower-class 

opportunities expansion 
regime) 

Moral Political 
Culture 

Low Local Political 
Activities 

Type III 
(Local-statist regime) 

Type IV 

High Local Political 
Activities 

Type V 
(Community-based 

regime) 

Type VI 
(Maintenance regime) 

Conservative 
Political Culture 

Low Local Political 
Activities 

Type VII 
(Petty-bourgeois regime)

Type VIII 
(Development regime) 

 

7.4 Study Limitations  

This dissertation has a set of limitations in research design, measurement 

and sampling.  In the research design, this dissertation tests whether regional level 

variables (political culture, civic engagement and regional agency) have direct 

impact on local hazard mitigation policy adoption and indirect impact on the 

relationship between local planning institutions and local hazard mitigation policy 
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adoption.  For this test, the multilevel modeling has been used in this dissertation.  

However, this research design and method do not explain what influence local 

planning institutions (local plan quality and local planning agency commitment to 

hazard mitigation).   

Also, in the chapter of introduction, this dissertation points out the problem 

of exogeneity/endogeneity in Burby and Dalton’s model.  The problem is that 

although Burby and Dalton emphasized the importance of plans and planners as 

intervening variables, they don’t prove whether plan quality and planners’ 

commitment are exogenous or endogenous variables, and don’t address this 

equation problem in their multiple OLS regression analysis.  However, the research 

method using multilevel modeling in this dissertation also does not address this 

problem. 

A second set of limitations relates to measurement shortcomings.  There are 

some difficulties to measure regional agency for hazard mitigation.  Regional 

agencies to influence local hazard mitigation vary among states.  In California and 

Washington, while Counties play an important role in influencing municipal level’s 

hazard mitigation, in Texas, Counties have no power in land use and planning.  

Although Council of Governments or regional planning councils are selected as 

regional planning agency in this dissertation, it seems that these agencies do not 

represent all power of regional agencies in hazard mitigation.   
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Another measurement concern is the possibility of mismatch between local 

area and regional area in social capital index and political culture.  This dissertation 

assumes that regional social capital (civic engagement) and regional political 

culture measured in a region explain the local areas which the region contains.  

These measurements need to be investigated using more qualitative and 

quantitative method at local level.  However, limited resources did not allow for 

this.  

A third set of limitations relates to sampling.  Ideally, given the large 

number of variables suggested by the new institutionalism model, a considerably 

larger sample would have been obtained.  However, resources constraints did not 

permit a large sample.  This dissertation is based on the data of Burby and Dalton 

(1994) and shares a limitation with their model’s sampling.  Their 176 local 

sampling provide just 32 regional areas in this dissertation.  It is a little bit small 

sampling.  Ideally, the dissertation would be working from a larger national sample, 

however no resources were available to undertake such a study. Despite the above 

mentioned limitations, the author believes that the contributions of the present 

study outweigh the limitations noted.     

 

7.5 Directions for Future Research 

This dissertation provides some directions for future research. First, this 

dissertation is based on the data used and collected by Burby and Dalton (1994). 
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This data, as shown in the ANOVA section in the result chapter, is not sufficient to 

explore the variation at state level. We need more data cases of state to analyze the 

multilevel modeling with state variables such as state planning mandate and state 

hazard mandate that, many hazard researchers have argued, are considered to be 

very important in encouraging local hazard mitigation policy. 

Second, this dissertation explains how the local plan quality and local 

planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation are related to local hazard 

mitigation policy adoption in various regional institutional settings.  However, it 

does not explain what influences local planners’ commitment and local plans 

quality for local hazard mitigation. More research needs to be focused on the local 

plan quality and local planning agency commitment to hazard mitigation. To 

promote local plan quality and local planners’ commitment for local hazard 

mitigation, what should we do and what kinds of variables are important? 

Third, this dissertation suggests the importance of institutional scanning and 

the need for strategic planning. A follow-up project could be what specific 

tactics/strategy in plan quality or local planners’ commitment has a positive impact 

on local hazard mitigation policy. Burby and Dalton’s (1994) data about local plan 

quality is the sum total of several elements in evaluating local plans. We need to 

investigate a specific element in plan quality.    

Finally, in the research method process, we need to consider both the 

informal institutions, such as conventions and codes of behavior, and the formal 
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institutions, such as regional agency that human beings devise. This integrated 

approach may require collecting both qualitative data, relating to informal 

institutional factors, and quantitative date, relating to formal institutional factors. 

Also, this approach may need a theoretical typology for study, in particular case 

studies.  Table 19 shows this typology from the new institutionalism. The eight 

typologies, in this dissertation, will be used as a guideline for selecting multiple 

case studies and for testing a theory model (Appendix F). Also, as shown in Table 

19, the integration between new institutionalism and urban regime theory may 

provide a new theoretical opportunity to understand local efforts for hazard 

mitigation policy and more policy efforts in urban issues. 

 

7.6 Concluding Comments 

This dissertation seeks to better explain local government efforts to adopt 

hazard mitigation policy through a “new institutionalism” framework.  Although 

there have been significant in-roads to better understanding policy actions that 

improve local adoption of hazard mitigation strategies, questions still remain over 

inconsistent empirical results and theoretical shortcomings.   

The theoretical and methodological limitation in Burby and Dalton (1994)’s 

work demands a more comprehensive model and a different analytic approach.  

From a theoretical perspective, this dissertation explores the potential of the new 

institutionalism framework to better explain the mechanisms within institutional 
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systems and strengthens the independent role of institutions (such as plan and 

planner) in hazard mitigation practice.  Methodologically, this dissertation follows 

a multilevel model (like Hierarchical Linear Model) that accounts for variance in 

local hazard mitigation policy adoption by considering information from all levels 

of analysis (local-and regional-level in this dissertation) and brings about a mixed 

or interaction effect on regional institutional settings, in terms of the relationship of 

local planning institutions (e.g., local plans’ quality and local planners’ 

commitment) to local hazard mitigation policy adoption.  

Based on the foundation laid out in Burby and Dalton’s (1994) seminal 

work, this dissertation improves the theoretical richness and understanding of local 

hazard activity in the US and provides empirical results that are more contextually 

sensitive to regional variations.  As empirical aspect and implication, this 

dissertation argues that if we planners can understand that the successful local 

efforts for local hazard mitigation are associated with the new institutional settings 

from macro (culture), to meso (civic engagement), to micro (formal rule or agency), 

and can act strategically in the local, regional, and state institutional contexts, like 

the SWOT analysis of strategic planning, and improve local planning quality, local 

efforts for local hazard mitigation would be promoted. 
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Appendix A 
 

Variable List, Multilevel Modeling Syntax and Model Output
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Variable List 
 
SDEXTDMR LOCAL ADOPTION OF HAZARD MITIGATION POLICIES

SDEXTPLR LOCAL PLANS’ QUALITY 

PLANCOM LOCAL PLANNING AGENCY COMMITMENT 

PDEMAND LOCAL POLITICAL ACTIVISM 

HAZDEM DEVELOPMENT PRESSURE IN HAZARD AREA 

PC_22 REGIONAL POLITICAL CULTURE 

SC_COM REGIONAL CIVIC ENGAGEMENT 

STAN_WCOM REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY 
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Multilevel Modeling Syntax 
 

• Two-Level Models 
• Three-Level Models 
• Plot Models 

 
‘Two-level models 
infile 'c:\aldasas\ra6'; 
input reg_id sdextdmr sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem stan_wcom 
pc22 sc_com; 
run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra6" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Model C; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = plancom sdextplr pdemand hazdem pc22  
  pc22*plancom pc22*sdextplr/solution notest      
  outpm = mc; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra6" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Model D; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = plancom sdextplr pdemand hazdem sc_com 
sc_com*plancom  
  sc_com*sdextplr /solution notest      
  outpm = mc; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra6" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Model E; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = plancom sdextplr pdemand hazdem stan_wcom   
  stan_wcom*plancom stan_wcom*sdextplr/solution notest      
  outpm = mc; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  run; 
 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra6" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Model F"; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem sc_com pc22    
  stan_wcom sc_com*plancom sc_com*sdextplr pc22*plancom      
  pc22*sdextplr   
  stan_wcom*plancom stan_wcom*sdextplr/solution notest; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
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  run; 
  proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra6" method=ml noclprint noinfo   
  covtest; 
  title2 "Model G"; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem pc22    
  stan_wcom pc22*plancom pc22*sdextplr   
  stan_wcom*plancom stan_wcom*sdextplr/solution notest; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  run; 
 
‘Three-level models 
infile 'c:\aldasas\ra6'; 
input reg_id state sdextdmr sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem 
stan_wcom pc22 sc_com state_hazard; 
run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra6" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Three-level model"; 
  class reg_id state; 
  model sdextdmr = sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem 
state_hazard/solution notest outpm = mc; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=state; 
  run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra6" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Three-level model"; 
  class reg_id state; 
  model sdextdmr = sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem pc22 stan_wcom 
pc22*sdextplr pc22*plancom stan_wcom*sdextplr stan_wcom*plancom 
state_hazard/solution notest outpm = mc; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=state; 
  run; 
 
‘Plot models’ 
"Unconditional growth model" 
infile 'c:\aldasas\ra6'; 
input reg_id sdextdmr sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem stan_wcom 
pc22 sc_com; 
run; 
proc greplay igout = fig43 nofs; 
 delete _all_; 
 run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra6" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Model B"; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = sdextplr/solution notest outpm = mc; 
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  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  run; 
goptions reset = all noborder; 
axis1 label=("Local Plan Quality") order=(0 to 10 by 1) minor=none; 
axis2 label=none order=(0 to 8 by 1) minor=none; 
symbol1 i=join value=none w=1; 
proc gplot data=mc gout=fig43; 
 title1 justify = center "Model B" 
        justify = center "Unconditional growth model"; 
 title2 "Local Hazard Mitigation Policy Adoption"; 
 plot pred*sdextplr/ nolegend haxis=axis1 vaxis=axis2 noframe; 
 run; 
 quit; 
 
"Controlled Effects of Political Culture" 
infile 'c:\aldasas\ra8'; 
input reg_id sdextdmr sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem stan_wcomhat 
pc22hat sc_com sc_comhat; 
run; 
proc greplay igout = fig43 nofs; 
 delete _all_; 
 run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra8" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Model C"; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = sdextplr plancom*stan_wcomhat pc22hat   
   sdextplr*pc22hat/solution notest outpm = mc; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  run; 
goptions reset = all noborder; 
axis1 label=("Local Plan Quality") order=(0 to 10 by 1) minor=none; 
axis2 label=none order=(0 to 8 by 1) minor=none; 
symbol1 i=join value=none w=1.5; 
legend1 label=none value = (font=swiss) 
        position=(bottom right inside) mode=share; 
proc gplot data=mc gout=fig43; 
 title1 justify = center "New Institutionalism Model: Model C 
(SI&RCI)" 
        justify = center "Controlled Effects of Political Culture"; 
 title2 "Local Hazard Mitigation Policy Adoption"; 
 plot pred*sdextplr=pc22hat/ nolegend haxis=axis1 vaxis=axis2 
noframe; 
 run; 
 quit; 
 
"Uncontrolled Effects of Civic Engagement" 
infile 'c:\aldasas\ra7'; 
input reg_id sdextdmr sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem stan_wcom 
pc22 sc_com sc_comhat; 
run; 
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proc greplay igout = fig43 nofs; 
 delete _all_; 
 run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra7" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Model D"; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = plancom sc_comhat plancom*sc_comhat/solution 
notest outpm = mc; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  run; 
goptions reset = all noborder; 
axis1 label=("Local Planning Agency Commitment") order=(0 to 14 by 
1) minor=none; 
axis2 label=none order=(0 to 5 by 1) minor=none; 
symbol1 i=join value=none w=1.5; 
legend1 label=none value = (font=swiss) 
        position=(bottom right inside) mode=share; 
proc gplot data=mc gout=fig43; 
 title1 justify = center "Histrorical Institutionalism Model" 
        justify = center "Uncontrolled Effects of Civic 
Engagement"; 
 title2 "Local Hazard Mitigation Policy Adoption"; 
 plot pred*plancom=sc_comhat/ nolegend haxis=axis1 vaxis=axis2 
noframe; 
 run; 
 quit; 
 
"Uncontrolled Effects of Regional Agency" 
infile 'c:\aldasas\ra8'; 
input reg_id sdextdmr sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem stan_wcomhat 
pc22 sc_com sc_comhat; 
run; 
proc greplay igout = fig43 nofs; 
 delete _all_; 
 run; 
proc mixed data ="c:\aldasas\ra8" method=ml noclprint noinfo 
covtest; 
  title2 "Model E"; 
  class reg_id; 
  model sdextdmr = plancom stan_wcomhat 
plancom*stan_wcomhat/solution notest outpm = mc; 
  random intercept/type=un sub=reg_id; 
  run; 
goptions reset = all noborder; 
axis1 label=("Local Planning Agency Commitment") order=(0 to 14 by 
1) minor=none; 
axis2 label=none order=(0 to 5 by 1) minor=none; 
symbol1 i=join value=none w=1.5; 
legend1 label=none value = (font=swiss) 
        position=(bottom right inside) mode=share; 
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proc gplot data=mc gout=fig43; 
 title1 justify = center "Rational Choice Institutionalism Model" 
        justify = center "Uncontrolled Effects of Regional Agency"; 
 title2 "Local Hazard Mitigation Policy Adoption"; 
 plot pred*plancom=stan_wcomhat/ nolegend haxis=axis1 vaxis=axis2 
noframe; 
 run; 
 quit; 
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Multilevel Modeling Output 
 

Two-Level Models 
 

The SAS System           
Model C 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       621.47658737 

1              2       612.01869976      0.00031084 
2              1       611.96740005      0.00000576 
3              1       611.96651059      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.4900      0.2721      1.80      0.0359 
Residual                  1.9823      0.2440      8.12      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               612.0 
AIC (smaller is better)         632.0 
AICC (smaller is better)        633.4 
BIC (smaller is better)         646.6 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1          9.51          0.0020 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect           Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept         -0.2224      0.7190      30      -0.31      0.7592 
sdextplr           0.3119      0.1426     129       2.19      0.0305 
plancom            0.1189     0.05908     129       2.01      0.0463 
pdemand            0.1445     0.02944     129       4.91      <.0001 
hazdem             0.1325     0.03949     129       3.35      0.0010 
pc22               0.3442      0.1911     129       1.80      0.0740 
sdextplr*pc22    -0.04334     0.03341     129      -1.30      0.1969 
plancom*pc22     -0.00940     0.01530     129      -0.61      0.5402 

 
The SAS System           

Model D 
 

The Mixed Procedure 
 

Iteration History 
 

Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 
 

0              1       621.50253574 
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1              2       614.27461314      0.00086677 
2              1       614.12301327      0.00005294 
3              1       614.11454711      0.00000022 
4              1       614.11451289      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.5204      0.3324      1.57      0.0587 
Residual                  1.9980      0.2562      7.80      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               614.1 
AIC (smaller is better)         634.1 
AICC (smaller is better)        635.5 
BIC (smaller is better)         648.8 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1          7.39          0.0066 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect          Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept         0.6692      0.4387      31       1.53      0.1373 
sdextplr          0.1642     0.07983     128       2.06      0.0418 
plancom           0.1076     0.03451     128       3.12      0.0023 
pdemand           0.1346     0.02960     128       4.55      <.0001 
hazdem            0.1528     0.04008     128       3.81      0.0002 

         SC_COM           4.8727      2.2437     128       2.17      0.0317 
sdextplr*SC_COM  -0.3803      0.5273     128      -0.72      0.4721 
plancom*SC_COM   -0.3506      0.1991     128      -1.76      0.0806 

 
 

The SAS System           
Model E 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       614.71339107 

1              2       605.35539537      0.00087265 
2              1       605.20774965      0.00004375 
3              1       605.20096077      0.00000012 
4              1       605.20094210      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 
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UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.5630      0.3205      1.76      0.0395 
Residual                  1.9120      0.2421      7.90      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               605.2 
AIC (smaller is better)         625.2 
AICC (smaller is better)        626.6 
BIC (smaller is better)         639.9 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1          9.51          0.0020 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect                Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept               0.8192      0.4241      30       1.93      0.0629 
sdextplr                0.1915     0.08037     128       2.38      0.0187 
plancom                0.09594     0.03335     128       2.88      0.0047 
pdemand                 0.1366     0.02893     128       4.72      <.0001 
hazdem                  0.1453     0.03847     128       3.78      0.0002 
stan_wcom               1.5043      0.5675     128       2.65      0.0091 
sdextplr*stan_wcom    -0.07012     0.06790     128      -1.03      0.3037 
plancom*stan_wcom      -0.1241     0.04749     128      -2.61      0.0101 

 
 

The SAS System           
Model F 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       603.04909903 

1              2       592.30176846      0.00082814 
2              1       592.16785488      0.00004090 
3              1       592.16178658      0.00000011 
4              1       592.16177021      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.5398      0.2997      1.80      0.0358 
Residual                  1.7602      0.2225      7.91      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               592.2 
AIC (smaller is better)         624.2 
AICC (smaller is better)        627.8 
BIC (smaller is better)         647.6 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
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DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1         10.89          0.0010 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect                Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept              -0.6318      0.7154      29      -0.88      0.3844 
sdextplr                0.4386      0.1562     123       2.81      0.0058 
plancom                 0.1529     0.05778     123       2.65      0.0092 
pdemand                 0.1397     0.02820     123       4.96      <.0001 
hazdem                  0.1301     0.03884     123       3.35      0.0011 
 SC_COM                 3.5412      2.1862     123       1.62      0.1078 
pc22                    0.4408      0.1939     123       2.27      0.0247 
stan_wcom               1.6962      0.5664     123       2.99      0.0033 
plancom*SC_COM         -0.2674      0.1908     123      -1.40      0.1635 
sdextplr*SC_COM        -0.2122      0.5511     123      -0.39      0.7008 
plancom*pc22          -0.01713     0.01541     123      -1.11      0.2685 
sdextplr*pc22         -0.05980     0.03636     123      -1.64      0.1026 
plancom*stan_wcom      -0.1352     0.04767     123      -2.84      0.0053 
sdextplr*stan_wcom    -0.09681     0.07001     123      -1.38      0.1692 

 

 
 

The SAS System          
Model: SI&HI 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       617.57360538 

1              2       608.82028015      0.00058008 
2              1       608.72303421      0.00002115 
3              1       608.71976241      0.00000003 
4              1       608.71975764      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.4957      0.2884      1.72      0.0428 
Residual                  1.9379      0.2420      8.01      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               608.7 
AIC (smaller is better)         634.7 
AICC (smaller is better)        637.1 
BIC (smaller is better)         653.8 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1          8.85          0.0029 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
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Standard 

Effect           Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 

Intercept         -0.1507      0.7247      29      -0.21      0.8368 
sdextplr           0.3152      0.1422     127       2.22      0.0284 
plancom            0.1164     0.05877     127       1.98      0.0497 
pdemand            0.1406     0.02937     127       4.79      <.0001 
hazdem             0.1392     0.04018     127       3.47      0.0007 
SC_COM              4.0597      2.2503     127       1.80      0.0736 
pc22               0.2773      0.1944     127       1.43      0.1561 
plancom*SC_COM     -0.3190      0.1985     127      -1.61      0.1105 
sdextplr*SC_COM    -0.3034      0.5447     127      -0.56      0.5785 
plancom*pc22     -0.00514     0.01543     127      -0.33      0.7397 
sdextplr*pc22    -0.04030     0.03466     127      -1.16      0.2471 

 
 

The SAS System          
Model: Hi&SCI 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       609.55065827 

1              2       600.60595601      0.00130406 
2              1       600.38248322      0.00011315 
3              1       600.36481517      0.00000097 
4              1       600.36467091      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.5925      0.3602      1.64      0.0500 
Residual                  1.8400      0.2399      7.67      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               600.4 
AIC (smaller is better)         626.4 
AICC (smaller is better)        628.8 
BIC (smaller is better)         645.4 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1          9.19          0.0024 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect                Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept               0.7081      0.4300      30       1.65      0.1101 
sdextplr                0.2091     0.08213     125       2.55      0.0121 
plancom                 0.1061     0.03338     125       3.18      0.0019 
pdemand                 0.1332     0.02859     125       4.66      <.0001 
hazdem                  0.1464     0.03912     125       3.74      0.0003 
SC_COM                  4.7973      2.1950     125       2.19      0.0307 
stan_wcom               1.4922      0.5601     125       2.66      0.0087 
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plancom*SC_COM         -0.3269      0.1927     125      -1.70      0.0922 
sdextplr*SC_COM        -0.3957      0.5266     125      -0.75      0.4538 
plancom*stan_wcom      -0.1235     0.04666     125      -2.65      0.0092 
sdextplr*stan_wcom    -0.06762     0.06734     125      -1.00      0.3173 

 
 

The SAS System          
Model: SI&RCI 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       607.01804481 

1              2       594.90038820      0.00045393 
2              1       594.82853311      0.00001102 
3              1       594.82690941      0.00000001 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.5378      0.2769      1.94      0.0261 
Residual                  1.7927      0.2220      8.07      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               594.8 
AIC (smaller is better)         620.8 
AICC (smaller is better)        623.2 
BIC (smaller is better)         639.9 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1         12.19          0.0005 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect                Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept              -0.7330      0.7098      29      -1.03      0.3103 
sdextplr                0.4348      0.1539     126       2.82      0.0055 
plancom                 0.1573     0.05796     126       2.71      0.0076 
pdemand                 0.1436     0.02817     126       5.10      <.0001 
hazdem                  0.1245     0.03809     126       3.27      0.0014 
pc22                    0.5093      0.1898     126       2.68      0.0083 
stan_wcom               1.7543      0.5685     126       3.09      0.0025 
plancom*pc22          -0.02146     0.01522     126      -1.41      0.1610 
sdextplr*pc22         -0.06133     0.03412     126      -1.80      0.0747 
plancom*stan_wcom      -0.1396     0.04793     126      -2.91      0.0043 
sdextplr*stan_wcom    -0.09800     0.06894     126      -1.42      0.1577 

 
 

The SAS System          
Model: SI&RCI 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 
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Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       603.04909903 

1              2       592.30176846      0.00082814 
2              1       592.16785488      0.00004090 
3              1       592.16178658      0.00000011 
4              1       592.16177021      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.5398      0.2997      1.80      0.0358 
Residual                  1.7602      0.2225      7.91      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               592.2 
AIC (smaller is better)         624.2 
AICC (smaller is better)        627.8 
BIC (smaller is better)         647.6 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1         10.89          0.0010 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect                Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept              -0.6318      0.7154      29      -0.88      0.3844 
sdextplr                0.4386      0.1562     123       2.81      0.0058 
plancom                 0.1529     0.05778     123       2.65      0.0092 
pdemand                 0.1397     0.02820     123       4.96      <.0001 
hazdem                  0.1301     0.03884     123       3.35      0.0011 
pc22                    0.4408      0.1939     123       2.27      0.0247 
SC_COM                  3.5412      2.1862     123       1.62      0.1078 
stan_wcom               1.6962      0.5664     123       2.99      0.0033 
plancom*SC_COM         -0.2674      0.1908     123      -1.40      0.1635 
sdextplr*SC_COM        -0.2122      0.5511     123      -0.39      0.7008 
plancom*pc22          -0.01713     0.01541     123      -1.11      0.2685 
sdextplr*pc22         -0.05980     0.03636     123      -1.64      0.1026 
plancom*stan_wcom      -0.1352     0.04767     123      -2.84      0.0053 
sdextplr*stan_wcom    -0.09681     0.07001     123      -1.38      0.1692 
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Three-Level Models 
 
 

The SAS System          16:51 Tuesday, May 20, 2003  27 
ANOVA Model-third-level model 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       710.52002239 

1              2       694.46725794      0.00070735 
2              1       694.31588141      0.00003154 
3              1       694.30967339      0.00000007 
4              1       694.30965917      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.5525      0.3509      1.57      0.0577 
UN(1,1)      state        0.4287      0.3828      1.12      0.1314 
Residual                  2.9865      0.3594      8.31      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               694.3 
AIC (smaller is better)         702.3 
AICC (smaller is better)        702.6 
BIC (smaller is better)         694.3 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

2         16.21          0.0003 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect       Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept      3.4568      0.3355       0      10.30       . 

The SAS System          16:51 Tuesday, May 20, 2003  28 
Model-third-level model 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       614.58427497 

1              4       607.49466308      0.00033092 
2              2       607.45066667      0.00000831 
3              1       607.44939135      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
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Covariance Parameter Estimates 

 
Standard         Z 

Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 
 

UN(1,1)      reg_id       0.4090      0.2470      1.66      0.0489 
         UN(1,1)      state      6.93E-18           .       .         . 

Residual                  2.0060      0.2472      8.12      <.0001 
 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               607.4 
AIC (smaller is better)         629.4 
AICC (smaller is better)        631.2 
BIC (smaller is better)         607.4 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

1          7.13          0.0076 
 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect          Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept       0.008274      0.5516       0       0.02       . 

sdextplr          0.1441     0.07762     129       1.86      0.0657 
plancom          0.08637     0.03407     129       2.53      0.0125 
pdemand           0.1397     0.02952     129       4.73      <.0001 
hazdem            0.1270     0.03994     129       3.18      0.0019 
state_hazard     0.09347     0.07134     129       1.31      0.1925 

 
 

The SAS System          16:51 Tuesday, May 20, 2003  29 
Model-third-level model 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Solution for Fixed Effects 

 
Standard 

Effect          Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 

pc22             0.07802     0.09644     129       0.81      0.4200 
SC_COM            0.4699      0.9356     129       0.50      0.6163 
stan_wcom       -0.09587      0.2240     129      -0.43      0.6693 
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Plot Models 
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Appendix B 
 

Correlation Matrix 
Collinearity Diagnostics 
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Correlations

1 .228** .313** .477** .429** .139 .191* .082
.002 .000 .000 .000 .067 .012 .279

176 176 173 176 176 176 173 175
.228** 1 .092 .104 .159* -.100 .042 .191*
.002 .229 .169 .034 .186 .583 .011
176 176 173 176 176 176 173 175
.313** .092 1 .295** .061 .049 -.053 .098
.000 .229 .000 .429 .518 .489 .199
173 173 173 173 173 173 170 172
.477** .104 .295** 1 .325** .009 .054 .082
.000 .169 .000 .000 .902 .478 .280
176 176 173 176 176 176 173 175
.429** .159* .061 .325** 1 .256** .250** -.021
.000 .034 .429 .000 .001 .001 .784
176 176 173 176 176 176 173 175
.139 -.100 .049 .009 .256** 1 .251** -.242**
.067 .186 .518 .902 .001 .001 .001
176 176 173 176 176 176 173 175
.191* .042 -.053 .054 .250** .251** 1 -.090
.012 .583 .489 .478 .001 .001 .241
173 173 170 173 173 173 173 172
.082 .191* .098 .082 -.021 -.242** -.090 1
.279 .011 .199 .280 .784 .001 .241
175 175 172 175 175 175 172 175

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

sdextdmr

sdextplr

plancom

pdemand

hazdem

pc22

SC_com

stan_wcom

sdextdmr sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem pc22 SC_com stan_wcom

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).*. 
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Collinearity Diagnosticsa

4.762 1.000 .00 .01 .00 .01 .01 .01 .00 .00
1.129 2.054 .00 .02 .00 .00 .00 .01 .19 .52

.879 2.328 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .68 .27

.441 3.285 .00 .80 .00 .14 .01 .01 .00 .08

.370 3.588 .01 .05 .00 .56 .00 .20 .01 .10

.207 4.797 .02 .00 .08 .03 .84 .00 .07 .00

.164 5.395 .07 .11 .09 .21 .09 .76 .04 .02

.048 9.969 .90 .01 .82 .04 .05 .01 .00 .00

Dimension
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Model
1

Eigenvalue
Condition

Index (Constant) sdextplr plancom pdemand hazdem pc22 SC_com stan_wcom
Variance Proportions

Dependent Variable: sdextdmra. 
 

 
CONDITION NUMBER (K) = 4.762/.048 = 99.2 (< 100) 
CONDITION INDEX (CI) = 9.969 (< 10) 
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Appendix C 
 

Regional Planning Agency Survey and Schedule 
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Survey Questionairre 
 

Regional activities in flood plain management 

 

Question: 

With which of the following flood plain management roles is your agency currently 

involved?  (Circle all that apply) 

 

* My research period is 1990.  So, I want to know whether the activities you 

circle were established after 1990 or before 1990. 

 

1. Discouraging public investments from locating in flood hazard areas 

through review process (after 1990/ before 1990) 

2. Include flood hazards in regional planning (after 1990/ before 1990) 

3. Coordinating local flood plain management programs (after 1990/ before 

1990) 

4. Regulate flood hazard areas (after 1990/ before 1990) 

5. Acquire flood hazard areas for open space (after 1990/ before 1990) 

6. Relocate existing development (after 1990/ before 1990) 

7. Provide technical assistance to local government (after 1990/ before 1990) 

8. Provide public information about flood hazards (after 1990/ before 1990) 

9. Monitor and evaluate local programs (after 1990/ before 1990) 

10. Designate flood hazard areas (after 1990/ before 1990) 

 

Please reply by email juchul@mail.utexas.edu or fax 512-471-0716 

 

 

Thanks, 
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The List of Regional Planning Councils (or Council of Governments) 
 

STATE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY 
ABAG 
AMBAG 
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
SANTA BARBARA COUNTYNASSOCIATION OF 
GOVERNMENTS 

CA 

SCAG 
NORTHEAST FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL 
TAMPA BAY REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL 
EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA REGION 
SOUTH FLORIDA REGIONAL COUNCIL 
TREASURE COAST REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL 
WEST FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL 

FL 

SOUTHWEST FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL 
MID-EAST COMMISSION 
EASTERN CAROLINA COUNCIL 
CAPE FEAR COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
ALBEMARLE COMMISSION 
SOUTHWESTERN COMMISSION 
LAND-OF-SKY REGIONAL COUNCIL 
HIGH COUNTY COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
WESTERN PIEDMONT COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
NORTHWEST PIEDMONT COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 

NC 

ISOTHERMAL PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
HOUSTON-GALVESTON COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
GOLDEN CRESCENT COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
COASTAL BEND COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 

TX 

SOUTH EAST TEXAS COUNCL OF GOVERNMENTS 
GRAYS HARBOR COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
PUGET SOUND REGIONAL COUNCIL 
WHATCOM COUNCIL OG GOVERNMENTS 
THURSTON REGIONAL PLANIING COUNCIL 

WA 

PACIFIC COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
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E-mail and Fax Survey to Regional Planning Councils or Council of Governments  
 

Survey Schedule 
First e-mailing and faxing occurred in March 2005; First e-mailing about 

introduction; Second, follow-up e-mailing or faxing with survey questionnaire; 
Finally results by email and fax in May 2005  
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Appendix D 
 

Social Capital Index and Cronbach’s Alpha 
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Cronbach’s Alpha 
 
 

Case Processing Summary

48 94.1
3 5.9

51 100.0

Valid
Excludeda

Total

Cases
N %

Listwise deletion based on all
variables in the procedure.

a. 

 
 

Reliability Statistics

.730 6

Cronbach's
Alpha N of Items
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Appendix E 
 

One-way Analysis of Variance:  
 

• Variation in 1) Political Culture, 2) Civic Engagement and 3) Council of 
Governments’ Commitment to Hazard Mitigation among 32 regional 
agencies  

• Variation in 1) Political Culture, 2) Civic Engagement and 3) Council of 
Governments’ Commitment to Hazard Mitigation within Each State 
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One Way Analysis of Variance  
Dependent Variable:  

1) Political Culture, 2) Civic Engagement and 3) Council of Governments’ 
Commitment to Hazard Mitigation  

 
 
 

Among 32 Regional Agencies  
(At the Level of Council of Governments)  

ANOVA

953.000 31 30.742 2E+032 .000
.000 138 .000

953.000 169
97.680 31 3.151 6E+007 .000

.000 138 .000

97.680 169

97.680 31 3.151 6E+007 .000
.000 138 .000

97.680 169

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

Total

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Political
culture

Civic
engagem
ent

Regional
agency

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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WITHIN CALIFORNIA 

ANOVA

12.890 4 3.222 3E+030 .000
.000 23 .000

12.890 27
1.111 4 .278 5E+031 .000

.000 23 .000

1.111 27

1.111 4 .278 5E+031 .000
.000 23 .000

1.111 27

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

Total

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Political
culture

Civic
engageme
nt

Regional
agency

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

 
 

 

 

WITHIN FLORIDA 
 

ANOVA

19.842 6 3.307 . .
.000 23 .000

19.842 29
36.009 6 6.001 3E+034 .000

.000 23 .000

36.009 29

36.009 6 6.001 3E+034 .000
.000 23 .000

36.009 29

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

Total

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Political
culture

Civic
engageme
nt

Regional
agency

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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WITHIN NORTH CAROLINA 

ANOVA

14.483 9 1.609 . .
.000 48 .000

14.483 57
10.644 9 1.183 2E+033 .000

.000 48 .000

10.644 57

10.644 9 1.183 2E+033 .000
.000 48 .000

10.644 57

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

Total

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Political
culture

Civic
engageme
nt

Regional
agency

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

 
 

 
 

WITHIN TEXAS 

ANOVA

38.967 4 9.742 . .
.000 25 .000

38.967 29
18.876 4 4.719 9E+032 .000

.000 25 .000

18.876 29

18.876 4 4.719 9E+032 .000
.000 25 .000

18.876 29

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

Total

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Political
Culture

Civic
engageme
nt

Regional
agency

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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WITHIN WASHINGTON 

ANOVA

10.500 4 2.625 . .
.000 19 .000

10.500 23
5.373 4 1.343 3E+032 .000

.000 19 .000

5.373 23

5.373 4 1.343 3E+032 .000
.000 19 .000

5.373 23

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

Total

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Political
culture

Civic
Engageme
nt

Regional
Agency

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
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Appendix F 
 

Eight Institutional Setting Types and Its Cities among Samples  
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TYPE I (MIDDLE-CLASS PROGRESSIVE REGIME): STRONG 
REGIONAL AGENCY/MORAL POLITICAL CULTURE/HIGH LOCAL 
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
 
ARLINGTON, WA 
CHEHALIS, WA 
CLALLAM COUNTY, WA 
CLARK COUNTY, WA 
DES MOINES, WA 
FIFE, WA 
ISSAQUAH, WA 
MASON COUNTY, WA 
MILTON, WA 
NORMANDY PARK, WA 
PIERCE COUNTY, WA 
REDMOND, WA 
RENTON, WA 
THURSTON COUNTY, WA 
TUMWATER, WA 
 
TYPE II (LOWER-CLASS OPPORTUNITIES EXPANSION REGIME): 
WEAK REGIONAL AGENCY/MORAL POLITICAL CULTURE/HIGH 
LOCAL POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
 
CARMEL, CA 
IRVINE, CA 
KINGSVILLE, TX 
PARAMOUNT, CA 
SAN CREMENTE, CA 
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA 
SOUTH EL MONTE, CA 
VALLEJO, CA 
VICTORIA, TX 
 
 
 
 
TYPE III (LOCAL-STATIST REGIME): STRONG REGIONAL 
AGENCY/MORAL POLITICAL CULTURE/LOW LOCAL POLITICAL 
ACTIVITIES 
 
KENT, WA 
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BOTHELL, WA 
BREMERTON, WA 
BRIER, WA 
ENUMCLAW, WA 
FERNDALE, WA 
GIG HARBOR, WA 
LACEY, WA 
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE, WA 
PACIFIC, WA 
RAYMOND, WA 
SEQUIM, WA 
SKAMANIA COUNTY 
WASHOUGAL, WA 
 
TYPE IV: WEAK REGIONAL AGENCY/MORAL POLITICAL 
CULTURE/LOW LOCAL POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
 
ABERDEEN, WA 
AZUSA, CA 
BENECIA, CA 
CARSON, CA 
CUDAHAY, CA 
EAST PALO ALTO, CA 
EDNA, TX 
EL CERRITO, CA 
GREGORY, TX 
GROVER CITY, CA 
HAWAIIAN GARDENS, CA 
HAWTHORNE, CA 
INGLESIDE, TX 
INGLEWOOD, CA 
LAKEWOOD, CA 
LOMPOC, CA 
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 
NORWALK, CA 
POMONA, CA 
ROSEMEADE, CA 
SAN FERNANDO, CA 
SAN MATEO, CA 
SINTON, TX 
SOLANO COUNTY, CA 
TAFT, TX 
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WEST COVINA, CA 
WOODSIDE, CA 
 
 TYPE V (COMMUNITY-BASED REGIME): STRONG REGIONAL 
AGENCY/CONSERVATIVE POLITICAL CULTURE/HIGH LOCAL 
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
 
ASHEVILLE, NC 
BOON, NC 
CLAY COUNTY, NC 
MITCHELL COUNTY, NC 
MOUNT AIRY, NC 
YANCEY COUNTY, NC 
 
TYPE VI (MAINTENANCE REGIME): WEAK REGIONAL 
AGENCY/CONSERVATIVE POLITICAL CULTURE/HIGH LOCAL 
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
 
ATLANTIC BEACH, FL 
BAY BEACH, TX 
BAYTOWN, TX 
BEAUFORT, NC 
BERTIE COUNTY, NC 
BROWNSVILLE, TX 
CAPE CANAVER, FL 
CAROLINA BEACH, NC 
CARTERET COUNTY, NC 
CHOWAN COUNTY, NC 
DARE COUNTY, NC 
DESTIN, FL 
ELIZABETH CITY, NC 
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 
FRIENDSWOOD, TX 
HERTFORD, NC 
JACKSONVILLE, FL 
KILL DEVIL HILLS, NC 
LONGBOAT KEY, FL 
MANATEE COUNTY, FL 
MARTIN COUNTY, FL 
MARY ESTHER, FL 
MISSOURI, TX 
NAPLES, FL 
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NEW HANOVER COUNTY, NC 
OLDSMAR, FL 
ONSLOW COUNTY, NC 
ORANGE, TX 
ORMOND BEACH, FL 
PALACIOS, TX 
PORT ISABEL, TX 
PORT NECHES, TX 
SANBENIT, TX 
SANTA FE, TX 
SARASOTA, FL 
SEABROOK, TX 
ST. AUSTIN, FL 
TYRELL COUNTY, NC 
WEBSTER, TX 
WRIGHTSVILLE, NC 
 
TYPE VII (PETTY-BOURGEOIS REGIME): STRONG REGIONAL 
AGENCY/CONSERVATIVE POLITICAL CULTURE/LOW LOCAL 
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
 
ANDREWS, NC 
AVERY COUNTY, NC 
BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC 
BUNCOMBE COUNTY, NC 
BURKE COUNTY, NC 
CALDWELL COUNTY, NC 
ELKIN, NC 
FOREST CITY, NC 
FRANKLIN, NC 
HAYWOOD COUNTY, NC 
JACKSON COUNTY, NC 
MADISON COUNTY, NC 
NORTH WILKES, NC 
RUTHERFORD COUNTY, NC 
SAWMILLS, NC 
SPINDALE, NC 
SPRUCE PINE, NC 
VALDESE, NC 
WAYNESVILLE, NC 
WILKES COUNTY, NC 
WILKESBORO, NC 
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WOODFIN, NC 
 
TYPE VIII (DEVELOPMENT REGIME): WEAK REGIONAL 
AGENCY/CONSERVATIVE POLITICAL CULTURE/LOW LOCAL 
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
 
AHOSKIE, NC 
ANGLETON, TX 
BRADENTON, FL 
BRUNSWICK COUNTY, NC 
CAMDEN COUNTY, NC 
CLUTE, TX 
COCOA, FL 
CURRITUCK COUNTY, NC 
DANIA, FL 
DEERFIELD BEACH, FL 
DELRAY BEACH, FL 
DICKINSON, TX 
FREEPORT, TX 
HAVELOCK, NC 
HERTFORD COUNTY, NC 
HOLLY HILL, FL 
JUPITER, FL 
LAKE JACK, TX 
LONG BEACH, NC 
LOS FRESNOS, TX 
LYNN HAVEN, FL 
MIAMI SHORES, FL 
MOREHEAD CITY, NC 
MURFREEBORO, NC 
NEW BERN, NC 
NEW PORT, NC 
NICEVILLE, FL 
NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 
PALM BAY, FL 
PEARLAND, TX 
PENDER COUNTY, NC 
PERQUIMANS COUNTY, NC 
PINELLAS COUNTY, FL 
POMPANO, FL 
PORT ARTHUR, TX 
RICHWOOD, TX 
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SOUTHPORT, NC 
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 
VALPARAISO, FL 
WASHINGTON, NC 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, NC 
WEST COLUMBIA, TX 
WILMINGTON, NC 
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Appendix G 
 

Intercepts and Slopes as Outcomes Model Output 
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Model Output  
 

The SAS System           00:37 Sunday, May 18, 2003  36 
Model B 

 
The Mixed Procedure 

 
Iteration History 

 
Iteration    Evaluations        -2 Log Like       Criterion 

 
0              1       619.74458633 

1              2       708.27845113      8.79421382 
2              1       689.86879273     29.11675604 
3              1       671.39248231     96.88401440 
4              1       652.86576788    321.86575697 
5              1       634.21095703    1032.2921949 
6              1       617.68850766    264.62350343 
7              1       616.92437589     64.23090430 
8              1       613.72796705    2076.0936656 
9              2       612.14043420    564.39635530 

                10             3       610.83379624       . 
                11             3       609.29222675       . 

12              1       609.14825195      0.00003916 
13              1       609.14214643      0.00000010 
14              1       609.14213177      0.00000000 

 
 

Convergence criteria met. 
 
 

Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 

Standard         Z 
Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 

 
UN(1,1)      reg_id     5.29E-17           .       .         . 

UN(2,1)      reg_id      0.02779     0.04689      0.59      0.5534 
UN(2,2)      reg_id     0.000534    0.008605      0.06      0.4753 
Residual                  1.8991      0.2472      7.68      <.0001 

 
 

Fit Statistics 
 

-2 Log Likelihood               609.1 
AIC (smaller is better)         629.1 
AICC (smaller is better)        630.6 
BIC (smaller is better)         643.8 

 
 

Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 

DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 

2         10.60          0.0050 
The SAS System           00:37 Sunday, May 18, 2003  37 

Model B 
 

The Mixed Procedure 
 

Solution for Fixed Effects 
 

Standard 
Effect              Estimate       Error      DF    t Value    Pr > |t| 

 
Intercept             1.0361      0.3956      31       2.62      0.0135 
sdextplr              0.1536     0.07704     105       1.99      0.0487 
plancom              0.07778     0.03340      24       2.33      0.0286 
pdemand               0.1395     0.02893     105       4.82      <.0001 
hazdem                0.1485     0.03819     105       3.89      0.0002 
stan_com              1.5236      0.5441     105       2.80      0.0061 
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plancom*stan_com     -0.1431     0.04745     105      -3.02      0.0032 
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